


Economic Policy in the 21st Century

Economic policy is facing crises on multiple fronts. With the effects of
the last financial crisis still with us, it is now faced with the new
challenges of post-Covid economic recovery and dealing with the
negative effects of over consumption on the climate. This book
explores the future of economic policy in relation to what the author
sees as the four great policy challenges of the first half of the 21st
century: the after effects of the last financial crisis and the cata-
strophic impact of the Covid pandemic, secular stagnation, growing
poverty and inequality, and globalization. The existence of these
economic problems has become increasingly relevant since some of
the tools available to public action have become useless. As econo-
mists begin to suggest new instruments of economic policy, this book
will help the reader understand the nature of the economic and polit-
ical facts that influence both current and future generations.
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Introduction
The Proliferation of Problems and the
Reduction of Instruments: Economic
Policy as a ‘Lame Duck’

In this book we aim to look first at the main problems which arose

or were aggravated in the recent years, with respect to the economic

crises, stagnation, inequalities, and globalisation. These are partly

old problems, which have however become deeper in the last

decades. We also analyse the relationships between these four

problems.

The existence – or aggravation – of so many problems that must

be faced by public action is so much more relevant and pernicious

because, for a number of circumstances, at least some of the tools

available to public action have become useless. This is the case of

monetary policy, whose effectiveness has decreased for at least two

reasons. On the one hand, it has been substantially blocked by the

length and depth of the crises, which have constrained the central

banks to maintain the interest rate at its floor, that is, at a zero level,

as negative interest rates are not conceivable (or are limited to very

specific circumstances). In fact, nobody would lend their money if

they had also to pay interest to the borrower. On the other hand,

monetary policy has revealed to be ineffective at limiting bank credits

in a situation of euphoria, from which a crisis of the financial system

can spring. In addition, fiscal policy has largely remained more or less

blocked, due to: the roof at the absolute level of debt in the USA; the

Stability and Growth Pact, setting a maximum of 3% with respect to

the GDP, and the fiscal compact, a rule establishing the reduction

of this limit in order to reduce by 1/20 yearly the excess of the debt/

GDP ratio with respect to the value of 60%, in the European Union.
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In addition, in various countries there are oppositions to implementa-

tion of price and incomes policy (i.e., of a policy establishing the rule

for changes in prices, wages and other types of incomes) as well as to

other economic policy instruments. Finally, at an international level

countries do not engage in other than generic coordination of national

economic policies.

Actually, the fantasy of economists has led to the suggestion

of the possibility of making use of new instruments of economic

policy, in the field both of monetary policy (e.g., the unconven-

tional monetary policies implemented by both the Federal Reserve

and the European Central Bank and other central banks) and fiscal

policy (limits to debt, rather than to the deficit). In addition, new

policy instruments such as macro-prudential tools have been

devised, in order to limit excessive bank loans in times of

market euphoria.

This notwithstanding, facing the multiplication of problems

there has been a reduction in the number of unconstrained instru-

ments, which implies the impossibility for the government to reach

its economic policy targets. In fact, the classical theory of economic

policy states that fulfilment of a given number of (fixed) policy

targets is possible only if a number of instruments at least equal to

the number of those targets is available. If some instruments are

unavailable, the government becomes a ‘lame duck’, an expression

indicating the institution (such as the government or the president)

that cannot use its (his) prerogatives for a number of reasons. For

instance, the President of the Republic in Italy cannot dissolve

Parliament in the last six months of his mandate (the so-called white

semester). In the USA, the President-elect has no powers before the

inauguration and has limited powers when he has lost the majority

of the Congress.

The four economic situations needing policy interventions are

linked one to the other. In addition, all of them have a negative influ-

ence on the life of most people. This explains part of the title of this

book: the four great challenges.

     ‘ ’
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The plan of the book is as follows: in Chapter 1 we deal with the

crises. Chapter 2 deals with secular stagnation; Chapter 3 with pov-

erty and inequalities. Chapter 4 is dedicated to globalisation.

Chapter 5 pulls together the threads of the previous issues, emphasiz-

ing, on the one hand, the relations between the ‘terrible four’ and, on

the other, the economic policy rule stating equality of the number of

targets and instruments, from which the observation of insufficiency

of the latter in order to reach the former derives.

As said, the first chapter deals with the crises. Almost the entire

world – and in particular Europe – has recently suffered from a situ-

ation of economic crisis, which in some cases has considerably

reduced the average levels of income and employment. This happened

first as an effect of the burst of the financial bubble in the United

States, which rapidly transmitted to Europe and many other

developed countries, lasting in Europe for many years. More recently,

since the beginning of 2020 the crisis has rekindled due to the burst of

the pandemic. And this crisis threatens to be deeper and wider than

the previous one, thus threatening to repeat the negative experience of

the Great Crisis begun in 1929.

The crises of these last years have accentuated the risk of a

second negative event that had been looming for a long time – espe-

cially in Europe, as an effect of the deflationary1 institutions of the

European Union (EU) and the European Monetary Union (EMU)2 –

1 The term deflation means ‘reduction’ in economic jargon. In particular, in this book
it is used with two meanings, which are generally clear from the context. Literally, it
has a meaning opposite to that of inflation and indicates a reduction in prices and
wages. In this book it is sometimes used also as a synonym for the reduction of
economic activity. The two situations – price and wage reduction and reduction of
economic activity – are related one to the other.

2 This is the set of European Union countries that adopt a common currency, i.e., the
euro. The European Union is a supranational political and economic organisation,
which – after the UK’s exit in January 2020 – includes twenty-seven European
countries. Its origins date back to the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC),
born in 1952, and then to the European Common Market and Euratom of 1957. It is
currently governed by the Lisbon Treaty of 2007. The EU is administered by various
bodies, among which at least the European Commission should be mentioned.
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without emerging clearly. We refer to secular stagnation, that is, to

the tendency of the rate of growth of GDP to decline in the long run.

This is the object of Chapter 2, where we show – among other things –

that the rate of growth of advanced countries fell by 1 percentage

point in the thirty-five years after 1971.

An aspect of the crises and stagnation is the reduction in the

average income (and/or its rate of growth) and employment. The

negative effects on these variables of the financial crisis begun in

2007 declined with its termination, but resumed in the last couple

of years, due to the pandemic. Another effect of the crises and

stagnation is the worsening of distribution and the rise of the pov-

erty rate, especially in some European Union countries. Inequality

also rose in other countries, especially in the USA and the UK. In

Chapter 3 we highlight the effects of the crises on both the rise of

poverty and inequalities and the reduction of the efficiency of eco-

nomic systems. Inequalities have increased, with few exceptions not

only in each country, but also at the world level, between the

different countries, due to globalisation (with which we deal in

Chapter 4), which can be defined as a rise in the movements of

people, goods and capital. Some aspects of globalisation have merits,

since they correspond to a more intense relationship between

peoples, but others imply also some possible disadvantages, such

as the rise of the degree of monopoly, due to the formation of

international oligopolies or monopolies, as a consequence of some

types of capital movements. International movements of people are

potentially more beneficial for various reasons, as the historical

experience shows. However, their concentration in the space and

time can cause no minor problems of economic, social and political

nature. Finally, the rise in the international exchange of goods has in

some cases displaced old trades and professions, negatively affecting

Another body is the European Parliament, which, however, performs reduced
functions compared to those of national parliaments. Instead, the EMU is mainly
governed by the European Central Bank (ECB).

     ‘ ’
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the distribution of income. All these effects can largely be charged

to the absence of institutions capable of governing globalisation, as

this role is in the real world attributed almost completely to the

pure operation of markets. As mentioned, we deal with these issues

in Chapter 4.

The threads of the analysis carried out in these four chapters are

reconnected in Chapter 5, which shows more clearly the reciprocal

relations between the economic phenomena we have been dealing in

those chapters.

The issues the book deals with involve use of concepts of eco-

nomic analysis and policy (in some cases also of true political con-

cepts) as well as of statistics. The book is recommended for the reader

interested in economic problems even if he/she does not have a

specifically economic culture, since understanding of many terms is

facilitated first by their careful explanation in a very succinct way

offered immediately after their use or in footnotes, when the explan-

ation can be given in a few lines, and in addition by a large final

glossary. (The terms contained in the glossary are underlined at first

mention in the text.) Some boxes contain very detailed explanations

of some concepts for readers familiar with an economic culture. Then,

the book develops at three levels: a level that allows understanding

concepts for all readers with some culture (even if not a specific

economic one), through short explanations of the meaning of some

terms; another one, involving understanding through consultation of

the glossary; and, finally, through use of boxes for readers having some

knowledge of economics.

The actuality of the problems enquired implies some difficulties

in dealing with them, due to the rapidity of the resulting changes.

Think, for example, of the effects of the crisis due to the pandemic,

which change almost incredibly from one month to another, faster

than the publication of this book.

Some parts of this book reproduce some previous contributions

of mine (sometimes reworked also for the necessary updates), espe-

cially those contained in Acocella (2020a, b, c).
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 The Great Recession
and the Pandemic

Negative economic consequences on GDP and employment have

derived in the last fifteen years or so from two types of recessions,

one tied to the financial crisis and the other, more recently, to the

pandemic. We will deal with both in the following sections of this

chapter, starting from their determinants and then going to their

effects and some possible solutions.

.   

1.1.1 Previous Financial Crises of a Speculative Nature
until the 2000s

A premise is indispensable referring to the nature of the Great

Recession – and in effect to other previous crises. In this chapter we

first deal with a crisis of an essentially financial origin or nature, not

being the result of a purely cyclical fluctuation of the real economy,

that is, of the economy directly tied to production of goods. The latter

are in fact intrinsic to the capitalist development, which does not

proceed in a linear manner, but, precisely, through cyclical fluctu-

ations. In fact, it is normal that firms producing for the market can be

mistaken in their production plans, producing more than can be

absorbed by the market (thus leading to supply exceeding demand),

which leads to a fall in prices, production and employment. By con-

trast, firms can produce less than demanded by the market, thus

leading to price rises. If this happens for important sectors of the

economy or, in any case, for more firms at the same time – due to

euphoria or pessimism – a crisis, respectively, of over- or under-

production can arise. The nature of the crisis due to the pandemic is
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more complex and, from some points of view, similar to a typical

capitalist crisis, even if originating from an exogenous shock.

As to financial crises, their history is very long and can be traced

back to the ‘Tulip Mania’, which hit the Netherlands when this

country began growing tulips, after having imported them from

Turkey. Practically, contracts were devised for these flowers that

can be considered the forerunners of the current futures.1 Bulbs were

bought together with flowers for the value guaranteed by the flowers

that would originate from them. The peak of speculation took place at

the turn of 1636–1637. Within two to three months the price of bulbs

rose by fifteen times and more, until an auction of bulbs went

deserted, originating a wave of panic, which resized the value of bulbs,

leading it more or less to the initial one.

After this crisis, forerunner of financial crises, other crises took

place in the subsequent centuries. Notable are those of 1792 and 1825,

linked to bank positions and speculative activities, but the first crisis

of a truly big dimension was that begun in Vienna in 1873, called the

Great Depression, whose roots were sales of shares as a consequence

of a wave of panic.2

At the end of October 1929, instead, the Great Crisis erupted in

the USA. This financial crisis was grafted on to a good trend that the

economy had shown throughout the 1920s, due also to the numerous

innovations introduced in those years or in previous decades. The

crisis derived from the development of financial instruments and

the role played by the stock market. Expectations of a further real

growth, possibly at higher rates, were largely diffused and stimulated a

1 These are forward contracts that are drafted with standard rules so that they can be
traded easily on the stock exchange. With them you undertake to make a deferred
purchase at a predetermined price.

2 It may be important to realise with Minsky that purely financial crises ‘do not rely
upon exogenous shocks to generate business cycles of varying severity’ (Minsky,
1992: 9). Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis holds that capitalist economies
exhibit inflations and debt deflations having the potential to spin out of control:
‘[T]he economic system’s reactions to a movement of the economy amplify the
movement–inflation feeds upon inflation and debt-deflation feeds upon debt-
deflation’ (Minsky, 1992: 2).
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stock market speculation, starting from 1922. In the next seven years,

the average index of stock values had grown by about six times and

stock ownership, direct or indirect (through investment trusts, fore-

runners of today’s mutual funds3) had largely diffused, based on the

expectation of strong earnings in the value of stocks due to the

economic growth.

At the end of October 1929 with Wall Street’s Black Thursday

(October 24), euphoria was followed by panic and a series of falls in

equity values of the order of magnitude of 40% in a month’s time,

with uncontrolled sales of shares. Obviously, the nature of the circuit

that hadmade the boom possible could not limit the effects of panic to

the stock market. The banks themselves, which were at the origin of

the financial chain, were involved in the wave of panic. The fear of

insolvency in relation to credits granted involved depositors, causing

them to fear the insolvency of the banks themselves and triggering a

bank run. As a consequence of this, in 1930 the large Bank of the

United States bankrupted, followed by other banks (almost 10,000

from 1930 to 1933) of all sizes, with a loss for depositors of about

20%. From the financial sector the crisis moved to the real one,

influencing first the prices of primary products and then the level of

industrial production. Both collapsed. The prices of raw materials

dropped to a variable extent from 40% to 60%.

The solution that was initially taken was support, through

customs protection, of the non-agricultural raw materials and indus-

try. However, foreign countries replied to these measures with similar

measures, resulting in a general reduction of demand and, then, of

production, income and employment in advanced countries.

Unemployment rose to levels never seen before, touching values

equal to 25% in the USA. The price collapse also determined a rise

in the values of debt in real terms (i.e., in terms of ability to purchase

3 These are a pool of money collected from many investors and used to invest in
various types of securities (stocks, bonds and/or other assets).
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goods),4 thus creating further difficulties for firms, which are usually

operators for whom debts incurred in order to make investments

exceed credits.

The first financial crisis of the period after World War II has to

do with the continuous US balance-of-payments5 deficits, which

undermined other countries’ confidence in the convertibility of the

dollar into gold. Therefore, on 15 August 1971, US President Nixon

was compelled to declare inconvertibility of the dollar into gold,

ending the system in place since 1945, with the convertibility rate

of US$35 per ounce. This decision determined a long period of

instability in the currency markets, with the devaluation of the dollar

with respect to other currencies in the following years, the rise in the

margins of fluctuations of exchange rates and the passage to a system

of flexible exchange rates.

Despite the significant tensions that emerged during the period

under review and the absence of a well-thought-out and substantial

reform, the system of international payments has been able to operate

without further traumatic ruptures since that of August 1971, except

that for the crisis of the European Monetary System (EMS)6 in the

early nineties, which hit some European countries, and those of some

4 More generally, the expression ‘real terms’ refers to a value derived from a nominal
value (i.e., expressed in the current value of the money) that has been adjusted to take
into account the effects of inflation. If, e.g., one’s wage has increased from 100 to 110,
i.e., by 10%, and prices have risen by 5% in the same period of time, i.e., have
increased from 100 to 105, one can say that the value of the new wage in real terms is
110/105 = 1.0476, i.e., while nominal wages have risen by 10% at current prices, they
have risen by only 4.76% in terms of purchasing power. If, instead, prices have
increased by 15%, the new wage in real terms is 110/115 = 0.9565 (at constant prices
the wage has reduced by almost 4.35%).

5 The balance of payments records the economic transactions between residents and
non-residents of a country. It is made up of two parts. The first, also known as
current account, basically includes exports and imports of goods, including services.
The second part is called the capital account. The algebraic sum of the balance of the
two accounts gives the change in official reserves, which is shown in balance in the
capital account.

6 The EMS, which entered into force in 1979, was a monetary agreement between the
member countries of the then–European Economic Community which ceased to
exist on 31 December 1998 with the creation of the EMU. The system tended to
maintain a fixed exchange rate parity (within the limits of � 2.25% or � 6% for Italy
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South East Asian countries, Russia and some emerging countries,

including Argentina, since 1997.7

1.1.2 The Great Recession

The determinants and the evolution of the financial crisis in the USA

are well known.8 In Europe, it appeared initially in forms similar to

the American ones, but they soon took on a very different guise. This

was due first to the different type of financial system, lacking control,

supervision and rescue instruments common to the whole EMU, also

called Eurozone (EZ) or Euroarea (EA), even if also in the USA deregu-

lation had dismantled the centralized control on the financial system.

An additional role was played by the specific financial imbalances

that appeared in the EMU as a consequence of the formation of a

monetary area. As mentioned, the accumulation of private debt in

some countries (in particular the PIIGS countries, i.e., Portugal,

Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain, which constitute the so-called per-

ipheral countries of the EMU) was inherent in the modalities of the

common institutions, which caused macroeconomic imbalances.

The pre-existing imbalances became more intense when

Germany decided to deal with the difficulties of a mature economy

and the unification with the Eastern Lander by adopting a growth

model driven by exports, supported by a real devaluation and a careful

remodelling of its productive role and specialisation, especially with

respect to Eastern European countries. There was freedom in capital

movements and deregulation of the financial sector, as in the USA,

but within a framework of asymmetrical structures of the different

and a few other countries). The currency turmoil of 1992 led to the exit of Great
Britain and Italy and the revision of the agreement.

7 Argentina has experienced a crisis also since 2018.
8 The main components were: high levels of speculative bubbles for stocks and real
estate, stemming in part from US housing policy; a mix of high lending and
borrowing; extensive bankruptcies of financial institutions that do not accept time
deposits; malfunctions in the system of corporate governance, i.e., for regulation of
companies, particularly with respect to oversight of directors’ activities; systematic
violations of accountability and ethics in the financial sector; deregulation of the
financial sector; and unpreparedness of policymakers and regulators for the crisis.
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European countries, market rigidity and imbalances in the current

account and public finance.

Finally, the EMU lacked the support of common active policies,

in particular fiscal policies. After about 2005, the ‘peripheral’ coun-

tries began to run current account deficits also9 with countries out-

side the EMU (China, Central and Eastern European countries) as

well, due to trade liberalisation and the appreciation of the euro.

These deficits were also filled by capital account surpluses with the

‘core’ EMU countries.

In the USA, instability had begun in 2007 and soon turned into a

deep crisis in terms of the main macroeconomic indicators. It also

immediately affected Europe, where it led to a long and deep reces-

sion, the Great Recession, as the reduction in levels of economic

activity that began in 2008–2009 is known. In 2009, GDP fell by

3.1% in the USA and 4.4% in the EZ. Initially, the shock that hit

Europe was symmetrical, involving practically all EMU countries, not

just the peripheral ones. However, it became asymmetrical after the

announcement in 2009 of false government statements about the

state of Greek public finances and the solution given to Greek debt

the following year.10

The solution – with the transfer of the exposures of the Greek

banks to the EU and the IMF11 – freed, on the one hand, the French,

German and Italian banks from bad debts towards Greece (respect-

ively for 60, 30 and 10 billion euros) and, on the other hand, the

respective governments that would have had to cope with the crisis

resulting from the insolvency of their banks. Greece was required to

implement repeated budget restrictions and wage cuts for civil ser-

vants, together with liberalisation, privatisation and other structural

9 They had continuously run current account deficits vis-à-vis core countries
after 1999.

10 The newly elected government announced that the deficit/GDP ratio for 2009 was
approximately 15%, as opposed to the 6% announced by the previous government.

11 This is the International Monetary Fund, an organisation founded in 1944 in Bretton
Woods that aims to facilitate cooperation in the currency field. We will deal with it
extensively in Section 4.3.1.
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adjustments. This country received credits amounting to 110 billion

euros over three years from the European Financial Stabilisation

Mechanism (EFSM).12

When the financial crisis triggered by the Anglo-Saxon coun-

tries caused panic in the European financial system and affected the

peripheral countries, capital returned to their countries of origin. The

banks found themselves in difficulty and the states had to intervene

with loans, which burdened the public debt and in turn threatened a

sovereign debt crisis. More recently, this debt has been absorbed in

part by the banks, causing problems for them as well and then again

for the public debt.

Therefore, in addition to the private debt problem – and to a

large extent as an effect of the public measures implemented to deal

with it – a public debt problem arose in peripheral countries. The

sovereign debts of these countries were hit by speculation and a ‘flight

to quality’ by financial institutions. The spreads13 between the inter-

est rates paid on them and those on German Bunds –which had fallen

to almost zero after entry into EMU – grew to unsustainable levels.

Markets misjudged the risks. Until 2007, they were dominated

by overly optimistic forecasts that underestimated risks, as can be

seen in Figure 1. Instead, after the first signs of the crisis they sud-

denly assumed pessimistic attitudes. There was thus a pendulum

swing from a ‘flight to risk’ to a ‘flight to safety’ (De Grauwe and

Moesen, 2009). In particular, Figure 1 shows that, especially in the

first months of the Greek crisis, the spread on Greek ten-year govern-

ment bonds over German rates (indicated by the line with the greatest

increase, above that of Portugal) rose to incredible levels, raising their

12 This Mechanism acquired funds from the financial markets guaranteed by the EU
budget. As of 2012 it was replaced by the ESM, which will be discussed below.

13 Spread is the yield differential between two securities (shares, bonds, government
bonds) of the same type and duration. Normally, the yield of Italian bonds and of
those of other governments in the EMU are compared with that of the Bunds issued
by the German state (Bundesanleihe), considered fully solvent, and thus the spread
indicates the higher yield of Italian bonds attributable to the risk of insolvency of
that state.
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interest rate to around 35% in April 2012, reducing immediately

thereafter, also as a result of the Outright Monetary Transactions

(OMT).14 The solution given to the crisis hit the Greek economy,

causing it to fall into a depressive spiral, as had been predicted by a

few analysts many years before.

The governments of the other countries also reduced public

spending and raised taxes in an attempt to increase market confidence

and to comply with European regulations. Thus, in a short time

practically the entire EMU economy plunged back into recession. In

light of this, the rules dictated by the EU appear to be self-destructive,

also because they do not take into account the values of the

multipliers. The core countries also suffered from this policy. In fact,

their exports to other EMU countries declined. Meanwhile, the US

economy had largely recovered.
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  Government bond yields, March 2002–May 2014, EMU
(Source: Sensoy et al., 2015)

14 OMTs were the operations carried out by the ECB to purchase short-term
government bonds issued by countries in serious and overt difficulty, following
Draghi’s famous speech in 2012 in which the ECB president declared that he would
do ‘whatever it takes’ to save the euro.
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As can be seen from Table 1, in the six (nine) years after 2010

(2007), the EMU GDP grew at a rate of 0.9 (0.4)%, compared to 2.2

(1.3)% growth in the USA. Its unemployment rate in 2016 was -4.7

(+1.6) percentage point (p.p.) higher than in 2010 (2007), while the

EMU unemployment rate grew by 0.5 (2.0) p.p. over the same period.

The US inflation rate (1.6%) was higher than in the EMU (1.4 and

1.2%) for the entire period and particularly in the second, but this is

largely due to the deflation that hit the EZ until 2014.15

The different performance in terms of unemployment and infla-

tion, however, demonstrates a higher inflationary bias of the USA that

in part stems from the relative interdependence between the Fed

(i.e., Federal Reserve) and the US government.

The following section deals with one of the determinants of the

financial crisis, the deregulation of the financial sector. Section 1.3

studies the dynamics of the crisis in its two components, the one of

private debt and that of public debt.

Table 1.Comparison of growth, unemployment and inflation, 2007–2016,
EMU, USA

2007-16 2010-16

Variable/Data EMU USA EMU USA

Annual growth (%) 0.4 1.3 0.9 2.2
Unemployment r. (differences in p. p.) * 2.0 0.2 �0.5 �4.9
Inflation rate (%)** 1.4 1.6 1.2 1.6

Source: OECD 2020a
* Change in the unemployment rate refers to EU 16, rather than EZ
** The inflation rate is measured through the CPI, i.e., the Consumer
Price Index.

15 In the tables and figures presented in this chapter, the time references are often not
to the most recent years for which data are available, but to the years even a little
earlier. In fact, these data are more significant, in that they highlight the more
violent impact of the crisis, which instead in more recent years is
somewhat muffled.
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1.2.1 Financial Deregulation

As with the USA, a central role for the EZ was played by the substan-

tial deregulation of the financial sector and the disorganisation of the

residual supervisory system. The financial sector had been signifi-

cantly influenced by the Single Market, which played a decisive role

on international trade in services in the European Community first

and then in the EU, even more so than for other goods. In addition to

currency controls, the barriers were (and to a lesser extent still are)

mainly represented by the various regulatory systems adopted by

member countries. In the field of financial services, these systems,

justified by the need to safeguard systemic stability, certainly imposed

different restrictions and rules from country to country, thereby seg-

menting individual national markets. However, they were not

replaced by an appropriate regulation at the EU level.

The Community and the EU sought to reduce the existing

barriers between the various financial markets, with a series of inter-

ventions, principally: (1) complete liberalisation of capital move-

ments, as envisaged by the Delors Report of 1989; (2) harmonisation

of some crucial parts of financial legislation, including the adoption of

the universal bank model and minimum requirements and ratios

between equity and assets (i.e., leverage16 and, in the long run, solv-

ency ratio); (3) automatic mutual recognition by other countries of the

financial institutions (banks or investment companies) authorized to

operate in an EU member country (single banking license); (4) home

country supervision of all activities of a bank, including those of its

foreign subsidiaries, with little EU regulation or supervision. Only

after 2014 were partial regulation and supervisory powers introduced

for the largest banks by the ECB, with a relatively small bailout fund

16 Leverage or financial leverage is the ability to mobilise credit offered by the
availability of a certain equity capital, which increases the availability of external
financial means for investment purposes.
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(the ESM, i.e., the so-called Bailout Fund); (5) introduction of a system

(called TARGET) that allows banking systems in the centre to finance

peripheral countries for their balance of payments deficits, making it

possible to avoid the onset of a crisis when capital inflows no longer

offset current account deficits, as happened in 2009–2010.

1.2.2 The Functioning of TARGET
and the Resulting Problems

In order to understand this last point and also to provide a picture of

the imbalances that have emerged between the various EU member

countries, it is appropriate to briefly indicate the trends of their

balances of payments. In practice, as we have said, until the outbreak

of the crisis there were current account surpluses in the core countries

and deficits in the peripheral countries. These surpluses resulted from

the lower price dynamics in the countries of the first group, caused by

a cut in wages. On the other hand, peripheral countries had the

advantage of borrowing abroad precisely because – at the same nom-

inal interest rate (given the free movement of capital) – they experi-

enced higher inflation and therefore paid a lower real interest rate.

This contributed to the creation of speculative bubbles, particularly

for real estate, which reinforced the inflationary trend.

With the crisis that started in 2007–2008, investors from core

countries feared the insolvency of peripheral countries and withdrew

their loans to banks or states in these countries. The overall deficit

that was created – in addition to the current account balance, as was

the case before – also on the capital movements side was financed

through the TARGET system. Banks in peripheral countries that were

faced with a liquidity crisis due to liquidation and repayment of

claims by other banks or creditors in core countries could turn to

their central bank on behalf of the European Central Bank for credit,

which actually happened from 2009 to 2010. The opposite was the

case for banks in the core countries, whose liquidity was absorbed by

their central bank. In this way the banking systems of the centre

through the ECB financed the peripheral countries for their balance-
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of-payments deficits, making it possible to avoid the onset of a crisis

when capital inflows no longer compensated for current account

deficits, as was the case starting in 2009–2010 (see Figure 2).

.        

The EZ crisis is usually characterized by the dynamics of public debt

in certain countries, particularly the peripheral ones. This character-

isation should be corrected or completed for several reasons.

First of all, the imbalances considered in Sub-section 1.1.2 ori-

ginated to some extent before the creation of the EZ, although they

later increased in some countries, due both to errors of approach in the

EZ institutional framework and the inaction of national and European

policymakers. In addition, some imbalances were inevitably symmet-

rical: deficits in some countries corresponded to surpluses in others,

  TARGET balances, total liquidity needs and excess liquidity
(Source: Eisenschmidt et al., 2017)
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even within the EZ. However, the burden of adjustment fell largely on

the deficit countries. Third, imbalances in private debt were more

important than those in public debt (especially at the time of the US

financial crisis) and, to a large extent, the pre-existence of the former

gave rise to the latter (a ‘transformation’ problem, as we shall see). In

turn, the public debt crisis generated a new private debt crisis, as in a

‘diabolical loop’. Fourth, the fundamental determinants of the crisis of

European private debt were often different from those that had trig-

gered the financial crisis in the USA, stemming from countries’ bal-

ance of payments imbalances in a situation of incomplete economic

union. Finally, the American financial crisis only served as a trigger

for the specific European crisis. To understand the reasons for this, it

is necessary to analyse the causes, dynamics and effects of the

crisis, in terms not only of the complex links between private and

public debt, but also of the characteristics of the growth process in

the EMU.

Let us analyse the formation of the debt crisis in Europe, also as

an effect of the characters assumed by growth in different countries.

We show that the public debt crisis was essentially a consequence of

the private debt crisis and then of how the policies decided by the

Union concurred to translate the debt crisis into a depression

(Acocella, 2015). Under Section 1.3.1 below we show the relevance

of the direction of capital flows before and after 2007. Under 1.3.2 we

examine the progression of public deficit and debt.

1.3.1 The Trend in the Direction of Capital Movements
before 2007 and Its Reversal

One source of the debt problem in Europe is strictly related to the US

financial crisis. As mentioned above, the European crisis was triggered

by the American one, but it germinated and developed in very differ-

ent forms. Many European financial institutions – especially Irish and

British – had invested in American Certificates of Deposit (CDs) for a

total of around one-third of Asset Backed Securities (ABS) and were

therefore exposed to the same risks as American banks. Indeed, they
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suffered even greater total losses (50%) from the end of 2007 to the

end of 2008.

Another source of the debt problem in the EMU has to do with

its institutions. With the monetary union, exchange rates became

(irrevocably) fixed and the markets, perhaps too optimistically,

ceased to perceive country risks, resulting in the near cancellation

of spreads, despite the permanent divergence of inflation rates. The

result was to produce low (or even negative) real interest rates in the

periphery. The free movement of capital and the common monetary

policy triggered a process of financial transfers from the centre to the

periphery. Loans granted to the periphery rose to very high values,

even higher than GDP, and were used for speculative operations in

the real estate and stock markets and to underwrite public debt

securities, overheating the sectors concerned, with speculative

bubbles and a modest stimulation to income growth. On the other

hand, it was convenient for core countries to lend to peripheral

countries, because the real interest rate, calculated by deflating the

common nominal interest rate by the lower price index of those

countries, was higher.

Expectations of high real income growth deriving from bubbles

and increased consumption convinced people of the sustainability of

debt and made weak and uncertain the signals about imbalances, not

only for citizens, but also for banks and policymakers. The analytical

work of leading economists helped to induce people not to care about

current account imbalances.

A lack of financial regulation in the EMU allowed the bubbles to

grow. Their burst, threatening the entire Europeanfinancial system, as

we shall see in a moment, required the intervention of governments to

rescue financial intermediaries and, thus, a rise in public deficits. And

the absence, once again, of EMU policies forced individual countries to

solve the problems on their own, despite the deflationary effects on the

entire area that would have resulted from restrictive national policies.

SomePIIGS countries actually implementedfiscal policies of this kind,

while others preferred to maintain their previous position, resorting to
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questionable measures to increase labour market flexibility. Greece

did not change any of its policies, with the consequences we know.

However, inflation differentials with Germany for all PIIGS countries

did not diminish, due to the previous wage reduction implemented by

this country in 2003–2004. Appropriate wage policies set at the level of

the EMU would have prevented the virulent onset of the crisis and,

above all, its subsequent evolution.

From the end of 2007 capital stopped flowing into the PIIGS

countries and from 2009 returned to the countries of origin, with a

reduction in the leverage of banks and companies and the need for

public intervention.

1.3.2 The Public Debt

Thus, in order to avoid bank failures, public debt replaced private

foreign debt. Before 2007, it had been reduced throughout the EZ,

with the exception of France, Germany, Greece, Portugal and the

UK. And, as mentioned above, there were no signs of significant

tensions in its development. The major difference between the core

and the periphery lies in the fact that the former had shaped the

economy in such a way as to make it more resistant to the crisis.

For this reason, in particular, the public accounts were not overbur-

dened by the need to counteract the shock. The sovereign debt situ-

ation after the crisis was heavier for the peripheral countries in

particular, but also to some extent for the others (Tables 2 and 3).

The major causes of the sovereign debt crisis are to be found in

the sequence of the following factors: (1) a marked increase in the

sensitivity of financial markets to fundamentals17 and contagion

17 This term refers to the main characteristics of an economic system, which determine
its performance at least in the medium term, beyond the effects of temporary shocks.
From the macroeconomic point of view, they refer to the level of production factors
that determine potential output and to the variables that influence consumption and
economic growth, such as employment and unemployment rates, household
disposable income, company profits and demographic factors.
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Table 2. Government budget balance/GDP (%), various years
from 1999 to 2020, various EU countries

GEO/TIME 1999 2007 2013 2016 2019 2020

UE 28 (27 since 2020) �1.4 �0.5 �2.9 �1.4 �0.5 6.9
EZ 19 �1.5 �0.6 �3.0 �1.5 �0.6 7.2
Germany �1.7 0.3 0.0 1.2 1.5 4.2
Ireland 3.5 0.3 �6.2 �0.7 0.5 5.0
Greece �5.8 �6.7 �13.2 0.5 1.5 9.7
Spain �1.2 1.9 �7.0 �4.3 �2.9 11.0
France �1.6 �2.6 �4.1 �3.6 �3.0 9.2
Italy �1.8 �1.3 �2.9 �2.4 �1.6 9.5
Portugal �3.0 �2.9 �5.1 �1.9 �0.1 5.7
UK 0.6 �2.6 �5.5 �3.3 �2.3 n. a.

Source: Eurostat

Table 3. Government debt/GDP (%), various years from 1999 to 2020,
various EU countries

GEO/TIME 1999 2007 2013 2016 2019 2020

UE 28 (27 since 2020) n.d. 57.5 86.3 83.8 79.2 90.7
EZ 19 70.7 65.0 92.6 90.1 84.0 98.0
Germany 60.0 63.7 78.7 69.3 59.6 70.0
Ireland 46.6 23.9 119.9 74.1 57.4 59.5
Greece 98.9 103.1 178.4 180.8 180.5 205.6
Spain 60.9 35.6 95.8 99.2 95.5 120.0
France 60.5 64.5 93.4 98.0 98.1 115.7
Italy 109.7 99.8 132.5 134.8 134.7 155.8
Portugal 51.0 68.4 131.4 131.5 117.2 133.6
UK 39.9 41.9 84.2 86.8 85.4 n. a.

Source: Eurostat
Note: Data for 1999 and 2007 are not strictly comparable with others
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followed by a ‘wake-up call’ among peripheral countries, absent before

the crisis, when markets did not fully reflect fundamentals, for

example, in terms of interest rates, which were not particularly high

due to high country risk; (2) as a consequence of this, a return of

capital to their home countries; (3) a significant increase in public

deficits and debt in peripheral countries due to the need to bail

out troubled banks; (4) a ‘herd’ effect18 (which occurs when lenders

follow the behaviour of operators considered more informed) that

transmits the increase in sovereign debt risk between markets in

PIIGS countries; (5) the transmission of contagion between different

fiscal positions in peripheral countries; and (6) the diversification of

contagion effects across countries, as some of these were hit more

than others.

Over time, the ratios of public deficit or debt to GDP depended

on the reactions of governments to the private debt crisis, in particu-

lar due to the operation of two factors: the public bailout of banks in

difficulty and the deflationary policies adopted by all EMU countries

since 2010. The former (albeit in various forms and size) was almost

generalised, with public commitments for capital increases and guar-

antees on debts varying from country to country from 20% to 300%

and more. The latter derived in part from deleveraging (i.e., a reduc-

tion in the leverage) of banks and companies – which reduced invest-

ment – and, in addition, from the reduction of the public deficit,

tending to lower its ratio to GDP, which, however, also negatively

affected the denominator. The absence of a common European fiscal

policy and the EMU obligations to implement a ‘healthy’ fiscal policy

18 This effect is linked to Keynes’s ‘beauty contest’, according to which in choosing
the most beautiful face in a competition in which those who had chosen the one
they liked the most could have won a prize, instead of expressing their own personal
judgement on the beauty of the competitors, people followed the strategy of trying
to evaluate the most beautiful face according to the perception of beauty of the
majority of the participants in the competition, thus following a second-order
reasoning. But it is obviously possible to follow this path further, even arriving at
reasoning of a higher order.
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by each government, especially in peripheral countries, implied the

‘fallacy of composition’ and the ‘savings paradox‘ accentuating the

deflationary impulse.

The crisis had at least two negative consequences for credit.

One consisted in its rationing. The other was the significant increase

in the cost of credit in all peripheral countries – according to Neri

(2013) on average by an order of magnitude from 60 to 130 basis

points,19 depending on the type of loans, at the end of 2011 – com-

pared to the period in which spreads had remained constant (April

2010). The negative effects of the sovereign debt crisis also manifested

themselves in the countries of the centre, with a reduction in eco-

nomic activity and an increase in unemployment, due to trade links

and the effects of this on market confidence.

Some economists believe that these negative effects could have

been avoided with a stricter SGP (Stability and Growth Pact)20 and a

credible no-bail-out clause. In reality, on the one hand, Greece would

still (or even more so) have contravened the rule; on the other hand, in

Ireland the bailout of the banks would have beenmore difficult, with a

further deflationary effect and difficulties for other countries. Indeed,

the burden of the bailout was compounded by the poor design of the

first EZ bailout fund, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF),

which, by charging high interest rates, gave the markets a signal of

significant risk of failure. Moreover, a stricter SGP would have exacer-

bated the deflationary effects.

As a tentative conclusion, we can say that institutions played a

central role in the impact of the financial crisis in EMU. We will

return to this consideration later. Instead, we must note that their

19 The term – used in the financial field – means percentage points, for example with
reference to changes in the interest rate; 1 basis point corresponds to a change of
0.01 percentage point and 50 basis points indicate a change of 0.50 percentage
points, in case of a change in the interest rate from 2% to 2.50%.

20 The Stability and Growth Pact is the rule valid in the EMU according to which the
ratio between public deficit and GDP cannot exceed the level of 3%.
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role was absolutely limited in many respects for the pandemic.

Nonetheless, the economic measures adopted to overcome its defla-

tionary effects go in the right direction and, indeed, introduce inter-

esting novelties at the institutional level. We will deal with these in

the following sections.

.        

At the end of 2019, forecasts for 2020 were positive, indicating a

recovery in the global economy. Instead, in the first months of

2020 the negative effects of the pandemic hit the global economy,

reflecting on: production, the aggregate demand21 and supply22 of all

economies, international trade,23 stock market prices24 and inflation

expectations as well as well as an initial significant increase in the

spread in the yield of government bonds in EMU peripheral countries

compared to German ones. Inflation has not risen too much so far in

the periphery, thanks to the collapse of oil prices and many commod-

ity prices, but it could rise, if the negative effects on supply prevail

over those of demand. There would then be ‘stagflation’, that is,

stagnation of production together with an increase in inflation.

In short, the effects of the pandemic were both real and

financial (Mann, 2020). The real effects on industrial production

may have taken a V-shaped or U-shaped form. In the first case, the

fall in activity would be promptly followed by a recovery. In the

second, the end of the fall would be followed by a period of stagna-

tion before recovery. And this second case seems to have been the

most common one, because of the occurrence of many V-shaped

21 This is the demand for goods and services that occurs over a certain period of time in
an economic system as a whole.

22 Aggregate supply is the quantity of goods and services that are offered over a certain
period of time in an economic system as a whole.

23 The reduction in international trade due to the pandemic looks similar to that of the
Great recession but will likely be less profound than initially feared.

24 Indeed, stock market changes have had little relation to the underlying conditions
of the various economies (Capelle-Blancard and Desroziers, 2020).
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changes in the various activities and locations, changes that, added

together, gave rise to the other trend, namely, the emergence of a

period of stagnation. The evolution of activity in services, on the

other hand, was expected to have an L-shaped profile. Demand for

energy and raw materials was expected to fluctuate. Forecasts of

related price changes -at the end of 2019 and in January 2020 (e.g., a

short-term increase of 10% in energy prices) were followed by a fall

of, for example, 15% in these prices in February, with negative

repercussions for income and business trends in producing coun-

tries. Obviously, in mirror terms, there were positive effects of the

fall in these prices for the consuming countries.

As to the effects of the closures imposed by many countries,

there is evidence that allows us to compare the case of Europe with

those of the countries of South East Asia, in particular South Korea

and Taiwan, in addition to China. In China there are sophisticated

electronic systems on which the possibility of everyone to move

about in the country depends, since each person is assigned a daily

status. In the first twenty days of October 2020 there were no deaths,

while in September there had been only sixteen deaths and the total

number of infections was just under 86,000. Since then there have

been only limited cases of infections until August 2021. As in China,

in South Korea the closures of the first wave were limited to the

region in which the outbreak initially developed, and the second wave

was much less virulent than the first in terms of number of infections

and duration, virtually exhausting itself in August 2020 with a peak in

the number of infected involving less than half as many people as in

the first. The Korean strategy, called ‘test-trace-contain’, involves an

investigative team that has the task of reconstructing the movements

of the infected. It is helped in this by surveillance cameras placed

almost everywhere, outdoors and inside many buildings. Technology

involving facial recognition is used to identify the infected, even with

the cover of masks. The success was such that one per thousand cases

of infection caused only a 2–3% drop in employment. In the last week

of July 2021, there were a total of a little more than 197,000 infections
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in South Korea out of a population of just over 51 million. In Taiwan, a

country of approximately 24 million inhabitants, there were from ten

to twenty weekly infections in July 2021. Another virtuous country,

in Oceania, is New Zealand, which has significantly reduced infec-

tions with a series of timely total closures. Lastly, the very drastic

bans introduced by the South African Republic, which had made it

possible to considerably limit contagions, should be noted, but they

did not have a long life and in the 2021 summer the number of new

cases peaked.

On the other hand, in European countries, and in the United

States, more extensive but belated restrictions were adopted.25 The

total number of infected until the last week of July 2021 was: 34.6

million in the USA; 4.4 million in Spain; just under 6 million in

France; 5.8 million in the UK and 4.4 million in Italy.

In 2020, there has been an estimated shortfall of 144 million

jobs due to the pandemic (International Labour Organization, 2021).

Figure 3 gives the time required to return to pre-pandemic levels of

employment rates. While East Asian and some European countries

will do so in the current year, some, such as the UK and the United

States, should wait until the end of 2023, and others (the extreme

cases are those of Iceland and Israel, not indicated in the figure) will do

so only in 2025.

The effects of falling employment range between 5% and 6%

in the United Kingdom and the United States, the difference

between the two percentages possibly indicating the specific effects

of limitations, which have affected economic relations over a wider

area.26 The reduction in employment is attributable essentially to

25 Han and Mei Jin Tan (2020) point to the various control systems put in place in
many countries.

26 The important point is that the effect of limitations for the entire country is greater
than the sum of the effects of limitations adopted in individual provinces. For
example, limitations imposed on only one province (take the case of prohibition of
movement of goods and people with the rest of the country) reduce the supply only
of goods produced in that province, e.g., iron, that would normally be processed in
other provinces, thus reducing only the use of iron elsewhere. They do not prevent
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small businesses. In addition, certain sectors (hotels, restaurants, food,

education, real estate and transportation) and less educated, younger

and lower-paid workers with temporary contracts have been particu-

larly affected. The removal of restrictions may imply only a limited

recovery in employment, unless there is a marked decline in infec-

tions (Aum et al., 2020). The evidence available in relation to the

United States shows that small businesses have suffered the most

from the pandemic, for three reasons: first, their structural weakness,

which had led 60% of them to lay off at least one worker before

government provisions were introduced; second, owners’ expect-

ations, already negative to begin with, deteriorated over time, with
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the continuation of economic activity in that province and elsewhere in other areas.
On the contrary, restrictions of the same kind imposed throughout the country also
reduce economic (and people) exchanges among other areas, thus restricting
economic activity to that of survival and self-sufficiency in each of the sub-areas.
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37% of respondents initially having negative expectations for the next

two years, a percentage that later grew to 46%; and finally, smaller

businesses are not at all aware of existing government provisions

(Humphries et al., 2020).

In Italy and other advanced countries industrial production and

the GDP are estimated to have fallen in the initial months, only to rise

again at least until August 2020, but there has been a drop in the second

half of 2020. Particularly affected were workers with fixed-term con-

tracts, to the extent that can be inferred from Table 4 (due to the non-

renewal or extension of employment contracts and the inability to

benefit from extraordinary income support measures) in micro and

small businesses that cannot resort to smart working or teleworking.27

A recovery in income and employment should take place in

2021, but – as partly seen – this will not always be able to offset the

decline of 2020.

The effects on the population of the pandemic and the reduction

in income and employment are different, depending on age and eco-

nomic and social condition. With regard to age, it is true that the

elderly are those most directly affected by the virus, but the younger

generations have suffered more frequently – at least in many countries

like Italy – sharp reductions in employment, due to the non-renewal

of temporary contracts, more frequent among those who have

recently entered the labour market. In addition, distance learning,

which has replaced face-to-face lessons in schools and universities,

has certainly reduced training, particularly for young people without

computers or access to the Internet.

As for the differentiation of effects according to income distri-

bution, the share of the population that does not have liquid assets to

cope with negative income shocks grows considerably over time after

the shocks, as shown in Figure 4.

27 Smart working means remote work from a variable location through the digital
network. It differs from teleworking, which is performed remotely from a
fixed location.
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Table 4. Employees of active and suspended companies according to the nature of the occupation and the sector
of economic activity, Italy

Employment feature and sector
Employed in
active firms

% of active
people

Employed in
suspended firms

% of active
people

Total
employed %

Permanent employment
industry

1,611,208 40.5 2,362,297 59.5 3,973,505 100

Permanent employment
services

4,619,801 70.1 1,966,031 29.9 6,585,832 100

Permanent employment total 6,231,009 59.0 4,328,327 41.0 10,559,336 100
Temporary employment
industry

155,400 49.1 161,305 50.9 316,704 100

Temporary employment
services

898,260 68.2 419,079 31.8 1,317,338 100

Temporary employment total 1,053,659 64.5 580,383 35.5 1,634,042 100

Total industry 1,766,608 41.2 2,523,601 58.8 4,290,209 100
Total services 5,518,061 69.8 2,385,109 30.2 7,903,170 100
Total 7,284,669 59.7 4,908,710 40.3 12,193,379 100

Source: Centra et al., 2020
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In all the countries considered, twenty-seven weeks after the

shock, less than 20% of the first income quintile (i.e., the fifth part of

income earners with the lowest incomes, whose position is indicated

by the curve below) had sufficient assets. And the poor in Italy were

even more disadvantaged, also compared with those in Spain, given

that – as shown by the curve at the bottom – less than 7%of them have

such assets. The social and political consequences are easy to imagine.

Furceri and colleagues (2021), after having analysed the impacts

of previous pandemics, suggest the possibility that the distributional

consequences of COVID-19 will be larger than these (see more below,

Section 3.3).

In the Eurozone in October 2020, the European Commission’s

estimates had improved somewhat compared to its previous ones.

But the worsening of the pandemic since the second half of the year

has reversed the direction of the changes again. The International
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Monetary Fund (International Monetary Fund, 2021) has estimated a

fall in GDP in 2020 of 6.5% for the Eurozone (a fall even higher with

respect to the Fund’s previous estimate, practically the largest fall

among all areas). The reduction for the United States is smaller

(3.5%). The reduction for Italy (8.9%) is the highest in the

Eurozone, after Spain (10.8%). All areas should register a recovery

in 2021, but in some cases at rates that will not be able to bring GDP

back to the level of 2019, as for Italy and all advanced economies,

with the exception of the USA.

As can be seen, not even the sum of the growth percentages

in 2021 and 2022 can equal the fall for 2020. In addition to the fall in

foreign demand and international tourist flows, the decrease in

domestic demand would contribute to the trend in 2020. Similar

forecasts were those formulated by the OECD.28 As shown by

Figure 5, the forecasts of the OECD were much worse than those of

the International Monetary Fund, which may depend on the fact that,

on the one hand, the former were made about three months after the

latter and that, on the other, the pandemic has meanwhile extended to

countries that were previously exempt from it or were scarcely

affected. Instead, the World Trade Organization presents two scen-

arios for the world GDP trend (the best with a reduction of 2.5%, the

worst with a fall of 8.8%) (World Trade Organization, 2021).

Similar data on the impact of the epidemic in the euro area on

the basis of three scenarios, related to the intensity and duration of

the infection, are produced by the ECB. In the most severe and

intermediate scenarios, the decline in the EU GDP can arrive at

12% over the whole year, an increase of this variable, with a return

to the values of 2019 that will take place in the years after 2022,

while in the other scenarios the return could be anticipated to 2022

(ECB, 2021a).

28 This is an intergovernmental economic organisation with thirty-seven member
countries, mainly advanced ones.
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If Europe and other areas that have been hit hard do not act in a

timely, massive and coordinated manner, in 2020–2021 the decline

could be more than double that of 2008–2009. Compared to the

financial crisis, this is different: Back then it was an avoidable failure

of finance and global demand in some countries, up to the Greek

disaster. In that case, the support of demand was (or would have been)

sufficient to revive the economy. Today the pandemic shock, in

addition to hitting demand, also reduces global supply, as will be

seen later.

The speed of recovery will depend on both the duration of the

pandemic and the effectiveness of the economic policies that will be
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implemented. All the data available on the evolution of the GDP of

most advanced economies incorporate a strongly negative evolution

in the first half of 2021, followed by a recovery in the second half of

the year and a marked recovery in activity in the whole 2021, unable,

however, in some cases (e.g., the Euro Area, Japan and Latin America)

to bring GDP back to the level of 2019, as shown in particular in

Table 5; however, the range of analysts’ evaluations is very broad.

The speed of the economic recovery depends not only on the evolu-

tion of the pandemic in the various countries, but also on the devel-

opment of international trade and financial markets, on the effects on

the activity of some service sectors and, as mentioned above, on the

consequences on consumer confidence and income. In particular, the

timeliness and effectiveness of the economic policy measures being

introduced will be crucial.

As a result of the economic downturn and the strong fiscal

policy reaction, the general government budget deficit in the EZ

strongly increased, to 7.3% of GDP in 2020, whereas it was 0.6% in

2019 (ECB, 2021a).

In various European countries, the use of the redundancy fund

has mitigated the impact of the health emergency on the number of

employees. The governments have already launched significant

expansionary measures to support the health system, families and

businesses affected by the crisis, strengthening the social safety nets

system, suspending tax payments, declaring a moratorium on bank

loans and granting public guarantees on loans for businesses.

Extraordinary monetary measures have been implemented

also by European institutions: The ECB has introduced a broad

package of measures with more expansionary refinancing oper-

ations to reduce the cost of bank funding and support corporate

liquidity and a new purchase program of securities for the pandemic

emergency. As for the other measures, ESM plans, and the like,

have been announced, as will be discussed more extensively in

Section 1.7. The European Commission has activated the general

safeguard clause provided for in the SGP, which allows temporary
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Table 5. Recorded and projected changes in GDP by countries and
regions, 2019–2023

(Percentage change from previous year)

2018 2019 2020e 2021f 2022f 2023f

World 3.2 2.5 �3.5 5.6 4.3 3.1
Advanced economies 2.3 1.6 �4.7 5.4 4.0 2.2
United States 3.0 2.2 �3.5 6.8 4.2 2.3
Euro area 1.9 1.3 �6.6 4.2 4.4 2.4
Japan 0.6 0.0 �4.7 2.9 2.6 1.0

Emerging market and
developing economies

4.6 3.8 �1.7 6.0 4.7 4.4

East Asia and Pacific 6.5 5.8 1.2 7.7 5.3 5.2
China 6.8 6.0 2.3 8.5 5.4 5.3
Indonesia 5.2 5.0 �2.1 4.4 5.0 5.1
Thailand 4.2 2.3 �6.1 2.2 5.1 4.3

Europe and Central
Asia

3.5 2.7 �2.1 3.9 3.9 3.5

Russian Federation 2.5 2.0 �3.0 3.2 3.2 2.3
Turkey 3.0 0.9 1.8 5.0 4.5 4.5
Poland 5.4 4.7 �2.7 3.8 4.5 3.9

Latin America and the
Caribbean

1.8 0.9 �6.5 5.2 2.9 2.5

Brazil 1.8 1.4 �4.1 4.5 2.5 2.3
Mexico 2.2 �0.2 �8.3 5.0 3.0 2.0
Argentina �2.6 �2.1 �9.9 6.4 1.7 1.9

Middle East and North
Africa

0.6 0.6 �3.9 2.4 3.5 3.2

Saudi Arabia 2.4 0.3 �4.1 2.4 3.3 3.2
Iran, Islamic Rep.3 �6.0 �6.8 1.7 2.1 2.2 2.3
Egypt, Arab Rep.2 5.3 5.6 3.6 2.3 4.5 5.5

South Asia 6.4 4.4 �5.4 6.8 6.8 5.2
India3 6.5 4.0 �7.3 8.3 7.5 6.5
Pakistan2 5.5 2.1 �0.5 1.3 2.0 3.4
Bangladesh2 7.9 8.2 2.4 3.6 5.1 6.2

Sub-Saharan Africa 2.7 2.5 �2.4 2.8 3.3 3.8
Nigeria 1.9 2.2 �1.8 1.8 2.1 2.4
South Africa 0.8 0.2 �7.0 3.5 2.1 1.5
Angola �2.0 �0.6 �5.2 0.5 3.3 3.5

Source: World Bank, 2021c
2 and 3: GDP growth rates are on a fiscal year basis
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deviations from the medium-term budgetary objective or from the

path towards the latter. The European institutions have also pre-

pared a substantial expansion of the tools available to cope with the

effects of the pandemic.

.      

  

The pandemic spread from China, where it started at the end of

December 2019. After an initially faster start in Italy, until the end

of February 2020, the outbreak had spread to some South East Asian

countries, Japan and South Korea, while remaining limited to an area

of the latter. In Europe, after Italy the virus spread to the rest of Europe

(France, Germany, United Kingdom and Spain) and to theMiddle East.

One or two weeks later than in Italy, the contagion had also begun to

spread to the United States, Canada, Russia, Turkey and Latin

American countries, especially Brazil. The number of infections and

victims was rather low in Germany and some Scandinavian countries.

Sub-Saharan Africa was also relatively little affected by the infections,

but the economic effects will also be significant for these countries.

The geographic distribution of cases recorded up to July 2021 is shown

in Figure 6.

It should be considered that to the direct victims of the virus

must be added the probable victims deriving both from the delay of

medical and hospital visits and treatment (think of oncological dis-

eases) due to the closure of the presidia and the difficulty of move-

ment of the population on the territory. These aspects of the problem

have been the subject of studies for Italy by Nomisma researchers (see

Piccioni and Perrelli, 2020, Perrelli Branca and Piccioni, 2020), who

have evaluated the incidence of lethal cases on visits made in the past,

but on the consequences no data are currently available, which, unfor-

tunately, will emerge in the coming months and years from a com-

parison of mortality with the past.

Figure 7 presents the curves of daily cases of infected, positive,

healed and deaths and Figure 8 indicates the vaccines doses
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administered in the period December 2020–July 2021 in some coun-

tries. One can see how important vaccination has been for countries

such as China, Japan and Brazil, which show data much higher than

the world average, and Germany, India, the UK and the USA.

Globally,as of 6:30pm CEST, 30 July 2021, there have been 196.553.009 confirmed cases of COVID-19,
including 4.200.412 deaths, reported to WHO. As of 29 July 2021, a total of 3.839.816.037 vaccine doses have been administered.

  Number of Covid-19 cases detected from the start of the
pandemic to 30 July 2021, worldwide
(Source: WHO, 2021)
Note: The extent of the infections is indicated by the intensity of the color: lower for
the countries indicated in light blue and gradually increasing towards dark blue.

  Total daily cases, 22 January 2020–15 July 2021, World
(Source: www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/)
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The intensity and duration of the consequences29 depend

crucially on the restrictions introduced by the authorities of the

various countries on the movement of people and goods (see

Caselli et al., 2020). The countries and regions that promptly and

drastically adopted restrictive measures have obtained so far a good

result – barring subsequent returns of outbreaks, due, among other

things, to an untimely removal of the restrictions.

According to Deb and colleagues (2020) the greatest effect of

reduction of the loss of human lives came from the ban on public

meetings. They have also examined the effects not only economic,

but also in terms of pollution, and therefore the possibility of facili-

tating the spread of the pandemic, of the limitations imposed by the

authorities. Another result of their analysis is the inverse relationship

between the restriction measures and the emission of nitrogen diox-

ide, a known pathogen.

Dec 3, 2020
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China

Japan
Brazil

World
Germany
India
United Kingdom

United States

  Daily Covid-19 vaccine doses administered for 100 people,
December 2020–August 2021, various countries
(Source: Roser and Ortiz-Ospina, 2019)

29 On the importance of infections deriving by contacts in bars and restaurants, see
research carried out by many people (Fisher et al., 2020). On the non-economic
consequences, in terms of effects on people’s health and well-being, see Giuntella
et al. (2021).
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Becchetti et al. (2020) present various data and analyses that

show the crucial influence of fine particles on the extent of infec-

tions. Not surprisingly, in Italy this was higher in the provinces of

the areas with higher pollution and less ventilation, such as those of

the Po Valley. Similar results are those obtained by Wu et al. (2020)

with reference to the United States. This work finds that the

increase of a fine dust (the one called PM2.5) in the measure of

1 μg/m3 (that is, of a microgram – or a millionth of a gram – of dust

per 1 cubic meter of air) is associated with an 8% increase in the rate

of increase in deaths from COVID-19. The reason that can explain

the influence of pollution on the extent of infections is relatively

simple. In fact, pollution puts the first lines of defence of the respira-

tory tract at risk, facilitating inflammation and chronic diseases

(Conticini et al., 2020).

Apart from the limitations imposed that have been mentioned

so far, it should be emphasized that their effectiveness in reducing the

spread of the epidemic depends crucially on the behaviour of the

population. There are investigations from which it emerges that a

high number of initial infections can lead the population to greater

caution and the use of fruitful measures to limit the spread of the

epidemic (Battiston and Gamba, 2020). From the analyses conducted

by various researchers, it also appears that the extent of the infections

can be put in an inverse relationship with the social capital of the

regions or countries that have introduced the limitations (Bartscher

et al., 2020). Similar results are obtained by Durante et al. (2020), who

document how after the start of the epidemic and before the restric-

tions on the movement of people were introduced by the authorities,

mobility was reduced much more in Italian areas with a greater social

capital (see Figure 9). In fact, in the pre-pandemic period the gap

between provinces with the highest civic capital and the others

equalled 0.18 movements per day; in the second period it was

only 0.076.

Putnam’s (1993) analysis actually distinguishes two types of

social capital: ‘bridging’ social capital as differentiated from ‘bonding’
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social capital. The former refers to trust in relationships between

social groups. The second, on the other hand, concerns trust in family

relationships. The results of the analysis of Alfano and Ercolano

(2020), referring to the different Italian regions, show an opposite

effect on the infections of the two types of social capital. In particular,

the Southern regions tend to have a higher value of the second type of

social capital, while Tuscany, Liguria, Piedmont, Valle d’Aosta and

Friuli-Venezia Giulia have a greater value of the first type. And the

second type of social capital seems to have the greatest effects in

terms of curbing contagion.30

21-Feb

–
0.

1
0

0.
1
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2

0.
3

9-Mar

  Differences in mobility between provinces, including those
with the highest 25% social capital and others, 2020, Italy
(Source: Durante et al., 2020)
Notes: 1. On the horizontal axis are indicated the dates. On the vertical one, the
differences in mobility.
2. Dots indicate Sundays.

30 Obviously, this is a partial analysis, whose results should be considered together
with those of other causal factors, such as pollution.
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The forecasts on the duration of the pandemic are absolutely

uncertain, also because it will be necessary to wait for the results of

the easing of restrictions that took place in many locations as well as

in light of people’s behaviour. The fact is that after August 2020 the

contagion curve has soared to levels well above those of the first wave

of infections, and in Autumn 2021 the fourth wave was expected.

According to some American epidemiologists and immunologists,

the duration could be several years, and further outbreaks of infec-

tions could occur in the coming winters. To avoid them or reduce

their extent, it will be necessary to extend social distances until 2022,

and even later outbreaks could resume (Kissler et al., 2020). Obviously,

all this is in the event that effective antiviral drugs are not introduced.

Figure 4, already presented, showed the impact of the epidemic in

the euro area on the basis of three scenarios essentially related to the

intensity anddurationof the infection. In themost severe and intermedi-

ate scenarios, the decline in GDP can even reach 12% in the whole of

2020, with the return to the values of 2019 in the years after 2022.

The problem is that – even apart from antiviral drugs – the scen-

arios are not a completely exogenous datum, that is, only due to chance

and to the danger itself of the virus. They also depend on the health and

social distancing policies, and so forth, adopted by the authorities of a

country and on people’s behaviour. The results are crucially based on

people’s trust in the country’s political authorities that underlies their

behaviour. According to some, the greater success achieved by some

Northern European countries in containing infections depends on the

greater trust placed in the authorities of those countries (Rothstein,

2020). This can create a vicious (or virtuous) circle: The intensity of

the epidemic depends on people’s trust in political authorities, but trust

in turn depends on the intensity of the epidemic.

Referring to partly different concepts, the economic malaise

deriving from the pandemic and the difficulties that originate from

it (from the point of view of the ability of individual countries and

various international institutions to cope with it) feed the populist

attitudes of individuals and political parties, giving rise to
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authoritarian tendencies and/or the isolation of individual countries.

According to Kroll (2020), the extension of these attitudes is linked to

the inability of various countries to pursue the goals of sustainable

development, ranging from the reduction of poverty, inequality and

pollution to the maintenance of peace.

.      ,  

 ,    

The immediate effect of the epidemic on production is to reduce the

availability of one of the factors of production – labour – causing a

supply shock. Obviously, the ensuing fall in demand for goods due to

reduction of employment and income has a further effect of reducing

the supply, because the owners of the affected activities decide to

close the production sites. And to these negative effects one should

add those for the closure of the activities decided by the owners

following the lack of bank loans. The effect of the measures imposed

by public authorities introducing bans and limitations is similar in

nature. The subsequent effect is no longer a supply shock, but again a

demand shock. In fact, above all, current incomes are lacking for

people affected by the epidemic and, in realistic conditions, there is

no possibility of discounting the availability of sufficient income in

the future. This implies a more or less generalized fall in demand,

which manifests itself in particular when some activities are

reopened. This is followed by shocks of supply, first, of demand, then,

and again shocks of the first and second type.31

Overall, we can identify some lasting negative effects of the

epidemic. The resulting unemployment implies depreciation of

human capital, due to inactivity and disaffection with work that

follows, the possible loss of specific human capital for companies, the

separation of existing work capacities from the specific production

31 Brinca et al. (2020) have measured the different impact of the two types of shock,
concluding that the shocks of supply, through the reduction of labour input, were
more important, but the demand shocks were significant in sectors not affected by
the closures and restrictions, such as some manufacturing sectors.
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methods they are used to, school closures and the lasting impoverish-

ment of education that results (Portes, 2020), with obvious negative

effects on productivity (on this see further Rehman et al., 2020).

A particular negative effect on productivity that acted in Italy was

the delay in digitalisation (see Cinquegrana et al., 2020). Obviously,

the recovery will depend on the measures the government takes to

counter supply and demand shocks and to boost production and

employment.32 Another important factor is related to the distribution

of losses deriving from shocks. As Gobbi et al. (2020: 1) note, in fact,

‘the pace of the recovery of economic activities. . .will depend in a

fundamental way on how the measures undertaken by governments

and other authorities will determine the allocation of losses among the

different economic actors (companies, banks, households, governments

and central banks) as well as the temporal distribution of such losses’.

  The effects of supply and demand shocks
in terms of aggregate supply and demand curves

For the reader who has knowledge of economics, the following

representation, which indicates the effects of the pandemic in terms of

aggregate demand and aggregate supply, may be helpful. The amount

of work used in the economy is represented on the abscissa axis of

Figure B1. Labour productivity is indicated on the ordinate. The aggregate

demand curve is indicated by theAD. That of the aggregate supply by the

horizontal line, which initially is positioned at level g. As part (a) of the

Figure shows, when there is a negative supply shock, the aggregate supply

curve shifts to position g’, recording a reduction in employment, from l¯ to

l’. Obviously, if there were a (negative) demand shock at the same time,

32 The effects of these shocks are illustrated in refined terms in Box 1. The need to
adapt economic policies in China to the variability and uncertainty of the
development of the pandemic is underlined in Fang (2021). The arguments
developed in Fang’s book can be referred also to other countries. Baldwin (2021)
insists on the role of science and prevention, on the one hand, and of citizen’s
actions, on the other.
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  (cont.)

the AD curve would shift to the left, with a further reduction in

employment. Only a sufficient increase in aggregate demand, indicated

by the shift of theaggregatedemandcurve to the right, in theAD’position,

could bring employment back to the initial level.

In correspondence with the two types of shocks, we indicate the

policies necessary for a country like Italy. We distinguish the case of

supply policies, which we deal with first, from that of demand

policies.

Supply policies must be adopted both immediately and in the

longer term. The former must tend, on the one hand, to contain

infections – which implies restrictions on supply, for the prohibition

to carry out certain activities or in any case for the constraints

imposed on production methods – and, on the other, to increase

production, particularly of the goods necessary to treat and combat

the epidemic (such as masks, disinfectants and the construction or

adaptation of fixed structures, in particular those necessary for treat-

ment) or its effects, with the provision of basic necessities for affected

families. These measures may require the direct intervention of

public entities or the use of incentives to private agents.

g

g

g’

AD

l’ l

g

g

g’

AD

l’ ll

AD’

  Effects of the Coronavirus on aggregate supply and demand
and on employment
(Source: Fornaro and Wolf, 2020)
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The supply policies to be implemented in the longer-term con-

cern, first of all, the rejection of market fundamentalism, considering

that the market has shown considerable rigidity, not so much in the

movement of prices, but in the re-orientation of resources from the

sectors where prices are falling towards those where prices rise. Public

action will tend to be directed primarily towards the correction of the

production structure. For a country like Italy the fields of intervention

are numerous, as are the distortions of the economic and adminis-

trative structure of this country. In addition, the public sector must be

significantly reformed, increasing its efficiency and reducing the high

ratio of public debt to GDP both by combating tax evasion and avoid-

ance33 and by stimulating GDP growth.

The private sector also needs to increase its efficiency (essen-

tially, the low productivity dynamics, due in large part to low invest-

ment in R&D) and to increase the small size of companies. There is

also a need to increase the role of the green economy, regulation of the

environment, of traffic and many other activities.

A field of particular attention is that of the reform of the legal

system of the economy, in particular of company, bankruptcy, pro-

cedural and competition law. This reform should tend to induce

companies to seek profit with competition through prices and even

more through the innovations incorporated in new investments and

the consequent increase in productivity. A particular aspect of the

reform should concern the relations of the public administration with

companies, in particular for the procurement or management of infra-

structures (Ciocca, 2020).

As for the public budget, both short- and medium-term meas-

ures would be needed. Among the former, public transfers to

33 Tax evasion can be defined as the set of methods by which a citizen or a company
tends to reduce or eliminate the tax levy by the state, violating existing rules, with
the consequence of making a public budget deficit more likely.

Tax avoidance (or elusion) is the circumvention of the laws in force, which –

while not constituting an offense (as in the case of tax evasion) – leads to the
same result.
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companies must be included to compensate them for the losses in

turnover and cover current expenses, in order to avoid excessive

indebtedness to banks. In the medium term, public financing

instruments could be created to restructure the debts of medium

and large companies. The financing of these instruments could

largely take place through the issuance of long-term debt. Tax

incentives could also be introduced to recapitalize businesses

(Gobbi et al., 2020).

In June 2020 the Colao Commission in Italy suggested:

� first of all, the strengthening of the economic and productive structure, with

innovation, reduction of the fragmentation and undercapitalisation of

companies;

� the improvement of infrastructures and the environment;

� the protection and enhancement of tourism, art and culture;

� increasing the transparency and productivity of the public administration;

� the enhancement of education and research;

� finally, the care of people and social cohesion, also with protection

from inequalities.

Some of these policies, especially those referring to infrastruc-

tures, should be implemented also in other EU countries. As for

demand policies, the order of magnitude of the intervention depends

on the fall in GDP.

This impulse can be ensured both by monetary policy, with the

reduction – down to negative levels – of interest rates (Rogoff, 2020b),

and, above all, by fiscal policy. The advantages of coordinated fiscal

and monetary policy action are underlined by Pietrunti (2020), who

points out the consequences of this coordination in a contained

increase in inflation and in a cut in the dynamics of the ratio between

public debt and GDP.

With specific reference to this ratio, public investment is

required to mitigate or avoid the fall in GDP, also to overcome the

drastic cuts made during the Great Recession to meet the EU rules of

the SGP, due to the greater flexibility of this expenditure item (see

Figure 10).
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In particular, public investments with a high multiplier should

be favoured and should grow by at least 1–2 p.p., possibly using the

desirable golden rule of public finance. From the point of view of the

geographic destination it can be useful to continue to refer to the

specific case of Italy. In this country the growth in investment spend-

ing should take place above all in the South or, at least, the ‘34%

clause’ established by the Gentiloni government in 2016 should be

respected, tending to ensure a corresponding flow of public invest-

ments, that is, a flow equal to the incidence of the Southern popula-

tion compared to the national one. The clause was suspended in

2008 2010 2012
source: Refine Datastream / Edmoid Rotischild Economic Research
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  Public and private investments, total public expenditure,
2008–2020, EU
(Source: Badré and Lemoine, 2020)
Note: Public investment is indicated by the lowest line since 2013. In 2019 it
decreased by 10% compared to the 2008 level. Private investment (intermediate line
from 2013) collapsed in the darkest years of the Great Recession, resumed its initial
value in 2018 and grew by a few points in 2019. The line that is always all the way
up is that of total public expenditure, excluding interest accrued on public debt,
which would cause it to rise even more as the public debt increases.
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2020 on a proposal from the Department for Economic Planning and

Coordination, the body of the prime minister that oversees the deci-

sions of the Interministerial Committee for Economic Planning. The

justification for the suspension is apparently well founded, if one

thinks of some of the effects of the first wave of the pandemic, that

is, the need to address the immediate health needs, objectively higher

in the North, due to the greater incidence in that constituency of

infections in that phase. But if the horizon was broadened to consider

the negative effects on demand and production also in the South of

Italy, it would have become necessary to maintain compliance with

that clause even in the first wave.

From this point of view, it will be important to implement, with

the small adjustments required by the pandemic, the Plan for the

South presented in February 2020 by the then–Minister Giuseppe

Provenzano (Minister for the South and Territorial Cohesion, 2020).

Over a ten-year perspective, the Plan tends to pursue five priorities

(commitment to young people, emphasis on innovation, social inclu-

sion, ecological compatibility, international openness). Here, how-

ever, it should be noted that, particularly for the South, innovation

must consist not so much or not only in the use of a new technology

or a new device. It must be the product of a territory, with its voca-

tions, its dynamics and its organisational skills, and therefore it is

difficult to import it. In short, ‘it must rather flourish within a local

ecosystem, which exploits existing resources’, even if – following

Schumpeter – it must overcome the previous order (Costa, 2020).

As for the other items of public spending, there should be: an

increase in the role of the welfare state, which requires policies to

mitigate inequality and economic insecurity, subsidies to families and

businesses in need; the extension of the redundancy fund and also the

increase in health expenditure (in particular, with the increase both in

the short and in the long term of public health expenses,34 which have

34 In some countries (take Finland, the UK and the USA, only to make a few examples)
the total health expenditures/GDP ratio is already high (OECD, https://data.oecd
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been cut down in many EU countries), education and research, land

and environmental security and other tangible and intangible infra-

structures.35 In the longer term, current public spending should be

made more efficient, with the elimination of numerous wastes.

In supporting the need for higher public spending, the solutions

for its coverage must also be indicated, through both internal and

European sources.

In the first case, it is possible to resort to a greater deficit and

therefore to a higher level of public debt. This solution can give rise to

debt sustainability problems. This depends on, among other things, its

initial level and on the extent of the current deficit, which is linked to

the duration of the epidemic. Debt sustainability need not be a worry

under certain conditions. There may be a need for monetisation,

restructuring or fiscal consolidation,36 but the persistence of current

low interest rates can be very useful to avoid these solutions

and ensure both limited budget surpluses and debt reductions.

Ultimately, the impact of the pandemic on public debt may be smaller

than that of the financial crisis (Barnes and Casey, 2020). A different

solution can leverage on the reduction of tax evasion and avoidance

(or elusion), which normally takes time and also has international

implications, linked to the existence of tax havens and the adoption

.org/healthres/health-spending.htm), but the problem is that some of these
expenditures are high simply because health functions are delegated to private
structures, which are more expensive.

35 In Germany, more than 1 trillion euros have been foreseen to support the economy,
with 130 billion euros to support family income and investments; VAT rates have
also been reduced and sums allocated to guarantee loans. Families will receive a
contribution of 300 euros.

36 Monetisation of the public debt is the transformation of public debt into money,
which occurs when the central bank buys the public debt of a country in definitive
terms, and not temporarily (as it happens for quantitative easing operations: see
unconventional monetary policy). The term restructuring takes on multiple
meanings in economics. When referred to public debt, it normally indicates an
agreement between the state and creditors or a unilateral decision of the former to
reduce the interest rate or to extend the maturity of a debt tranche or to cancel it.
Consolidation takes place by means of a set of policies aimed at reducing public
expenses and increasing revenues.
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of ‘tax rulings’,37 by Luxembourg, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium,

Malta, Cyprus and other countries, with lower revenues for Italy of

approximately 5.6 billion euros in 2015.

Figure 11 shows that in 2015 the profit-to-wage ratio did not vary

too much across the main non-haven countries, being equal to an

average 36%. By contrast, this ratio was as high as around 250% in

Luxembourg and Ireland. To bemore specific about the profits (and the

taxes) lost to one country, Italy,38 according to the same source (i.e.,

Tørsløv et al., 2020), the reader can look at Table 6, offering a picture of

the sources of lower revenues deriving from the various tax havens.

The same source, namely Tørsløv et al. (2020), indicates the

reduction in tax revenues for large districts due to the existence of

tax havens that allow the diversion of profits (see Figure 12). The
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(Source: Tørsløv, Wier and Zucman, 2020)

37 These consist of specific agreements for the reduction of taxes with individual
foreign companies to induce them to locate in the country.

38 Similar indications can be obtained for specific other countries, by consulting the
indicated source.
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Table 6. Taxes on profits and revenues lost by Italy (million $)
due to the presence of tax havens, 2015

Lost profits Lost taxes

All havens 26,476 6,354
EU havens 23,195 5,567
Belgium 2,129 511
Cyprus 14 3
Ireland 6,181 1,484
Luxembourg 11,170 2,681
Malta 191 46
the Netherlands 3,509 842
Extra-EU havens 3,281 787
Switzerland 2,250 540
Others* 1,031 247

Source: Tørsløv et al., 2020
* Bermuda, Caraibi, Puerto Rico, Hong Kong, Singapore and others.
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  Tax revenues lost due to profit shifting, 2015, EU, USA,
developing countries, other OECD
(Source: Tørsløv et al., 2020)
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reduction amounts to 18% of total taxes for the EU and about 14% for

the United States, being much higher than the world average (10%),

and even more than that of developing countries, and of OECD coun-

tries other than the EU and the United States. According to the same

source, globally almost 40% of multinational profits are shifted to tax

havens. The total amount of worldwide tax revenues lost yearly is

likely to amount to 360 billion euros (or some $427 billion yearly) (Tax

Justice Network, 2020).

Another form of tax distortion derives from the rule according

to which the countries where multinationals (or transnational corpor-

ations) have their headquarters have the right to tax the profits gained

in those countries. This rule allows the profits of multinationals in

the digital field (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google) to

shift these to the countries in which their headquarters are located,

that is, the United States, or in some other countries with lower

tax rates.39 A new regulation is being studied at the OECD level that

should allow each country in which the companies indicated carry out

their activity to tax them in proportion to the activity they carry out

in that country, as measured by their revenues. Meanwhile, in July

2021 the finance ministers of the group of the twenty largest coun-

tries, the G20, have reached an agreement on the application of a

minimum global rate of 15% for the taxation of large companies that

should be in place by 2023. This will finally subject Big Tech multi-

nationals to taxation outside the location of their headquarters and

should drastically reduce tax evasion and avoidance by multination-

als. Returning to the initial discussion, the problem of solutions at the

European level to stem the negative economic effects of the pandemic

requires a longer discussion, with an initial digression on the reactions

of the various countries to the epidemic. We deal with this in the

following section.

39 Although located in the USA, these companies are allowed to carry out their
activities remotely in other countries.
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The coronavirus has imposed a crossroads on Europe. The various

countries of the Union have acted in no particular order both in the

adoption of measures to combat the pandemic and in those for its

partial overcoming and also in fiscal interventions. In contrasting

policies, each country has for a long time adopted its own policies

for the containment of infections, staggered in the timing of the

regulation and not connected with those of the others (for example,

unilaterally suspending the freedom of movement of people, introdu-

cing bans on the export of some products such as material and

machinery useful for medical treatment). This was partly due to the

different timing of the infections and partly to the well-established

habit of ‘self-service’ in Europe.40

In March 2020, the European Commission effectively sus-

pended freedom of movements in the Schengen area, recommending

for people to avoid non-essential foreign travel and closing the EU’s

external borders to non-EU citizens. From 3 June 2020 all these

restrictions were removed and from the fifteenth of the same month

the restrictions on travel to and from the EU countries, the Schengen

area and the United Kingdom fell. However, some rules must still be

obeyed in moving from one such country to another.

The caution with which the Commission has moved is partly

explained by the fact that the size of the flows of people between the

various European countries is so high as to prevent, or at least advise

against, limitations, because the number of commuters residing in the

countries of the Schengen area was almost 1% in 2018, and even more

than 5% in Slovakia and 2.7% in Luxembourg. Residents in one of the

countries in the area made about 320 million trips with an overnight

stay in another EU country, more than 39 million (12%) of them for

business purposes (Meninno and Wolff, 2020). Perhaps the position

taken by the various countries in the initial phase of the epidemic is

40 The negative effects of the export ban introduced by various countries are indicated
in Grassia et al. (2020).
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also partly justified by the difficulty of understanding its extent and

consequences at that stage. And similar attitudes partly explain the

different timing and modalities of the restrictions introduced in the

various countries. However, it is difficult not to blame the indiscrim-

inate inward and outward movements abroad (as well as the reduction

of precautions in contacts) for the significant increase of infections in

European countries since August 2020.

The economic effects for Europe are difficult to predict, also

because they are linked to the trends of the epidemic. For this reason,

it is necessary to proceed by scenarios.41 Tancioni (2020) considers a

first scenario (S1) in which it is assumed that the shock concerns only

one country (in the specific case, Italy) and a second scenario (S2) in

which the shock hits with the same intensity the whole Eurozone,

with ECB measures not re-tailored to the new situation. Scenario

3 envisages that the ECB provides the system with all the liquidity

necessary for the system’s solvency, in the actual conditions that have

arisen, avoiding deflationary spirals. The fourth scenario assumes

sufficient public consumption and national public transfers to house-

holds and businesses, with the issuance of national debt. The latter

scenario assumes that the ECB absorbs the debt generated by national

policies. In general, it can be said that these scenarios contain almost

all the ingredients that may be present or absent in the actual

responses to the pandemic, but on which its economic consequences

essentially depend. The effects on GDP, the unemployment rate and

the change in the debt/GDP ratio derived from the analysis of these

scenarios are shown in Table 7. Perhaps further elements that could

be added are those relating to the situation and evolution of the

economy outside the EU.

Also Bénassy-Quéré and Weder di Mauro (2020b) proceed by

scenarios. In the most optimistic one, there would be only a few

new infections, easily faced at the epidemiological level and without

heavy negative consequences from an economic point of view for the

41 On these see also Battistini and Stoevsky (2020).
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Table 7. Effects of pandemic on GDP: Changes in the unemployment rate (UR) and in the debt/GDP ratio
in the various scenarios

Scenario

GDP Ch.%
Unem. rate
Ch. %

Debt/GDP
changes %

T1 T2 T4 T1 T2 T4 T1 T2 T4

S1 �7.9 �11.4 �9.5 4.5 3.8 6.3 12.7 18.7 17.3
S2 �11.2 �17.6 �13.4 6.8 8.0 9.2 18.0 27.5 24.7
S3 �6,6 �10.7 �5.4 3.8 3.6 4.1 7.0 10.7 4.3
S4 �8.6 �13.1 �9.4 5.0 5.0 6.3 16.4 24.6 21.4
S5 �5.4 �8.3 �3.6 3.0 2.0 3.8 6.1 8.7 3.3

Source: Tancioni, 2020
Note. These are deterministic simulations (time profile and size of shocks are fully expected) obtained by the model Be.Ta.
T(.) defines the simulation horizon, in quarters.
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private and public sectors. The intermediate scenario envisages fur-

ther outbreaks and contagions at the regional level, which require

additional contrasting measures, with uncertain effects on economic

balances. The worst scenario arises from the inability to sufficiently

deal with contagions and coordinate actions among the various coun-

tries, with a very high probability of a financial, social and political

crisis, even with the possibility that the unity of the Eurozone and

perhaps also of the EU are threatened, unless an appropriate strong

reaction in these fora is taken.

As for the contrasting economic measures, the orders of magni-

tude of the fiscal policies decided in each country range from about

1% of the GDP of the Mediterranean countries to 2% of France and

Denmark and up to 8% of Germany. The resources to be invested in

public health are partly linked to the state of the public accounts of

the various countries. They do depend less on the extent of the infec-

tions. However, the deficits needed to cope with the pandemic and the

resulting accumulation of debt will require further measures to reduce

spending and/or increase revenues to repay the accumulated debt

(Cochrane, 2020).

With regard to common interventions, monetary and credit

policies were first adopted, implementing a new unconventional

monetary policy program, in particular with the purchase of public

debt securities of the euro area countries (Pandemic Emergency

Purchase Program, PEPP, a program worth €750 billion). At the

beginning of June 2020 the ECB announced an increase of €600

billion of the PEPP, bringing the total of the program to €1,350

billion, and then a further addition to €1,850 billion and the exten-

sion of the same to March 2022, therefore beyond the initially

planned date of December 2020. The reference interest is zero and

that on bank deposits with the ECB is �0.50%, again in order to not

induce them to deposit their liquid assets with the same central

bank and stimulate banks’ lending. The operation was not bound to

a breakdown of the acquisitions of the securities for the various

countries proportional to their share of capital in the ECB, in order
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to counter the action of speculation on the differentials of the yields

of different countries’ securities, that is, on the spreads. The

banking systems of the various countries have also been refinanced,

which has allowed, on the one hand, the maintenance of public

securities held by the banks and, on the other, the financing of

the private sector, also facilitated by the granting of state guaran-

tees on bank loans to businesses.

The policies adopted by the ECB do not seem, and should not be,

influenced by the ruling with which on 5 May 2020 the German

Constitutional Court – in contrast to a previous decision of the Court

of Justice of the European Union – criticized the expansionary policies

of 2015, calling on the Bundesbank not to join such interventions. The

ruling created considerable embarrassment, but it does not appear to

have influenced the strategy adopted by the ECB, as can be seen from

the reactions of its main bodies. The expansionary monetary action

willmost likely continue for the future, if inflation continues to be low.

According to some forecasts it should be until 2029 at a level below1%,

well below the limit set by the ECB for the medium term (Claeys,

2020), even if some more recent forecasts indicate higher values.

With regard to macroprudential policy, temperaments could be

introduced to the new accounting standards in relation to expected

losses and in the calculation of troubled loans for the assessment of

the soundness and capital requirements of banks. Similarly, some

capital requirements for banks could be eased (Bénassy-Quéré and

Weder di Mauro, 2020b). Angeloni (2020) offers a different argument.

In a period in which credit systems are undergoing the impact of the

epidemic in various ways – with the need for greater loans to custom-

ers and, at the same time, the growth of ‘non-performing loans’

(NPLs) – the need of capital can be on the order of 200 billion euros

in Europe. There is therefore the need to avoid poor management of

micro- and macro-prudential policy instruments and a shrewd

strengthening of existing institutions, for example, with the possibil-

ity of increasing the role of these institutions for liquidation proced-

ures of banks in difficulty.
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Apart from the interventions of the monetary authorities and

macroprudential policy, new credit measures have been adopted at

the Community level. As for the ESM, the details of the financing

were only clarified in early May 2020. On the occasion of the epi-

demic, it was specified that conditionality relates only to the object of

expenditure (medical and health care), and not to the adoption of other

measures to reorganize the existing public debt, which would other-

wise have slowed the use of the Mechanism by heavily indebted

countries such as Italy. The loans have a term of ten years and a rate

of 0.1% is applied to them. If we consider that the interest rate on

Italian ten-year BTPs was 1.83% at the beginning of May 2020,

recourse to the ESM became convenient for Italy, as it ensured a lower

financing cost of 1.73% per year. On a loan of up to 36 billion, the

savings would have been greater than 600 million euros per year

(Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 2020). Since then the interest rate

has lowered in this country by about 1 p.p., but the ESM loans are still

convenient. However, it should also be noted that access to the

Mechanism by a country could imply a reduction in its credibility

and therefore an increase in the cost of other loans.

The EU Commission can authorize state support for: (1) direct

subsidies and tax breaks aimed at meeting urgent liquidity needs up to

€800,000 per company; (2) guarantees on bank loans; (3) public loans

at subsidized rates; (4) aid to banks to finance businesses; (5) short-

term export credit insurance; (6) support for research and development

against Coronavirus; (7) deferral or suspension of taxes; (8) income

support for employees.

In addition, the European Investment Bank (EIB) has created

guarantee funds for bank loans to companies with an endowment

capable of supporting loans for a total of 240 billion euros. The funds

should be financed by EU member countries according to their par-

ticipation in the Bank’s capital. Various funds were then set up such

as SURE (Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks in an Emergency)

and other funds for a total of 540 billion euros. SURE is a new

instrument that should guarantee temporary support to reduce the
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risk of unemployment in emergency situations and could raise up to

100 billion on the market through a system of guarantees by member

countries to finance member countries in difficulty (European

Commission, 2020c). In addition, the EIB will set up a pan-European

guarantee fund to support European workers and businesses affected

by the pandemic crisis, and finally the agreement to channel support

through the ESM has been confirmed. In July 2020, the so-called

Recovery Fund was also defined. It was renamed Next Generation

EU (European Commission, 2020b). With this newly created fund, the

European Commission intends to raise up to 750 billion on the

market42, giving long-term funds as collateral. This is made available

by a (temporary) increase in the European budget 2021–2027 up to 2%

of GDP (therefore doubling the current amount of the budget) for a

value of 1,100 billion over the seven years, deriving from new direct

contributions (for 390 billion) and greater guarantees from member

countries.43 The funds will be repaid against future budgets, not

before 2028 and not after 2058.44 Coverage will be offered by new

EU own resources, such as new corrective border levies for products

that involve excessive carbon emissions45 and a new tax on those

42 In its essential lines, the Fund follows many of the proposals already suggested by
Garicano (2020). The general features of the Fund and the repercussions for Italy are
outlined in Romano (2020). Various criticisms have been raised, in particular by
Clancy (2020), who points out the relative scarcity of the size of the Fund compared
to the initial advances of the president of the European Commission, Ursula Von der
Leyen. According to the president’s initial statements, the total recovery effort
would have amounted to 2.4 trillion euros, which is obviously an exaggerated value,
perhaps deriving from the sum of inconsistent figures. An in-depth analysis of the
issue is in Clancy (2020).

43 Gros (2020) had made proposals similar to the content of the Fund under
consideration, suggesting to activate Coronabonds or, better, transfers from the EU
budget, for example, simply by exempting the weaker countries from their
contributions to this budget for the next seven years, from 2021 to 2027.

44 Giavazzi and Tabellini (2020) had already suggested the issuance of very long-term
(50- or 100-year) or irredeemable securities (i.e., securities having no maturity and
with a fixed coupon or consolidated public debt securities), which would not
substantially burden the existing public debt countries and could be bought
by the ECB.

45 In July 2021, a proposal has also been presented for the establishment of a tax on the
use of polluting fuels (carbon tax), which will be called the ‘border adjustment
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multinationals that, as said, can exploit existence of tax havens. On

the objectives of the Fund, there have been people who understand

them as aimed at short-term purposes, that is, as a tool to support the

economy. But various considerations lead instead to favouring those

of a structural nature (see in particular in Pisani-Ferry, 2020).

Moreover, we can add that the long-term, generational objectives

transpire from the denomination of the Fund.

The use of these funds was also allocated by the European

Commission to countries with greater difficulties (see Figure 13) –

Italy and Spain were in the lead – to carry out investments and

reforms necessary for recovery. The reason why the Mediterranean

countries, also supported by France, have advocated this tool is that,

unlike the others, these are resources that are partly very long-term

loans, therefore to be repaid much later in time and at rates lower than

those of national bonds, and partly non-repayable. The main recipient

will be Italy, which will receive €208.8 billion (of which €81.4 is

through non-repayable subsidies and €127.4 in loans). Spain will

receive a total of €140 billion (€72.7 of which is non-repayable),

France €39 billion, Greece €31.5, Portugal €26.1 and Germany €23.6.

The estimated effects on GDP are shown in Figure 14. They are

more favourable in the peripheral countries, Greece and Portugal first,

and a little less so for Italy.

The so-called frugal countries (i.e., Austria, Denmark, Finland,

the Netherlands, Sweden) have objected to the ratification of the

Treaty for some months, but in December 2020 an agreement was

reached that led to the approval of the Recovery Fund regulation by

the European Parliament. After publication in the Official Journal of

the EU, the regulation is operational and the final spending and reform

plans have been sent by the end of April to the Commission, which

has taken two months to evaluate them. Consequently, the first loans

mechanism’. This would provide a sort of ‘climate tariff’ for a series of products
imported into the Union from countries that do not apply as stringent standards as
the European ones against climate change.
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have arrived during summer 2021. For instance, Italy has received in

August 2021 13% of its share of the aid. However, it should be noted

that, for some countries, the payments from the budget for the next

seven years cannot be materially disbursed in 2021 or 2022, if not in

minimal part. According to Darvas (2020), which takes up statements

from the European Commission, the disbursement of three-quarters

of the funds will have to wait until 2023. According to Giovannini

et al. (2020), the disbursements for the loan component will be higher
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  Economic shock caused by the Coronavirus and provisions
from the Recovery Fund
(Source: Darvas, 2021)
Notes: 1. The horizontal axis measures the extent of the shock caused by the
epidemic (in terms of the percentage of the change in GDP forecast by the European
Commission in Autumn 2020 with respect to Autumn 2019). Thus, for example, for
Italy, the 2020 forecasts indicated a reduction of GDP of about 10%. The vertical
axis measures the Fund’s provisions in percentage terms of the countries’ net
national income. For Italy they should be around 6%.
2. The numbers in parentheses after the country abbreviation indicate its per capita
gross national income compared to the EU average for 2021, according to the
forecasts of the EU Commission.
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in 2022, while the peak of non-repayable grants should occur in 2024.

Therefore, the various governments have been forced to intervene,

anticipating the funds of the Next Generation EU for 34.7 billion,

beginning January 2021.

Among other measures, the Next Generation EU provides funds

equal to 31 billion euros for the recapitalisation of companies, which

should mobilize private resources to support economically viable

companies in the sectors, regions and countries most affected by the

pandemic. Through the leverage effect, €300 billion should be raised.

In reality, this intervention, while focused on a well-founded need,

that of the recapitalisation of companies, appears insufficient in the

face of their growing debt.46

Access to funds is not conditional on compliance with the

Stability and Growth Pact (which, however, is suspended for now, as
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  Cumulative effects of the Next Generation EU Fund
(Source: Codogno and Van den Noord, 2020)

46 Boot et al. (2020) proposed a European Pandemic Equity Fund, particularly in favour
of small- and medium-sized enterprises.
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wewill see shortly) nor obviously on the adoption of ‘structural reforms’.

The disbursement of funds is subject to the presentation by individual

countries of national spending plans that will be evaluated by the

Commission and approved by the Council with a qualified majority,

that is, with the vote of at least fifteen countries representing no fewer

than 65% of the population. The approval will be accompanied by

‘country-specific recommendations’ (CSR). These will in fact constitute

the reference for the evaluation of national spending plans, with particu-

lar attention to reforms that improve the potential for growth, employ-

ment and economic and social resilience. From interviews released by

the competent authorities, the various countries could be required to

guarantee policy guidelines such as to ensure the recovery of the econ-

omy in a reasonable period of time, the sustainability of the public debt,

an improvement in coordination between the different layers of govern-

ment, the strengthening of health and education and distance learning

through digital tools, the improvement of the efficiency of the judicial

system and the public administration, the support of the vulnerable

groups most affected by the crisis and of small- and medium-sized

enterprises and innovative ones, the reduction of unemployment and

increased investment in the green economy and digitalisation.

The timeswithinwhich theuse of fundsmust bemade are import-

ant, as there is a risk, as noted by Perotti (2020), of a hasty, rash and

patronising identification of the projects to be carried out with their use.

The EU’s ability to ensure growth by stimulating productivity

and innovation will have important effects on the attractiveness of

the area for investment and on strengthening the rating of the weaker

areas, which could positively affect supply of safe assets by the

Eurozone, thus increasing the role of the euro as an international

currency (Claeys and Wolff, 2020).

Measures that are halfway between monetary and fiscal ones

are represented, among other things, by the ‘money dropped from the

helicopter’ (helicopter money), consisting of the opening of an irre-

deemable credit by the ECB to governments or by direct purchase at

the issuance of public debt securities and their immediate
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cancellation or the conversion of such securities into irredeemable

securities. Many objections would probably arise against such an

intervention, starting from the one according to which it would be

precluded by the independence of the ECB and by the existing rule

that prohibits direct financing by governments or by the fact that it

would generate inflation. The first of these objections can be over-

come, because the exceptional nature of the situation requires an

adaptation of the existing rules, as happened for the purchase of public

securities on the secondary market. In addition, the ECB could decide

on its own to implement such a policy. The second objection has no

basis, given the existing lack of aggregate demand and the need to

activate public spending to increase income and employment (Galì,

2020).47

As for expansionary fiscal policies in the strict sense, first of all

the Stability and Growth Pact was suspended for 2021 and also for

2022, which allows individual member countries to adopt significant

expansionary fiscal policies financed in deficit. The ban on state aid to

companies has also been suspended since mid-March 2020 to

December 2021.48

It would also be desirable to transform part of the national debt

into European debt (Eurobonds or similar), to reduce the ratio of public

debt to GDP, which is particularly high – or destined to become so – in

some countries such as Greece and Italy. The advantages of issuing this

form of mutualized debt are many. Among them, the lack of depend-

ence on market ratings (i.e., assessments) of the reliability of sovereign

debts and their variations, the reduction of spreads for the most

indebted countries, which would thus reduce their exposure to the

47 There are numerous positions taken by authoritative scholars in favour of this
solution. We limit ourselves to mentioning Buiter et al. (2015) and most recently De
Grauwe and Diessner (2020).

48 The apparent generosity of the concession – in the past particularly opposed by
Germany – was linked by the media to the fact that German companies have
already benefitted from half of the aid measures approved by the
European Commission.
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financial market and the possibility of banks using Eurobonds to diver-

sify their portfolios, often burdenedwith lending to domestic securities.

Further initiatives could concern: (1) the creation of a single

European institution that should be entrusted with the competences

of national institutions, such as theministries of health, in the event of

an epidemic involving more than one country; (2) enhanced cooper-

ation, to carry out a European investment projectfinanced by securities

and destined to specific investment fields (for example, bio-medical

research, transport infrastructures, information technologies, giving

equal access to the market through a level playing field). In the longer

term, it is finally necessary to devise a European industrial policy that

not only identifies priority sectors in which to invest, but that also

favours aggregations between European companies, for example in the

energy, telecommunications and bio-genetics sectors, strengthening

European research platforms useful for innovative medium-sized

enterprises and start-ups, on the model of CERN (European Center

for Nuclear Research, Conseil européen pour la recherche nucléaire),

ESA (European Space Agency) and EMBO (EuropeanMolecular Biology

Organisation). Then, various trans-European infrastructures could be

enhanced (Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 2020).

.    

If at a national and a European level the problems posed by the

pandemic are relevant, they are dramatic on a world level. To get an

idea of the impact of the pandemic on the economy, comparing it with

that of the Great Recession that began in 2007–2008, a weakness

index was constructed for the United States, given by the average of

the recession probabilities of the various states. Another indicator –

which, however, stopped in May 2020 – had been built with the same

methodology for the various countries. As can be seen from Figure 15,

the weakness index, which in March 2020 was still relatively low

compared to 2008–2009, jumped to very high levels in just a few

months. The economic recovery in the summer and the limited

closures of activities imposed in some countries in the autumn meant
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that the peak of weakness calculated in May 2020 did not rise further

until November 2020, but in the following months the recovery was

very neat.

At the world level, there are essentially problems of: increasing

poverty; imbalances in the supply and demand of goods, with the nega-

tive economic, social andpolitical implications that derive fromit;49 and

effects of de-globalisation. Therefore, various questions arise on the

guidelines to be imprinted in the various fora on international economic

policies and related provisions.

As for the immediate responses to the health emergency by

international organisations, more than 100 member countries of the

International Monetary Fund have requested access to its funding and

funds have already been allocated for about half of the requests. In

May 2020 the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund urged

G20 countries to establish a Debt Service Suspension Initiative of its
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Note. The Weekly Economic Index (WEI) starts in 2008.

49 Consider that profound upheavals such as those created by the pandemic destabilise
not only the economy, but also society, giving rise to protests, unrest and overthrow
of political regimes.
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member countries. This has been done first until the end of 2020 and

then again also for the whole of 2021 (World Bank, 2021a).

For interventions on a broader scale, the reduction in employment

should be noted, which has cut the incomes of many families and

increased poverty. The pandemic has mainly affected some categories

of workers:first of all women (who occupy 70% of positions in the health

and care sectors and are therefore on the front line of the epidemic);

workers in the informal sectors or with casual and temporary jobs; young

people, whose employment prospects are more sensitive to fluctuations

in demand; the elderly, who are also affected from the point of view

of vulnerability to infections; the refugees and immigrants, particularly

if employed in certain sectors; micro-entrepreneurs and self-employed

workers (ILO, 2020, Palomino et al., 2020). The International Labour

Organisation (ILO) itself suggests four pillars of intervention:

1 Stimulation of the economy and employment through traditional

macroeconomic policy tools.

2 Support for businesses, employment and income, through the extension of

social protection and various measures aimed at avoiding redundancies.

3 Protection of workers in the workplace, for example, with the strengthening

of safety measures, the use of teleworking or smart-working.

4 Use of social dialogue to design possible solutions.

A major problem to be addressed concerns the financing of businesses

in the period of the depression. Didier et al. (2020) warn that, to avoid

meltdowns and bankruptcies, it is important to preserve relationships

between businesses and workers, as well as suppliers, customers and

creditors. To this end, the credit necessary to overcome the crisis

must absolutely be guaranteed. It can be added that the credit system

has an important role in this and the guarantee of its proper function-

ing must be offered, first of all, by the monetary authorities.

As we have seen in Table 5 already presented, a fall in world

GDP has taken place in 2020. Aside from this general fall in demand,

the Coronavirus has implied a change in the composition of demand,

with an increase in demand for food and a fall in demand for durable
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goods (e.g., cars). While in normal times this sudden change in the

composition of demand could be dealt with in particular by a change

in relative prices, during the pandemic the readjustment risks are

much more difficult. Problems with the availability of food were

noted not only due to the increase in demand for these goods, but also

due to the embargo introduced by the countries that produce the raw

materials (Russia and Kazakhstan for wheat and India and Vietnam for

rice) and at the same time for the accumulation of reserves by others

(such as Egypt and the Philippines). This has led to an increase in the

prices of these raw materials (for example, by 40% for wheat), which

has hit hard 110 countries – of which 50 are developing countries that

make up three-fifths of the world population (Reinhart and

Subbaraman, 2020). In particular, developing countries, already strug-

gling with growth problems, suffer further from the pandemic, espe-

cially due to the fall in demand for their goods – as some of them based

growth on these goods – and, moreover, because of the reduction of

remittances from their own emigrant citizens and of capital inflows.

Obviously, the impact of the increase in the prices of essential

goods affects the various income earners differently, worsening the

distribution of income and wealth, to the detriment of the less well

off. The availability of food and the worsening of this distribution

could cause social unrest and, in any case, will affect the political

structures of many countries.

Absolute poverty will be increased, as will be seen better in

Chapter 3. Perhaps the only positive effect of the pandemic has been

the improvement of the environment, in terms of lower energy con-

sumption and reduced carbon dioxide emissions.

International trade, with an upward trend that had already

declined since 2008, will also suffer further from the pandemic. As

Figure 16 shows, in this case two scenarios also have been identified,

with reductions in the volume of trade of goods ranging from 13% to

32% in 2020.

With respect to the previous year, Chinese exports have

increased by 4% in 2020. All other top ten economies suffered a
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contraction in exports in 2020, varying from �5.5% for South Korea,

�6.9% for Brazil, �9.1% in Japan, �12.5% in Canada, �12.9% in the

USA, �14.8% in India and �15.3% in the UK. From the point of view

of the world economy, as a result of the pandemic, a process of de-

globalisation could be activated, with various effects, such as the

isolation of many countries and the re-nationalisation of supply

chains, which are now unfolding at the world level.50 De-globalisation

first affects the movements of people. These have been limited due to

the closures imposed by the pandemic, but it should be noted that

some countries have a feeling of repulsion towards some foreigners, in
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50 In summary, global value chains derive from the breakdown of the production
process of an asset into its various component parts, each of which is produced in a
different country. This will be discussed more fully later, particularly in Box 3. The
effects of the pandemic could be similar to those resulting from the imposition of
limitations to the international movement of goods, of the kind of duties, on which
see Cappariello et al. (2020). On the negative aspects of these effects see Baldwin and
Freeman (2020).
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particular towards residents in other EU countries, the United States

and, in a particular way, Asia. However, these feelings are not shown

towards internal minorities and immigrants. The consequence is that

the resumption of trade and international cooperation will also have

to take these reflections into account and try to find adequate remed-

ies (Bartoš et al., 2020). Finally, the risk of further trade wars arises,

beyond those that have arisen in more recent years.

Some of these effects can be counteracted by appropriate pol-

icies of the individual countries concerned, such as monetary policy

and capital controls. Such policies are hardly available to the majority

of countries, particularly in the least developed countries, which

urgently need liquidity to meet international payments. The

International Monetary Fund remains the main lender of last resort

(García-Herrero and Ribakova, 2020). This institution has responded

at least in part to the needs of developing countries and emerging

countries since spring 2020, making new funds available. The World

Bank acted in a similar way, granting numerous loans to less

developed countries (LDCs).

A superior alternative from the point of view of collaboration

between countries is the search for a more sensible model of global-

isation that focuses on areas of effective convenience, in particular

cooperation on public health, environment, production and distribu-

tion of essential goods, elimination of tax competition (which reduces

public revenues of the various countries or nourishes tax evasion and

avoidance), granting of emergency loans to many developing coun-

tries, as well as temporary suspension of repayments of their pre-

existing debts.

Overall, the future of the world economy depends not only on

the action of the virus, but on the responses of public and private

operators. In particular, the future of globalisation largely depends on

the policies implemented by the United States and China. The

European Union will have little impact, being always grappling with

its internal problems, which prevent it from deciding on progress

towards greater integration of its economic policy instruments and
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greater incisiveness of its external action. The responses of the single

European states have, therefore, assumed a leading role. In the short

term essentially two avenues are open to globalisation. The first will

confirm the trend of recent years towards certain forms of de-

globalisation. However, an alternative route is feasible, tending to

emphasize the fields in which globalisation is certainly useful, such

as that of protecting health and the environment and reducing tax

havens. Cooperation or collaboration in these areas will also contrib-

ute to fostering international trade and investment. Further trends of

globalisation in the long term will be discussed later in Chapter 4,

with reference to its third phase.

More generally, all countries should be aware of the need to

adopt – and actually implement – health and other policies capable of

addressing not only the pandemic itself, but also the negative distribu-

tional effects affecting weaker people and countries. The ordinary

resources available to the various international institutions and the

extraordinary ones they must equip with for the occasion must be

aimed at these purposes: aid to the countries having the most difficulty

in controlling the epidemic and to the people and countries most eco-

nomically affected. ‘The international health andfinancial architecture

must be further strengthened, and partly redesigned’ as well in order to

strengthen the ability to cope with future crises (Berglöf et al., 2020).

.     

Among the policies to be adopted at theworld level, a specific discussion

deserves those for the research and production of a vaccine. Aside from

the difficulties of research, the main obstacle to vaccine development

has been due to the fact that the current pharmaceutical legislation –

based on the patentability of drugs – involves privatisation and the

blocking of knowledge, making it difficult to pool knowledge developed

by each research center, which would significantly reduce the time of

the research itself (Mazzucato and Torreele, 2020; Stiglitz et al., 2020).

Regarding the possibility of obtaining vaccines capable of fight-

ing the virus in a short time, it is necessary to be very explicit and
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start, first of all, from experience. Coronavirus is just one of the

viruses belonging to a strain that has also hit in the past. In fact, the

SARS we suffered from in 2002 came from another strain of the same

virus circulating these months. Regarding the possibility that the

virus would reproduce in the future in a mutated form, scientists

had been very explicit in the past (Florio, 2020).

Large companies in the pharmaceutical industry have been

focused for a long time after the outbreak of the pandemic on the

production of other types of drugs, which can treat chronic diseases,

such as cholesterol, diabetes and hypertension. Therefore, they

invest in fields that promise a geographically large, stable or, even

better, a market regularly growing over time. They also invested in

the development of anti-Coronavirus drugs, as they began to do

since March 2020 in the United States, when public funding of over

1 billion dollars was decided and without the conditionality linked

to the maximum price constraint wanted by the Democrats.

Currently there are about 126 vaccines being tested. Most of them

are still in the pre-clinical stage, that is, the one before the tests on

people, with only four of them – Pfizer, Moderna, Astra Zeneca,

Johnson & Johnson – already being distributed in Western coun-

tries, in addition to one in Russia and one in China (see in particu-

lar Garde, 2020).

After India and South Africa, US President Biden has supported

a move at the World Trade Organization (WTO) for a temporary lifting

of patent protections for coronavirus vaccines. By contrast, the EU

Commission and Council have not, whereas the EU Parliament was

in favour. Still in August 2021 the WTO is discussing the proposal.

Considering the EU position, one can understand why this is likely

not to be passed.

Looking ahead, it is necessary to replace the action of ‘big

Pharma’ (i.e., of the large pharmaceutical companies) with the activity

of an international public entity, possibly at a European level, as

mentioned, of the type of CERN. In the United States, a federal

research and development institute has been proposed for drug
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research, together with public companies that materially produce and

sell drugs that will be developed at low prices.51

.      

    

The financial crisis had disruptive effects not only in the United

States and other countries, but also – and mainly – in the European

Union, where, first of all, it didn’t disappear as soon as in the USA. In

fact, in the EU it unmasked the imbalances that had been created by

the ill-devised nature of its institutions. The financial crisis caused

also a crisis of public finances in peripheral countries, since the

governments of these countries had to intervene to save their ailing

banking sector, threatened by the return to core countries of the

financial investments that these had directed to peripheral countries

before the crisis.

In addition to the interventions of governments in the periph-

eral countries, the EU countries tried to cope with the rise of public

debt in these countries by prescribing a rule even tougher than the

SGP, that is, the fiscal compact, which thus added to financial crisis,

due to its deflationary impact.

The pandemic will have effects similar to those of the financial

crisis, with multiple consequences, all the more important and

51 In terms of proposals, at least from the point of view of similar future occurrences,
Florio (2020) and Florio and Iacovone (2020) have suggested the establishment of an
institute at a sufficiently high level such as the European one, which could be called
BIOMED EUROPA, with an annual budget between 0.10 and 0.20% of EU GDP, of
the same order of magnitude as the National Institutes of Health in the USA (41.7
billion dollars in 2020). This size could have several advantages, in terms of
extensive experimentation and production and distribution of drugs at an
international scale. It could constitute the largest public biomedical research
infrastructure in the world and perhaps induce large private pharmaceutical
companies to collaborate. It should also be added that the usefulness of such a
structure could go beyond the cure of the current pandemic, extending to the entire
chain of viruses similar to the one that is now spreading and, again, in search of
other diseases now neglected by private pharmaceutical companies. The Institute
could also control the prices of the specialties they produce. A similar scheme has
been proposed for the USA by the Democracy Collaborative think tank.
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serious the longer it lasts. From this point of view, it is painful to note

that its duration depends on the tendency of large pharmaceutical

companies not to share the results of their research, to safeguard the

possibility of enjoying patent rights. Apart from the suspension – or

some attenuation – of these rights, a possible measure aimed at

increasing cooperation in the search for antidotes could be offered by

the establishment of a common pool of resources among the

various countries.

The consequences of the pandemic will be of various kinds, not

only of an economic nature, on the levels and distribution of income

between people (particularly affected were racial minorities and

immigrants) and countries, but also social and political.

At the economic level, the effects will be as profound as ever

since the Great Crisis. While an overall limited reduction in GDP

was expected earlier in 2020, with a partial recovery in 2021, the

violent return of the virus in Europe, the United States and other

countries starting at the end of the summer 2020 has certainly

worsened the situation. Unfortunately, at present – and until the

peak of infections is passed – it is not possible to make reliable

forecasts on the extent of the worsening of the economic outlook.

One thing is certain: The current deterioration will already cause a

reduction in production, employment and international trade and an

increase in poverty.

At the social level, first of all, the fraying of the fabric of rela-

tionships between people should be noted, which is particularly acute

for young people forced into distance learning, perhaps tempered by

the acquisition of a greater awareness of the interpersonal effects of

their actions. To this end, it is also worth taking up one of the

conclusions of the Italian Accademia dei Lincei, according to which

‘the technological evolutions in the field of communications and

information, which certainly make a contribution to growth, also

seem to provide a new tool for social control, which must be regulated

in the best way to help fight the epidemic without posing risks to

democracy and the rule of law’ (Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei,
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2020: 4). In addition, it should be noted that the pandemic will affect

the structure of international economic and political cooperation,

confirming or accentuating the protectionist tendencies that have

emerged in recent years. And, apart from the effects on the world

economy, even in a more limited context, the pandemic will affect

the European economic and political order. The main consequence is

that ‘it will be shown that this is not the occasion for verifying only

the economic effects of a head-on collision, but also of European

unity’ (Bénassy-Quéré et al., 2020). Finally, it should be noted that

the pandemic and the set of measures implemented to curb it or treat

its negative effects will affect the relationship between citizens and

political power, varying the degree of support not only for the author-

ities in charge, but also for the public authorities in general. In par-

ticular, the epidemic has made evident the shortcomings of Chinese

public action and the fragility of some reactions, such as the construc-

tion of a hospital in ten days, absolutely insufficient when compared

to the spread of infections. Similarly, the shortcomings in the action

of Presidents Trump and Bolsonaro were evident. Other important

case studies could emerge from considering the reactions of many

other countries (Wyplosz, 2020). To these observations we could then

add other assessments on the reaction of the economic and social

structure of the various countries as well as of the European and

international architecture (see, for example, Bénassy-Quéré and

Weder di Mauro, 2020b).
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 Stagnation

Stagnation is a recurring theme not only in real life, but also in

economic thought. Classical economists had already talked about it.

Most of them viewed the ‘stationary state’ with disfavour, as in this

situation the economic system would reproduce itself without grow-

ing. This perspective was defended instead by the last of the classics,

John Stuart Mill (see Mill, 1887), who favoured a prospect in which

men would no longer have to struggle to ‘collide’ and ‘climb over’, the

former against the others, and there would be room for contemplation

of nature and for reflection, a perspective that is certainly full of

aesthetically, ecologically and ethically appreciable aspects, but for-

gets issues of poverty and distribution.1 The issue remained in the

shade until the Great Crisis, at the end of which – as said – a situation

of stagnation really emerged, which was analysed by Hansen (1939).

The rearmament, before, and the intense development, in the decades

following the World War II, again left the subject in the shade (with

the exception of Steindl, 1952; see also Steindl, 1979), which was re-

proposed after 2010, when once again the Great Recession seems to

have weakened the factors of development, giving rise to different

explanations for this fact (see, e.g., Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009,

Summers, 2014).

In the recent decades the reduced trend of GDP growth that had

manifested in the past has reappeared, apparently stimulated by the

1 The zeroing of growth or the activation of a degrowth process has been resumed in
recent decades by scholars of the Club of Rome, by Nicolas Georgescu-Roegen and
Serge Latouche (in Italy by Giorgio Ruffolo, Massimo Cacciari and others). Such a
prospect, however, would only be acceptable with a drastic redistribution of current
wealth, within developed countries and, above all, between these and developing
countries. Otherwise, the steady state would favour only those who currently have a
privileged position in a society.
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financial crisis, but possibly also by other factors, including the defla-

tionary effects of the EU institutions. Countering the secular stagna-

tion requires manifold policies, including unconventional monetary

policies and international coordination.

In this chapter we discuss first the trend of income growth

before and after the crisis (Section 2.1) and the determinants of stag-

nation (Section 2.2). Next, we deal with the prospects of this phenom-

enon in Europe and in the USA as well as with the relations between

stagnation and the other ‘terrible’ three (Section 2.3), finally moving

on to the indication of some possible policies to counter stagnation,

including non-conventional monetary policies and international

coordination (Section 2.4). Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.

.        

      

In recent years, a generalized reduction in income growth rates has

emerged, affecting not only the major developed countries, but also

emerging and developing countries. In fact, not only the Eurozone, but

also the USA and Japan, among the industrialized countries – as well

as the so-called Asian tigers (primarily China, India and other coun-

tries in the South East of that continent) and fast-growing countries

scattered in the other continents, Brazil, Russia and South Africa

(which together with China and India form the quintet of the

BRICS) – have strongly reduced their growth rates. Forecasts for the

future are no better than current events.

In past centuries, the reduction in growth rates in the most

advanced countries occurred to some extent after they had passed the

‘roaring’ years of industrialisation, due to the reduction of the driving

forces deriving from a new discovery or invention, before others

occurred. The relative number of innovations introduced – from the

steam engine to the railways, to the internal combustion engine, to the

plane, to information technology, and so forth – has meant that the

phases of stagnation were considerably limited. After the first Great

Depression that hit developed countries in the last decades of the
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nineteenth century, the first concerns arose at the beginning of twenti-

eth century for a reduction in the growth rate.The prospect of stagnation

becamemuchmorevalid after theGreatCrisis,which began in1929 and

lasted practically throughout the 1930s. This crisis – andwith it the fear

of stagnation – was overcome only by the significant increase in public

spending for military purposes in Germany, in all other Western coun-

tries and elsewhere. After the war, a substantial and long reduction in

the growth rate occurred first following the oil crises in the 1970s, and

then, further in the same decade with reference to Japan and Europe, for

different reasons. In Japan the strong economic growth – of the order of

almost 10% per year – enjoyed in the second half of the twentieth

century ended abruptly at the start of the 1990s, due to the Plaza

Accord of 1985, which had revaluated the yen with respect to the US

dollar. This caused a deflation towhichmonetary authorities reacted by

expanding credit. Amassive speculative asset price bubble ensued. After

1990, Japan’s annual growth rate lowered to little more than a meagre

1%, also due to the Great Recession and some natural catastrophes (an

earthquake and a tsunami) and the more recent pandemic. In recent

decades, growth has also been very low in Japan. ‘Abeconomics’, that

is, the doctrine imposed by PrimeMinister Abe, has sought to revitalize

it by using a variety of tools, ranging from quantitative and qualitative

easing (see unconventionalmonetary policy) to traditionalfiscal policies

and microeconomic reforms (see microeconomic policy). Over the last

four tofive years the results appeared to be encouraging,mainly in terms

of employment, with an unemployment rate in 2019 of 2.3%, as low as

in the first half of the 1980s.

In Europe, this was due to the deflationary design of its insti-

tutions and to some extent also to the wrong policies that were imple-

mented there. Now, after thefinancial crisis that began in 2007 and the

pandemic, the prospect of secular stagnation is emerging once again.

The dynamics of growth and employment inside and outside

the EZ were different, more pronounced outside than within the

Eurozone. Various factors have acted for this in the various countries,

producing a sort of bifurcation or dualism between them. These
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factors and the fragility of the EZ institution were not captured by

many observers who praised the results achieved by the EMU after ten

years, ignoring the existing imbalances – which would soon lead to a

deep crisis – and the reasons that could make the situation acceptable

only to casual observers, being the result of a kind of drug and,

therefore, precarious. The Commission even dared to say that ‘after

10 years of existence, the euro is a resounding success’ (European

Commission, 2008: 3). Wyplosz (2006: 208) stated that researchers,

quite critical at the launch of this unique institution, had generally

acknowledged later that ‘the launch of the euro was a great success’,

adding, however, that it was still too early to say whether the EMU

could suffer from asymmetric shocks, having not been tested (p. 222).

Looking at the growth drivers after 2007, overall investment has

been lacking in EMU, and public spending has given the biggest boost

to domestic demand, which has been the main driver of growth

everywhere, except in Germany (and the Netherlands), where

exports – already a critical factor in German growth, following the

compression of wages and therefore of prices – have been the most

important component, which explains the relative immunity to the

crisis of that country. The different inflation rates in the various

countries led to a situation in which, as said, the core countries

accumulated positive balances of the current account, while the per-

ipheral ones recorded negative balances. The asymmetry imposed by

the institutions of the European Monetary Union led to an obligation

to adjust the current account placed on the deficit, rather than the

surplus, countries2 and implied a deflationary push and a tendency to

2 In more specific terms, assume only two member countries, Italy and Germany, the
first with a current account deficit and the second with a surplus. Italy is obliged to
reduce the deficit below 4% of GDP, for example through demand reduction policies,
while the obligation to reduce Germany’s surplus, through demand expansion
policies, is triggered only if the surplus exceeds 6% of GDP. This theoretical
obligation for the surplus countries was not followed by the effective observance of
the rule, as surpluses of even 8–9% for Germany and 10% and more for the
Netherlands were tolerated. The consequence of this has been a deflationary and
stagnationist trend impressed on the Union.
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stagnate to the entire Union (De Grauwe, 2015). In non-EMU EU

countries, the largest component of growth was internal demand

(mainly consumption), but no specific role was played by the public

sector. The foreign sector has given a stimulus and the exchange rate

has been used for this purpose by some countries, such as Poland, the

Czech Republic, the United Kingdom and Sweden from 2007 to 2009.

This shows how anchoring to a single currency by the peripheral

member countries made it hard to exit the crisis : A position outside

the EMU would have allowed them to devalue their currency and to

support their economy.

The case of the USA is still different. In this country, both

before and after the crisis, private consumption – supported in both

cases by the strength of the financial market – was the main factor of

growth, but also the determining factor of the crisis that erupted in

2007–2008. Exports were boosted by the weakness of the dollar after

2013–2014. Before the crisis, the share of exports in the GDP had

remained practically constant. Thus, the only new aspect of the US

strategy after the crisis was the role of the foreign sector, comple-

mentary to that of the financial sector, which recovered after the

crisis. In the second decade of the current century, the economy has

always grown, but at lower rates than the previous long-term ones, as

seen in Table 1.

As seen in Table 5, in 2020, the economic trends of these

countries all worsened due to the onset of the pandemic. As said

above, the World Bank estimations for 2020 indicate falls in GDP

ranging from 4.7% in Japan to 3.5% in the United States and to

6.6% for the Euro area. Partial recoveries are expected in 2021 for

some countries, and perhaps it will take the whole of 2022 to return to

levels close to those of 2019.

A fact common to several countries is the deflationary trend

impressed by public spending. If in the period 2010–2013 this had

grown in the United States, the United Kingdom and the Eurozone

by 2% per year, that is, at a rate somewhat below the long-term trend,

the level of public spending itself in 2013 would have been higher than
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the actual one by 10% in the EZ, 15% in the USA and slightly lower in

the United Kingdom, with evident expansionary implications. Indeed,

GDP would have been higher, for example by 4–5% in Europe (Wren-

Lewis, 2015).

.     

Not initially wanting to discriminate between the various explan-

ations given for it, we can define stagnation in general terms as a

situation that implies a reduced rate of GDP growth.

There are two different theories that justify such a trend. The

first of these is that of the so-called financial cycle, according to which

stagnation reflects an economic phase following the banking crisis

that occurs during a financial crisis and has long-lasting negative

effects on output. At the end of this phase, growth resumes at the

high rates usual before the crisis (see Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009,

Reinhart et al., 2015). Juselius et al. (2016) and Borio (2017) present

interpretations of the reduced growth rate similar to that of the

financial cycle.

The second explanation first of all specifies that the current low

growth rate is destined to last for some time and the recovery will not

be smooth and fast, contrary to Bernanke’s thought (2015a, b). The

reduction in the growth rate that this theory deals with refers to the

long term, which is why, according to this current of thought, we

should speak more precisely of ‘secular stagnation’.

Figure 17 shows the downward trend of GDP in advanced econ-

omies in the forty-five years after 1971, with the annual rate falling by

more than 1 p.p. At the same time, the natural interest rate3 has

lowered even more, reaching values close to zero. Rachel and

3 The natural – or neutral – interest rate is the interest rate associated with a full
employment economy and a constant inflation rate. If monetary policy ensures a
market interest rate lower than the natural interest rate, the economy is stimulated.
Therefore, if the natural interest rate falls below zero, it is difficult for the central
bank to offer this stimulus and the economy will stagnate. The importance of a
higher target inflation rate for monetary policy is stressed by Dorich et al. (2018).
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Summers (2019) note in this regard that the natural rate would take

negative values even of several hundred basis points if it were not for

the increase in public debt, which reduces excess savings and keeps

market interest rates high.4

Figure 18, on the other hand, presents the actual trend of US

GDP over the last fifteen years and an estimate of potential output5

in two different years, 2008 and 2017, showing the fall in the estimate

at the second date, which obviously is affected by the trend in the

actual GDP (see Summers, 2014).

As said, the initial explanation for secular stagnation was given

by Hansen in 1938 (see Hansen, 1939),6 who doubted that after the
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(Source: Rachel and Summers, 2019)

4 Caution in attributing to the secular stagnation the fall in the natural interest rate in
a relatively limited period of time, of the order of a few decades, derives from the
analysis of Schmelzing (2018), who notes a similar fall over the last eight centuries.

5 Potential output or product is the product that can be achieved over a period of time
with the ‘full’ use of physical and human resources. The term ‘full’ indicates a
‘physiological’ level, corresponding to a system functioning without tensions or
bottlenecks (such as to produce inflation), which implies, for example, in a certain
time and in a given country a (frictional) unemployment of 4%.

6 The indication of the existence of a phase of secular stagnation was initially given in
1934 by Hansen and was then reiterated by him in 1938 in his presidential speech at
the annual meeting of the American Economic Association. The speech was
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Great Crisis there would be sufficient investment to fuel growth, due

to the low rate of population growth and, therefore, of the demand for

goods. In fact, Keynes (1930) had already raised the question of

whether the factors underlying consumption would be able to cope

with the increase in productivity.

A further explanation – based on Michał Kalecki’s analysis (see

Kalecki, 1954, 1971) – was given by Josef Steindl (see Steindl, 1952),7

who attached great importance to the formation of oligopolies,

responsible for a redistribution of profits in favour of dominant firms,

and to the drop in the degree of utilisation of production capacity and,

therefore, the low propensity to invest.8
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Note: The shaded areas indicate periods of recession.

published the following year. This clarification is important, because it was in
1939 that the economies of developed countries began to recover from the Great
Crisis, due to the increase in military spending.

7 Kalecki influencd Steindl’s ideas when both were at the Oxford Institute of Statistics
when they worked together during WWII until 1944. Then Steindl already knew
Kalecki’s method and ideas before they were published in English in the works
just cited.

8 On Steindl’s ideas, see recently Hein (2015), who emphasizes that Steindl’s
conception allows avoiding some theoretical knots underlying the most recent
analyses of secular stagnation. Anselmann (2020) includes personal income
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More recently, it has been said that various factors have

emerged over time that imply a situation of secular stagnation.

These tend to lower investment levels and increase savings levels,

with the consequence of reducing the real interest rate capable of

leading to full employment.9 The result is lower real interest rates

capable of ensuring equality between savings and investment, but

they can even tend to take negative values. Summers (2014) offers

multiple explanations for this. First, lower inflation and perhaps

reduced technological progress lower the demand for new capital

goods and require less savings. Furthermore, the reduction of the

working-age population and the development of electronic commerce

(e-commerce) contract the demand for new capital goods for invest-

ment, at the same time that there is a reduction in the price of new

capital goods associated with an increase in their production capacity

and therefore in the savings necessary to purchase them. On the other

hand, the increase in inequalities implies a lower average propensity

to consume10 and an increase in savings. The increased uncertainty

also reduces the demand for loans and leads to increased savings.11

To these factors must be added institutional features – such as

the guarantee of security in property rights, the guarantee of legal

certainty and civil liberties and in the execution of commercial con-

tracts – that promote investments in physical and human capital that

distribution in a Kalecki-Steindl type model and suggests public intervention
policies to correct it.

9 The propensity to save – i.e., the ratio between savings and income – spiked during
the pandemic, passing from 7.5% to 23.5% in the USA.

10 This is the ratio between consumption and income.
11 On some of these factors, such as, for example, the change in income distribution,

the reduction in investment and structural changes that imply lower labour
demand, Blecker (2016) agrees. Aronoff (2016) points to under-consumption as the
cause of stagnation. See also Kiefer et al. (2020). On the other hand, Benigno and
Fornaro (2015) believe that the low level of demand leads to a reduction in
investments in innovation and the low rate of income growth depresses nominal
interest rates to the limit of zero. Kobayashi and Ueda (2020) underline the
importance of the fear of capital taxation to cope with the high public debt, with
specific reference to Japan, where, as is well known, the public debt is particularly
high. Therefore, in this analysis, the existence of a high public debt has an effect
opposite to that indicated by Rachel and Summers (2019).
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contribute to productivity growth (see, among others, Acemoglu et al.,

2001, North and Thomas, 1973). The institutional characteristics are

also important, in particular with reference to the architecture of the

European Union, which – as said – hinders the increase in demand

necessary to compensate for stagnation trends (Bergeaud et al., 2018).

The role of longevity and technical progress has been the

subject of debate. Thus, Gordon (2012) points to the weakening of

technical progress as a possible cause of secular stagnation, but

Gordon (2014a, b) changes his previous position on technical progress

and instead points out the existence of the following factors to explain

the secular stagnation: the reduction of population growth,12 the

slowdown in the growth of education, the increased inequality and

the reduction of middle-class incomes, the interaction between infor-

mation technology and globalisation, the future reduction of public

services due to growing indebtedness of the public sector, the growing

energy and environmental problems. In agreement with the existence

of factors that operate on the supply side in the opposite direction to

growth – rather than with the thesis of the technological factors of

secular stagnation – is Ramey (2020). Basso and Jimeno (2021) link the

reduction of the growth rate and the aging of the population with

innovation, arguing that the former favour automation and reduce

technological progress. Opposing implications of population aging

on innovation and productivity derive from the analysis of

Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018) and other works by these authors.

Cova et al. (2019) emphasise the role of technology as a factor in

slowing development. Popović (2018) indicates the reasons for stagna-

tion in terms of the interaction between supply and demand factors.

The first includes the existence of a zero interest rate constraint,

which prevents the necessary fall in the real interest rate and the

12 In the same sense goes the lengthening of the average life, which increases the
propensity to save in the absence of a parallel increase in the retirement age. The
numerous depressing effects of the growth rate, productivity, real interest rate and
employment produced by the reduction in population growth are highlighted by
Jones (2018).
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adjustment of the investment level to that of savings. The supply

factors are grafted on to those of demand, as the dynamics of innov-

ation processes are reduced due to the substitution of labour for

capital, once the slowdown in growth has led to an increase in

unemployment. Finally, Popović notes the link between stagnation

and the increase in inequality and globalisation.

Krugman (2014) believes that fears of secular stagnation are

based on the following factors: the relevance of the zero limit for

nominal interest rates; the secular decline in real interest rates13 even

before the Great Recession; the reduction of debts and the weakening

of the rate of population growth. The existence of a high public debt,

which tends to channel part of private savings towards investment,

only partially compensates for these factors.

As a matter of fact, real interest rates, which are affected by the

demand for investment goods and the supply of savings, have fallen to

negative levels in the last two decades, despite the increase in public

debt (see Figure 19). This is intended as a proof of the validity of the

hypothesis of secular stagnation: The difficulties in absorbing savings

have probably contributed to limiting the interest rate and the growth

rate (Summers, 2020). For the EZ, the real interest rate curve starts at

the top and ends at the bottom.

Stiglitz (2017) points to the growth of inequalities and oligopol-

istic power as factors underlying the stagnation of the US economy.

Bivens (2017), Petach and Tavani (2019) and Pariboni et al. (2020) also

underline the negative role for growth played by the worsening of

distribution, sometimes changing the methodology followed with

respect to that of the ‘mainstream’ secular stagnation theory.

Nikiforos (2020) highlights some structural factors – such as the

slowdown in productivity, the worsening of distribution, the growth

of the oligopolistic sector, and also the excess of indebtedness – that

can slow growth, even if not in the long term, thus diverging from the

13 This corresponds to the fall in the natural interest rates already indicated.
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hypothesis of secular stagnation, even if some of the factors indicated

by him are common to those indicated by this hypothesis.

Among the structural changes to be highlighted, in addition to

those mentioned, the one relating to the production structure must be

included (Delli Gatti et al., 2012). The transition from an agricultural

economy to an industrial economy was at the root of the stagnation of

the 1930s. Similarly, increasing outsourcingmay explain the decline in

growth we have been witnessing in recent decades in advanced coun-

tries. In fact, the growth of productivity in industry implies an expul-

sion ofworkers (who can be absorbed slowly by the service sector) and a

reduction in purchasing power that led to a fall in demand.

Obviously, reducing equilibrium interest rates to negative

levels becomes problematic when inflation is low, as nominal interest

rates cannot fall below zero (i.e., they are ‘zero lower bound’, ZLB),

except to a limited extent and in some circumstances.14
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Note: For the USA, the real interest rate is calculated as the difference between the
overnight interest rate and inflation and is indicated by the curve starting at the
bottom in 1980. It is also indicated, since the mid-1990s, the interest rate on
securities linked to inflation over thirty years. This rate is less sensitive to cyclical
fluctuations and offers a clearer indication of the decline in the real interest rate.

14 As said, nobody would lend at negative nominal interest rates, i.e., knowing in
advance that at the maturity of the loan he will receive a sum lower than the one
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Some of the factors cited are questionable. For instance, Mokyr

(2014) points out that the indirect positive effects of scientific progress

on productivity (for example, with the use of new materials and

increasingly powerful tools for data processing) can make direct ones

irrelevant. Eichengreen (2014) recalls the similar predictions of the

past two centuries about the existence of a secular stagnation, regu-

larly denied by reality. This author also questions the basis of the

claim that the change in income distribution would lead to excess

savings. He points out in this regard that the savings that are formed

at the world level and not only in the most advanced countries are

significant. China, for example, puts an excess of consumption on the

balance. In fact, the ratio of savings to GDP worldwide has remained

constant at around 23–24% in the current century. In this regard,

however, it should be noted that the case of China cannot be assimi-

lated to that of long-developed countries such as the United States and

the countries of Western Europe. On the other side, Eichengreen et al.

(2013) highlight in empirical terms the contribution of demographic

and technological factors to the fall in the natural rate of interest

and growth.

.      :  

   ,  ,
  

Crisis, globalisation, inequalities and institutions are important

because they influence the determinants of secular stagnation. The

Great Recession raised the prospect of stagnation in at least two ways:

first, by increasing the burden of debt; second, through dragging

effects, that is, hysteresis effects, because profit prospects are reduced

and, therefore, future investments are discouraged, with negative

lent, already in nominal terms, without counting any inflation, which would further
reduce the value of the sum returned in real terms. An apparent exception to this
common-sense rule concerns ordinary credit banks that are willing to deposit with
the central bank even at slightly negative interest rates, but this is due to the need
to reduce cash custody costs.
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effects on potential output. The recovery did not represent a return to

previous levels. Starting from 2020, the negative effects of the pan-

demic were added to the Great Recession, and this phase risks going

down in history due to the severity of the crisis, comparable to that of

the Great Crisis that began in 1929.15

The effects of the crises of this century, compared with those of

the Great Crisis, are still modest, but the future developments of the

infections will be important. The immediate effects on industrial

production of the two recessions of the current century are illustrated

in Figure 20. It should be noted that, in fact, these are only the

immediate effects ascertained so far. To these will be added other
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(Source: World Bank, 2021b)
Note: The figure shows the actual quarterly GDP trend index from Q1 2007 to Q4
2010 (top line) and Q4 2019 to Q3 2020 (solid bottom line) and the projection for the
period until the end of 2022 (dashed line).

15 On the ties between crises and stagnation see Broadberry and Wallis (2017).
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effects deriving from the second phase of the pandemic and, moreover,

those produced on the secular stagnation through the processes

of hysteresis.

If we refer to different country groups, we can say that emerging

market and developing economies (EMDEs) – and, among them espe-

cially low-income countries (LICs) where vaccinations remain

feebler – are suffering most from the negative effects of the pandemic

and will register them not only for the current and the next year, but

also – in the case of LICs – for the subsequent years (World Bank,

2021c)

Figure 21, even if it is less updated than the Figure 20 and refers

only to industrial production, has the merit of comparing the recent

crises with the Great Crisis. The former are clearly less deep than

the latter.

As for poverty and inequality, it has already been said that

according to the theorists of secular stagnation, these are among the

main determinants of the increase in savings compared to invest-

ment. However, their impact on long-term growth has been
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investigated by numerous modern theoretical and empirical studies

that reach different conclusions.16 Some theoretical analyses show

positive effects of inequality on growth. Apart from the considerations

referred to in the previous Section regarding the effects on overall

savings vis-à-vis investment, it should be remembered that inequality

would allow some individuals (those belonging to the higher share of

income distribution) to acquire a good education and accumulate the

minimum necessary to carry out an economic activity (Barro, 2000).

Other analyses indicate negative effects that depend on the share of

the poorest part of the income earners. In fact, the poor fall ill more

easily and accumulate little human capital; moreover, the worsening

of income distribution reduces the social consensus that would be

necessary to respond to shocks and support growth, thus reducing

investment and generating greater political and economic instability.

The relationship between inequality and growth may be non-linear,

since increases in inequality, when it is at low levels, offer incentives

for growth, while beyond a certain point they encourage rent positions

and discourage growth. Popović (2018) attributes the increase in the

propensity to save and stagnation to the worsening in income distri-

bution. Onaran (2016) believes that the worsening of distribution and

the financialisation of the economy contribute to weakening the link

between profits and investment: Even in the presence of an increase in

the former, capitalists do not make more ‘productive’ investment,

preferring to employ profits in increased financial uses. The net effect

of the factors suggested by the various arguments is indeterminate.

The results of empirical investigations can further illuminate, but

they depend to a significant extent on historical factors and on the

set of institutions and economic and social conditions of each country

and are therefore subject to change. Laubach and Williams (2016) hold

that the deterioration in the distribution of income causes stagnation

via a reduction in the natural rate of interest, as there would be a

persistent excess of desired savings over investment. According to the

16 For a review see van Treeck (2015).
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simulations of Rannenberg (2019), the worsening of distribution, redu-

cing consumption and global demand, increases the demand for gov-

ernment bonds by the rich and thus causes a reduction in the

interest rate.

With respect to the debate on the causes of secular stagnation,

the institutional aspects and errors of economic policy still need to be

considered. Stagnation has appeared in some regions such as Europe

and Japan over the past two to three decades. In Japan, the effects of

wrong policies and an aging population prevailed. In Europe, as said,

there has been the effect of the deflationary approach of the insti-

tutions and to some extent of erroneous policies.

In addition to the Great Recession, the crisis resulting from the

Coronavirus, and the worsening in income distribution and institu-

tions, the stagnation trend is due to globalisation, which has trans-

mitted crisis and stagnation from the initially most affected countries

to others, showing the shortcomings of the existing international

organisations. These seem unable to reap the benefits of globalisation

and, at the same time, to protect from the evils that can derive from it,

through the transmission of shocks and crises. Furthermore, global-

isation, while being able to increase growth through multiple routes,

can negatively affect it, due to the imbalances associated with finan-

cial liberalisation and the fragility of the international financial

system, which represent one of the fundamental causes of the global

financial crisis and can, therefore, affect growth prospects.

Globalisation can also have a negative effect on growth if it implies

growing monopolisation. Popović (2018) notes that globalisation has

effects similar to those of technology and redistribution, implying a

fall in wages, with effects in terms of slowing growth.

Other barriers to growth can arise from: low education, rising

public debt, energy shortages and environmental problems. From the

point of view of education, Europe, with increasing school attendance

rates, is certainly in a rather good position, but in this continent the

other factors indicated – and, in addition, the slowdown in productiv-

ity that is linked to low investments, the labour market legislation,
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social security and, more generally, the EU institutions – have a

negative influence. Investments have been lower due to the higher

returns in the financial sector and global demand stagnation.

.     

The policies to be implemented against secular stagnation are

manifold.

We refer, first of all, to expansionary monetary policies.

A difficulty arises from the fact that – as said – the nominal interest

rate is ZLB. This constraint is more relevant than previously thought.

However, if what matters for the purposes of the investment is the

real interest rate, one possibility of reducing this rate is to determine

the conditions for an increase in inflation. To monetary policy actions

must therefore be added inflationary policies, capable of reducing real

interest rates, and finally to control the financial sector (see Summers,

2020, Teulings and Baldwin, 2014b).

A credible promise of high inflation that reduces the real inter-

est rate can indeed produce an economic boom. An effective policy to

induce expectations of rising inflation is that of the so-called forward

guidance, with which the central bank promises to keep the interest

rate low for a certain period of time or until certain publicly

announced inflation and/or unemployment rate targets are met (see

unconventional monetary policy). Such a policy binds the central

bank and creates positive expectations of an increase in inflation,

following the stimulus to invest deriving from the awareness that a

firm has – thanks to the commitment of the central bank – that it will

be able to borrow at an interest rate close to zero for a long time, and

not just in the short term, and will benefit from a high rate of infla-

tion. Expectations that the increase in inflation will lower the value of

the debt of the firms themselves and of the public sector can also be

considered positive factors, reducing in the latter case the need for its

consolidation, through painful policies to reduce public spending and/

or an increase in taxation, and restoring flexibility to the public

budget, also in an anti-cyclical function. A virtuous circle is then
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established. The positive expectations about, on the one hand, the

maintenance of a low interest rate and, on the other, the possibility of

a situation of inflation lead to an increase in investment and aggregate

demand, thereby effectively creating the conditions for the increase in

inflation, with positive effects on the reduction of the real value of

corporate and government debt, that is, of the value of these magni-

tudes in real terms. Some economists are skeptical about raising infla-

tion rates as a tool to overcome the zero-interest rate constraint and

suggest lowering them below zero. But the difficulties of following this

suggestion are enormous. Indeed, therewould be resistance frommany

segments of the financial sector and the population. A possible conse-

quence is the accumulation of cash by the population. This accumula-

tion, under certain conditions – for example, when there is some

possibility of apparent positive results from the use of cash – could lead

to the formation of speculative bubbles. Finally, negative rates would

imply a dangerous reduction in loans to businesses and the public

sector. As mentioned above, no one would in fact lend their money

also having to pay interest to the debtor.

In addition to these policies which tend to act on the short-term

factors underlying stagnation, long-term policies are needed, which

require structural reforms. These take time to materialize, but in

some cases, they can produce immediate positive demand effects,

supporting potential income over the longer term. Some structural

reforms can have positive or negative effects depending on the cir-

cumstances in which they are implemented, such as the cyclical

situation or the level of protection in other markets. For example,

this can happen due to the reduction of unemployment benefits or of

the various provisions for temporary or permanent workers, which

can have negative effects in times of crisis. Product market reforms

tending to increase competition can reduce employment if there is

low labour protection. This indicates substitutability between

reforms in product markets and in the labour market.

The public sector also needs structural reforms, as its effi-

ciency should be increased. Also required are the reform of the tax
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system and the welfare state, the elimination of structural problems

in order to increase the rate of change in productivity, the increase

in the rate of participation in work, the reduction of inequalities,

the strengthening of banking and corporate accounts (Lin, 2016,

Pichelmann, 2015). It should be emphasized in particular that the

problem of stagnation in productivity has been acute for countries

such as Italy since the mid-nineties and must be considered as one

of the most pressing ones for this country (Reichlin, 2019).

Figure 22 shows the trend in labour productivity growth of the most

important countries in the periods 1991–2007 and 2010–2017. In

both periods, this is higher in China, India and many other

emerging countries and lower not only in more advanced coun-

tries,17 but also in emerging countries such as Brazil, Mexico,

Russia and South Africa.

Another field of action is the increase and improvement of phys-

ical infrastructure. It is amazing that even countries like Germany and

the USA suffer from shortcomings in this area. Therefore. public

budget policies are needed to support public investment, even in def-

icit, especially for countercyclical purposes.18 The fact that deficit

financing can increase the already high levels of public debt may

suggest, on the one hand, to proceed with restructuring of this debt19

and, on the other, may favour forms of financing such as helicopter

money (see Buiter et al., 2015). However, it should be remembered that

Krugman (2020) proposes to increase public investment on an ongoing

basis by financing it in deficit. The deficit will not increase the ratio of

17 Italy, especially in the period 2010–2017, but also in the previous decade, is at the
extreme of developed countries with a low productivity growth.

18 From this point of view, a high deflationary impact derives from the rules envisaged
in the European Union by the SGP and the fiscal compact.

19 With regard to consolidation and restructuring of public debt, it must be said that
they are often pre-eminent objectives of the various countries, which underestimate
their short-term costs. These are objectives that should be replaced by that of the
weakening of the public debt/GDP ratio obtained through greater investment and
more generally through policies of public spending that lead to an increase in
the denominator.
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public debt to income, as its cost is usually less than the rate of growth

made possible by public investment.

Other measures must aim at stimulating private investment, by

creating a climate of confidence in the private sector. The

strengthening of the welfare state can be useful because it keeps the

spending power of low-income families high, thus promoting private

spending. Connected with the strengthening of the welfare state are

policies in favour of a more egalitarian distribution of income and

wealth, in order to counteract stagnation tendencies. A similar effect

can be obtained by strengthening the educational system, which

increases work skills and the fruits of investing in human capital.

Moreover, the retirement age must be raised, corresponding to the

lengthening of the average age, to reduce excess savings. Also for this

purpose, simplified procedures for setting up new businesses (start-

ups) and limitations on the action of monopolies can be useful.

The action of the state must then be strengthened precisely in

the field of innovation, in order to stimulate technical progress, thus

reducing the negative effects of the rents associated with the action of

private monopolies in this field (Mazzucato, 2018).

With reference to the indication of the need to increase the

optimal inflation rate, it should also be noted that the policy of

monetary expansion necessary for this purpose must be adopted

together with a set of measures to avoid harmful speculative bubbles.

Macroprudential policy for regulation can help in this (Le Garrec and

Touzé, 2018).

Other policies that may be particularly useful for Europe

concern the exploitation of the spaces available to increase public

spending in the surplus countries. Structural reforms can play an

essential role in achieving growth, but to this end they need to be

formulated in a manner strictly consistent with the characteristics

of the country in question and carried out with care (see Terzi and

Marrazzo, 2020). If not, they can have a detrimental effect, as has

happened in some European countries that have implemented

reforms concerning the labour market in particular. These have

.      
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accentuated the pre-existing imbalances that should have justified

them (Hume, 2020).

Policies against secular stagnation must also be evaluated in a

broader international perspective. In fact, stagnation in one country

also communicates its effects to other countries, through the appreci-

ation (see exchange rate) of the first country’s exchange rate, which

reduces its demand for goods from other countries, communicating

the recessionary impulse to them. Cova et al. (2019) call for expan-

sionary interventions of a fiscal nature coordinated at an international

level, tending in particular to incentivize R&D expenses, in order to

increase innovations and technical progress.

Posen (2020) calls for international coordination of various pol-

icies, in particular monetary, macro-prudential and trade ones. Thus,

central banks should increase the amount of their inflation target and

the availability of liquidity for the economic system. Macro-pruden-

tial policy makers of different countries should grant mutual credit

deferrals to small businesses. The protectionist threats, which have

increased in recent years, should also cease.

Thus a general problem arises: whether international institu-

tions and alternative policies can be conceived that reduce the pro-

spects of stagnation, also avoiding the risk of financial imbalances and

new financial crises. This would in particular require some form of

regulation. However, the possibility that low growth rates might be

‘the new normal’ should be seriously considered also in order to devise

the necessary policy attitudes (Jackson, 2019).

. 

The past few years have been a period of low income growth that finds

little evidence in previous economic history. This low growth can be

interpreted as the – temporary – product of the financial cycle, reflect-

ing the effects of the banking crises occurring in the years of the crisis,

or as the manifestation of a deeper trend, arising frommultiple factors

and accentuated by the Great Recession and the COVID-19 crisis, by
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growing inequalities and globalisation and leading to secular stagna-

tion. Such a situation requires numerous policies, ranging from the

strengthening of the public budget to the adoption of stimulative

monetary policies, even of an unconventional nature, together with

‘helicopter money’, to raising the retirement age and to numerous

other measures of a microeconomic nature, such as limiting the

oligopolistic power of large companies.

.  
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 Efficiency, Poverty
and Inequalities

Efficiency has various relevant aspects, of a microeconomic (that is,

affecting single agents in the economy) or of a macroeconomic nature

(that is, that affect aggregate quantities and mainly – among these –

total production), static and dynamic. Equity can refer to poverty and

various explicit manifestations of inequality. Poverty and inequality

negatively affect health, education, social cohesion, political and eco-

nomic stability. As for economic growth, the effect can be twofold, as

we will see. A number of policies can be implemented to reduce the

negative effects on efficiency and equity.

In this chapter we deal with all these problems, starting with

the appropriate definitions of efficiency and equity. We then continue

with the effects of the crisis on them (Section 3.2), subsequently

discussing the indicators of poverty and equity, the determinants

and effects of inequalities (respectively, Sections 3.3–3.5) and the

appropriate policies aimed at reducing them (Section 3.6). Section

3.7 concludes the chapter.

. 

First of all, we will refer to efficiency, understood in both microeco-

nomic and macroeconomic terms. In the field of microeconomic

efficiency, we will not deal with static efficiency, which hardly has

practical applications, but with dynamic innovative efficiency, which

consists in the ability to introduce new production processes and/or

new products. The degree of achievement of environmental objectives

must also be considered among the indicators of dynamic efficiency.

Static macroeconomic efficiency consists in the ability to fully

employ the production factors, in particular the workers who

offer themselves in the labour market. Dynamic efficiency in
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macroeconomic terms is the ability to produce a high rate of income

growth. It can be fuelled in particular by R&D and education. We have

dealt with this in part in the previous chapters.

The terms poverty and inequalities have different meanings,

but they are related to each other. In fact, it is possible to define a

poor person as a person who enjoys an income below a certain

value, such as $1.90 per day, as is done internationally. In this case

the reference to the income of other people is almost absolutely

absent.1 When we talk about the percentage of people at risk of

poverty, we will see that the reference to the income of other

people is more evident. Inequality can be measured in various ways,

considering analytical indices (share of the total income held by

certain fractions of the population, such as the richest or poorest

decile – i.e., 10% ) or synthetic indices, such as the Gini index (or

coefficient).

.      

In this book we often use data relating not to the last few years for

which they are available, but to the last years of the financial crisis,

therefore mainly to 2014 and 2015, depending on the incidence of the

phenomenon. As for the effects of the pandemic, the data for 2020 and

2021 are only partly available.

3.2.1 Microeconomic Indicators of Dynamic Efficiency

Dynamic efficiency in the period 2008–2017 appears to have increased

on average in the EU, but this is to be considered scarcely indicative of

long-term trends. Indeed, in 2017 the R&D intensity (i.e., R&D

expenses as a percentage of GDP) –which is an indicator of innovative

1 It is true that this level of income is set in such a way as to ensure the survival of one
person, but one could observe that reference to the income level of other people is
implicit and that the subsistence level is usually raised if the standard of living of
these other people is particularly higher. Ultimately, a person lives or survives ‘not
on bread alone’ and often looking at other people’s standard of living.

.       
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efficiency – for the EU (EMU) increased to 2.06% (2.15%), up 0.3 (0.3)

p.p. since 2007, but the increase is due to the effects of the crisis,

which reduced the denominator of the intensity. In 2017, the differ-

ence with the pre-crisis data was practically the same with the USA

(whose R&D intensity was 2.81%), but the position worsened with

respect to South Korea, Sweden, Austria and Germany. Apart from the

appearance of the positive result, the Europe 2020 target (an R&D

intensity of 3%) still appears to be very distant. This result is con-

firmed by recent studies (see Table 8), which indicate an R&D inten-

sity equal to 2.18% in 2018. The distribution for EU countries of these

values is represented – in addition to Table 8 – by Figure 23, which

shows the backward position not only of the countries of Central and

Eastern Europe, but also of the United Kingdom, with respect to the

USA, Japan and South Korea.

Despite the significant lag with respect to this target of Europe

2020, one can hope for a resumption of the efforts of the governments

and the private enterprises to increase R&D spending. If this does not

happen, as is likely to be the case, the increase in GDP will expose the

delay itself of the EU, which has miserably failed the attempt to

revitalize its research sector and, in this way, innovation and

dynamic efficiency.

Other targets set by Europe 2020 (more precisely, the strategic

framework for European cooperation in education and training, i.e.,

the ET2020 Strategic Framework) that are considered relevant for

dynamic efficiency, in its dual meaning of innovative and adaptive

efficiency2 – thus reflecting progress towards an economy based on

knowledge and innovation – refer to education and seem to show a

more positive trend. The objective of reducing the number of young

people aged 18–24 who drop out of school in the EU (EMU) may

seem to be nearing completion, given that they decreased in 2018 to

2 Adaptive efficiency is the ability to learn innovations and the new problems that
arise with them.

 ,   
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Table 8. Situation of each member state and the EU with respect to the R&D intensity, 2018

R&D
intensity
2018

R&D
intensity
target 2020

R&D intensity
compound annual
growth [%]
2000–2018[1]

R&D intensity
compound annual
growth [%]
2010–2018

R&D intensity compound
annual growth [%] required to
meet the 2020 target 2018–2020

Belgium 2.67 3.00 1.8 3.3 5.9
Bulgaria 0.76 1.50 2.4 3.7 40.9
Czechia[7] 1.90 :[2] 3.0 4.5 :
Denmark 3.02 3.00 1.7 0.4 Target reached
Germany[7] 3.12 3.00 1.4 1.7 Target reached
Estonia 1.41 3.00 4.9 �1.3 45.9
Ireland 0.99 2.00[3] �0.5 �5.8 42.2
Greece 1.21 1.30 4.8 9.2 3.5
Spain 1.24 2.00 1.9 �1.1 26.9
France 2.19 3.00 0.5 0.1 17.0
Croatia 0.97 1.40 0.1 3.3 20.4
Italy 1.42 1.53 2.0 2.0 3.6
Cyprus 0.62 0.50 5.8 4.3 Target reached
Latvia 0.64 1.50 2.1 0.6 53.2
Lithuania 0.94 1.90 2.7 2.2 42.4
Luxembourg 1.21 2.30–

2.60[4]
�1.1 �1.1 42.2

Hungary 1.51 1.80 3.7 2.3 9.2
Malta 0.60 2.00 1.0 �0.2 83.0
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Table 8. (cont.)

R&D
intensity
2018

R&D
intensity
target 2020

R&D intensity
compound annual
growth [%]
2000–2018[1]

R&D intensity
compound annual
growth [%]
2010–2018

R&D intensity compound
annual growth [%] required to
meet the 2020 target 2018–2020

the Netherlands 2.14 2.50 0.4 1.8 8.1
Austria 3.14 3.76 2.9 1.8 9.4
Poland 1.21 1.70 3.6 6.7 18.6
Portugal 1.35 2.70–3.30[5] 2.2 �1.6 49.1
Romania 0.50 2.00 1.3 0.1 99.8
Slovenia 1.95 3.00 0.4 �3.0 24.1
Slovakia 0.84 1.20 1.5 4.0 19.6
Finland 2.76 4.00 �0.9 �3.6 20.5
Sweden 3.32 4.00 �0.5 0.6 9.7
EU 2.18 3.00 1.1 1.3 17.2

Source: Rakic et al., 2021
Notes: (1) HR: 2002–2018; EL, LU, SE: 2003–2018; MT: 2004–2018. HU: 2000–2017. (2) CZ: A target (of 1.0%) is available
only for the public sector. (3) IE: The national target of 2.5% of GNP has been estimated to equal 2.0% of GDP. (4) LU:
A 2020 target of 2.45%was assumed. (5) PT: A 2020 target of 3.0% was (6) DK, EL, FR, IT, LU, HU, MT, NL, PT, RO, SI, SE:
Breaks in series occur between 2000 and 2018; when there is a break in series the growth calculation takes into account
annual growth before the break in series and annual growth after the break in series. (7) DE: new 2025 target of 3.5%. CZ:
new 2030 target of 3.0%. (8) Values in italics are estimated or provisional.
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10.6% (11.1%), not far from the 10% target.3 According to the 2020

report, the ET2020 targets have been only partially achieved. Only

nineteen countries have achieved the 10% target of early school

leaving. Other countries, notably Spain (17.3%), Malta (16.7%) and

Romania (15.3%), have not. The target of 40% of tertiary education

attainment of people aged 30–34 has been achieved, again with some

exceptions, for example, of Romania and Italy (see European

Commission, 2020a).

Some other recent statistics referring to a different class of

young people are merciless. In 2019, as many as 12.9% of both young

people aged 18–24 and those aged 15–29 in the EU 23 did not attend

school, were not employed nor attended training courses. These are

the so-called NEETs (Not in education, employment or training)

(see Table 9).

At the same time, the share of people aged 30–34 who have

completed tertiary education has approached the 40% target for EMU
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3 The countries of Southern Europe seem to have achieved better results, falling to
values well below those of the targets, but this may be linked to the greater
difficulties in finding a job.
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(39.3%), surpassing it for the EU (40.5%).4 Again, some countries in

Southern Europe (not all) have achieved better results. There is, how-

ever, a wide dispersion of values between different countries and one

can doubt that the positive character of many indicators will resist the

economic recovery, especially for Southern Europe. In fact, this would

increase employment and therefore favour prospects for an alternative

to school ‘parking’. In the past, in fact, it has always happened that the

trends in employment and school attendance were opposite not only

for the ages considered in Figure 24, but also for children of lower ages.

Yet there are incentives for education and its extension. In

addition to a higher probability of employment,5 there is also the

Table 9. Young people who do not study and do not work
(NEET), % of people aged 14 to 29, 2019, various countries

Country Values

Iceland 6.1
the Netherlands 6.9
Switzerland 7.3
Norway 8.1
Germany 8.1
Sweden 8.4
Estonia 9.3
United Kingdom 13.3
France 17.3
Italy 25.5
USA 14.2
EU 23 (average) 12.9
OECD (average) 14.3

Source: OECD, 2020b

4 Italy, in which the percentage stood at 26% in 2017, is not included among these.
5 For the OECD as a whole in 2019 the employment rate of those who had completed
only lower secondary education was 61%, compared with 78% for young people with
high school graduation and 85% for university graduates; for the EU-23 the
percentages were similar.
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expectation of enjoying a higher wage. In fact, in the EU of twenty-

three countries, when passing from the first level secondary education

to obtaining a university degree, the remuneration practically doubles

or even increases by more than two times for older employees (in the

OECD the wages of older graduates are more than double, almost

triple) (OECD, 2020c).

At the end of February 2021, the EU member states agreed on a

new common framework for European educational cooperation in the

decade 2021–2030 that is closely aligned with the goals for creating a

European Education Area by 2025.

Even the positive or very positive trend of environmental object-

ives – in general the 20% reduction of emissions (compared to 1990

levels) – can be linked to the effects of the economic crisis. Indirect

indicators of this are, on the one hand, the negligible improvement in

the share of renewable energy and, on the other, the full achievement

of the objectives in the non-ETS sectors (i.e., those for which the

Emissions Trading System, ETS, does not apply) essentially by the

PIIGS countries, which have suffered most from the crisis. In 2020,

national expenditures on environmental protection of the EU

Member States amounted to €273 billion. Rising on average by over

40
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  Young people aged 20–24 by education and employment
status, 2006–2016, EU
(Source: Eurostat)
Note: The line that starts higher indicates ‘only employed’. The line just below
indicates those ‘only at the studio’. The line that starts even lower refers to those
‘not emplyed nor at the studio’. The line with a dot indicates young people
‘employed and at studio’.
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2% each year, these expenditures increased by 40% since 2006. As a

percentage of GDP, expenditure for environmental protection

remained relatively stable for the last fifteen years (between 1.8%

and 2.0% of GDP).

3.2.2 Macroeconomic Indicators of Static
and Dynamic Efficiency

After the crisis, the trend in unemployment and employment rates

and other macroeconomic variables has changed significantly com-

pared to the previous situation. Unemployment increased until

2013–2014, but subsequently declined as production resumed

(Figure 25). Employment rates also increased, although they remained

slightly below the targets (just under 75%) for almost all European

countries, but not for Germany and some other Central-Eastern

European countries.

Regarding dynamic macroeconomic efficiency indicators,

income growth rates are shown in Figure 26.

In the EZ, the negative effects of the crisis began in the banking

and financial sector, soon passing on to sovereign debt and then

feeding back to the private financial sector of peripheral countries,

with an increase in interest rates, a reduction in demand for credit and

then a fall in income and higher unemployment. These real effects

were subsequently transmitted to the countries of the core through
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the channels of trade and confidence and only the expansionary mon-

etary policy of the ECB helped to counter them, both in individual

countries and in the EZ as a whole, as shown by various exercises. The

real negative short-term effects also affected growth, due not only to

hysteresis factors and the effects of current income on potential

income, but also to the weight of sovereign debt and the consolidation

plans implemented to reduce it. The negative effects have hit and will

hit again in the future not only the peripheral countries, but also the

‘virtuous’ ones of the core, due to the commercial links between

them. Furthermore, they are not limited to the economic sphere, as

they also refer to the thrust of a movement of opinion that had already

begun to manifest itself before the Great Recession, but which has

certainly strengthened subsequently, namely sovereignism and

localism.

According to the long-term projections of the OECD, it could

take twenty-five years before European countries regain their pre-
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crisis standard of living (OECD, 2012). This essentially depends on the

long duration and depth of this crisis, in particular on the reduction of

investment (and therefore of innovation), and on the increase in youth

unemployment, both factors that have a lasting and long-term effect

on human capital, and the consequent effects on the fall of the poten-

tial product (Acocella, 2018).

There are no reliable synthetic indicators of sustainable growth,

but the environmental objectives indicated above can serve this pur-

pose. Indeed, these are an important determinant of sustainability,

although the link with sustainable growth should be subject to further

analysis and include other variables, such as the nature of techno-

logical progress, income distribution and institutions. However, it

should be noted that these variables become endogenous in the

long run.

3.2.3 Poverty and Equity Indicators

The crisis has hit hard on poverty and social participation both in the

EZ average and in most countries, with the exclusion of Austria,

Denmark, France, Germany and Sweden, as shown in Figure 27.

From 2007 to 2017, the percentage of people at risk of poverty –

that is, the poverty rate6 (the main component of the poverty and

social exclusion rate – see people at risk of poverty and social exclu-

sion) increased by 0.3 p.p. in the EZ, to 22.1%, but had already reached

a maximum value of 23.5% in 2014, reflecting the dynamics of

6 It is defined as the number of poor people belonging to families with an equivalent
disposable income (therefore, income net of social transfers) of less than 60% of the
national median (to be defined in the next footnote). It should be noted that the
equivalent income of a family is calculated by applying a scale factor to the net
income of the family, in order to take into account the different number of its
members and its composition, as the needs of minors and adults differ and
economies of scale are realized with the cohabitation of several components.
Economies of scale consist in reducing the average cost of production of an asset due
to the increase in the scale – that is, the size – of production. The concept applied to
the domestic economy means that the average cost of family life generally decreases
as the number of family members increases.
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income and employment in the main EU countries. In reality, the

slight increase of the indicated rate – in the extreme years of the

period now considered – can underestimate the trend of the phenom-

enon in question. This may be due to the fact that the crisis implies a

reduction in median7 income. In fact, remember that to calculate the

poverty rate, the median income is first computed. Then 60% of this

value is taken, and those who fail to reach even this figure are con-

sidered at risk of poverty. If the median income falls with the average

income, it may be that people below 60% of the median income are
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7 The median (or median value), for example in the case of income, is the value that
separates the higher half from the lower half of the population of income earners,
ordered according to their income. The intermediate value is the median income,
which therefore separates the inhabitants of a country exactly between half of them
who at least reach this value of income and another 50% who have a lower income.
The average income is instead the income derived by dividing the total income of the
population by the number of inhabitants.
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fewer than before, but simply because the threshold has been lowered.

The underestimation also depends on the fact that the disposable

income and not the gross income is taken into account in the calcula-

tion of the index.8 For this purpose, we consider Figure 28, which

shows the high incidence of public transfers in the reduction of the

poverty rate, equal in 2015 to approximately 9% of the median

income for the EU as a whole and such as to reduce the rate of poverty

itself from 26.0% to 17.3%. The contribution of transfers is much

higher in some countries (not only Scandinavian countries, but also

the United Kingdom and other countries) than in Eastern Europe. Of

course, in reality the quality of life certainly depends on disposable

income. But to support that income requires state intervention, and

prolonged intervention can jeopardize the sustainability of

public finances.

Over time, poverty rates before and after transfers have moved

in different directions. The former remained relatively stable in the
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8 For other shortcomings that derive from use of the indicator of the poverty rate see
Darvas (2019).
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EU between 2010 and 2015, while the latter grew slightly. This may

mean either that the values of transfers or their effectiveness have

decreased over time. However, given the anti-cyclical nature of trans-

fers, the state can be said to have played a very positive role in

offsetting the negative effects of the crisis.

In 2019, the risk of poverty before and after transfers remained

at levels similar to those of four years earlier. It should be noted that

the gap between the two rates is particularly low for some countries

(such as Italy and the other Mediterranean countries). Instead, the

component of social transfers is very high, not only in the Nordic

countries (Denmark, Finland and Sweden), but also for Ireland and

Germany (Table 10).

Globally, the absolute poor fell from 1,086 million in 1981 to

706 million in 2015 and 650 million in 2018, with a percentage

incidence on the population that fell at the same time from 42.25%

of the world population to just under 10% in 2015 and 8.6% in 2018

(Roser and Ortiz-Ospina, 2019). It is important to underline the

notable increase in poverty as an effect of the epidemic (see

Figure 29), even if estimates by other authors report slightly

different data.

Assuming a fall in GDP according to the estimates already

indicated by the IMF, the expected share of people in conditions of

absolute poverty in 2020 should have increased by a number of per-

centage points ranging from 0.8 to 1.5, which is equivalent to an

increase of 50–70 million people. These estimates are perfectly in line

with those of Figure 29. According to more pessimistic forecasts, in

the case of a 20% decline in per capita income, the increase could be

about 419 million, which would add to the existing poor (Sumner

et al., 2020, UNIDO, 2020).

It is important to note that the impact on poverty and its

geographical distribution will not be proportional to the extent of

infections in the various countries and areas. Thus, for example, the

countries of sub-Saharan Africa are for the moment relatively little

affected in terms of the number of confirmed cases of Coronavirus.
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But the fact is that many people live there in conditions on the verge

of absolute poverty and therefore even a limited impact9 of the epi-

demic on economic activity levels is enough to make them fall below

that threshold. According to IMF projections, in advanced countries

there has been a reduction in income of about 6% in 2020, while in

developing and emerging countries, the reduction is of the order of

1%. In sub-Saharan countries, a reduction of this order of magnitude

Table 10. People at risk of poverty (%) before and after transfers
(excluding pensions), 2020, EU, EZ

GEO/TIME
2020 before
transfers

2020 after
transfers

European Union – 27 countries 25.4 17.1
Euro area – 19 countries (since
2015)

25.7 17.3

Belgium 25.6 14.1
Denmark 25.4 12.1
Germany 27.8 18.5
Ireland 31.0a 13.1a

Greece 23.6 17.7
Spain 27.4 21.0
France 26.0 13.8
Italy 25.2a 20.1a

Hungary 22.0 12.3
the Netherlands 21.3 13.6
Poland 23.4 14.8
Portugal 21.9 16.2
Finland 25,1 12.2
Sweden 28.1 16.1

Source: Eurostat
a values for 2019

9 The impact can be direct or indirect, the latter being mainly due to foreign trade,
investment and aid or migration.
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will be enough to plunge 23 million people below the poverty line.

A similar, but smaller, effect has taken place for Asian countries, with

an absolute increase in poor by 16 million. Forecasts along these lines

had been made by Mahler et al. (2020).

In general, countries responded to the pandemic with large

social spending programs, by direct and indirect fiscal support, equiva-

lent to 28% of their GDP. Also emerging and developing economies

spent a lot of money, 7% and 2% of GDP, respectively. All the same,

in contrast with the more recent trends, the pandemic will accentuate

the long-term concentration of poverty especially in African countries

that are middle income, fragile and conflict-affected (Kharas and

Dooley, 2021).

A more complete picture is offered by Table 11, which indi-

cates the percentage and number of people who in the event of a low

income reduction (5%) would be below various absolute poverty

thresholds, the minimum – considered so far – of $1.9 a day, and

then also the thresholds of $3.2 and $5.5. As can be seen, in both

absolute and percentage terms, the most affected region would be

that of sub-Saharan Africa, followed by South East Asia, East Asia

and the Pacific. European countries and other developed countries

(the United States, Canada and others) would be relatively least
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affected. It should also be noted that as many as 13% of those

earning an income of less than $5.5 per day (equal to 65 million)

would be below this threshold. In total, more than 800 million

people worldwide would have a below-threshold income (Sumner

et al., 2020). An increase in the poor of 85 million over the 759 mil-

lion already in existence in 2018 (making a total of 844 million) is

the minimum tribute that humanity should pay – apart from the

grief and pain of the infections – as a result of the Coronavirus. As

mentioned, the tribute would increase to 419 million in the event of

a fall in income not of 5%, but of 20%.

Recent research arrives at a similar conclusion on this topic, as

can be seen from Figure 30.

Poverty is important, but inequality must also be considered.

Similarly to poverty, inequality can also be measured in various

Table 11. People who would find themselves below different absolute
poverty thresholds in the event of a reduction in per capita income of 5%:
Absolute values and percentages of incidence on the total population,
2018, worldwide

$1.9 $3.2 $5.5

Aggregate % Million % Million % Million

East Asia and Pacific 1.6 33.8 8.8 184.0 27.9 580.0
Europe and Central
Asia

1.4 6.7 5.0 24.8 13.2 65.0

Latin America and
the Caribbean

4.8 30.5 11.3 72.2 26.0 165.7

Middle East and
North Africa

8.0 31.2 21.8 84.4 47.3 183.4

Other high income 0.7 7.4 0.9 10.0 1.4 15.3
South Asia 14.8 259.8 52.3 914.4 83.3 1,457.4
Sub-Saharan Africa 44.2 474.6 69.2 744.0 86.8 932.6

World Total 11.2 844.1 27.0 2,033.8 45.2 3,399.5

Source: Sumner et al., 2020
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‘spaces’, such as consumption, income, wealth, utility, capacity. The

most common ones are income and wealth.10

Globally, an idea of the distribution of income in various coun-

tries is offered by Figure 31, which shows the share of income of the

richest 1% of the population for the whole world in 2019 as well as the

historical profile of this share in some countries since 1872. As can be

seen, some emerging countries, such as South Africa, Brazil and

Mexico, show extremely high levels of income concentration. The

concentration is much lower in other African countries, such as

Algeria, and in Northern Europe (Scandinavian countries). The
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10 Income inequality can be related to factors of production (labour, capital, land) or to
people (personal distribution) or to geographical distribution. Inequality in wealth
can be calculated as gross or net of debt or can refer to specific items of wealth, such
as homes, land or financial wealth. Different indices can be calculated for each
space and size. For example, personal income distribution can be assessed with the
use of synthetic indicators, such as those of Gini (see Gini index) or Theil, or with
reference to more detailed values, such as deciles, quartiles or other percentages of
income earners.
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Mediterranean countries, Austria, Germany, Ireland and the United

Kingdom show low concentrations, whereas for the United States this

is near the top. The most relevant aspect of the historical profile

offered by part (b) of the Figure is the decline of the share of the top

percentile – that is, the top 1% of the income earners11 – in the last

ten to fifteen years.

Regarding country-specific inequality, the results of various

studies – referring to different periods, countries and indicators –

differ. From 1865 to the years following the World War II, inequality

for European countries in terms of the Gini index decreased mainly

after the world wars, which had implications that to some extent

erased the past and transformed the structure of inequality and soci-

ety (Piketty, 2013). By using an indicator other than the Gini index,

the picture is confirmed and some particular aspects become clearer.

More recently, the trend has changed. In the last three decades,

inequality has risen a lot in transition countries (mainly the Baltic

countries), the UK and some Nordic countries, less so in other coun-

tries such as Italy, remaining largely unchanged in Austria, Denmark,

France and Germany, particularly after the Great Recession. As

Figures 32 and 33 show, in the Anglo-Saxon countries, the income of

the richest 1% of the population has grown, especially in the USA,

while it has remained largely unchanged in the countries of continen-

tal Europe; on the other hand, income inequality increased in the

United Kingdom, France and the Scandinavian countries, while it

decreased in Spain, Ireland and Italy.12

11 To represent the distribution of income in a country, the income earners can be
sorted according to income, in ascending sense, and divided into percentages. The
first 1% of income earners indicates the percentage of the poorest, the hundredth
percentile the 1% of the richest earners. When the text speaks of income percentiles
from 30 to 65%, it can be said that they are the middle classes. And, referring to
Figure 47 (which will be presented in Chapter 5), the 40th percentile had increased
its share of income by 60% in the period 1988–2008 and by about 95% between
1988 and 2011.

12 On the evolution of income inequality in Europe in the last four decades, see also
blanchet et al, (2019).
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.    

If we refer only to the experience after the World War II, the trend

of inequality was influenced, first of all, by the Keynesian policies

implemented after the war, which reduced unemployment, thus
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increasing the income of a substantial part of the population.

Redistribution and regulatory policies have had different effects in

different countries.

After 1980, inequality was increased in particular by policies of

liberalisation of the labour, goods and capital markets and by a reduc-

tion in the tax burden on income and wealth (for example, by reducing

the inheritance tax) of the richer, particularly accentuated in the

Anglo-Saxon countries. It is no coincidence that distribution has

worsened a little in continental European countries (in particular, in

Scandinavian ones), where redistributive policies have remained

largely active. The role of technology is uncertain. Similarly, the

globalisation in terms of the movement of goods has contributed to

reducing inequalities, while the liberalisation of capital and financia-

lisations have increased capital shares, also creating financial crises.

Instead, the expansion of education may have tended to

reduce inequalities.

Table 12 shows the trend over time of marginal rates – that is,

the tax rates applied on the highest income fraction – in major

developed countries.

The pandemic has produced an increase in inequalities, as

shown in Figure 34.

Furthermore, the negative effects of the pandemic on

unemployment, income distribution and the ratio of public debt to

GDP will last for a long time, at least until 2025 (Emmerling et al.,

2021).

Wealth has a higher inequality than income. This is due to

demographic reasons (wealth is higher for the elderly, who represent

a higher share of the population) and to the fact that when net wealth

is considered, the gross wealth of many people is reduced, because it is

at least partly the result of debt. This happens in particular if we

consider – as it normally is – the overall wealth and not only that in

terms of certain activities, such as houses. As the number of both the

homeless and debtors and the richest have increased, there has been a

polarisation of the distribution of wealth.
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The worsening in the distribution of income and wealth is

linked to that of the so-called functional distribution of income (i.e.,

the distribution of income among the ‘factors’ of production), and to a

certain extent this depends precisely on the trend of this type of

distribution, since the returns on capital have increased and those

on labour have decreased.

In fact, from Figure 35 it can be seen that the corrected labour

income (wage) share13 decreased in the 1990s and 2000s in virtually

all countries.

As regards wage labour, there has been a notable deterioration to

the detriment of the poorest workers. Thus, the wages of the top 1%

Table 12. Marginal income tax rates for some developed countries (%),
1900–2013

France Germany UK USA

1900 0 3 0 0
1909 0 3 8 0
1913 0 3 8 7
1918 20 20 53 77
1928 33 40 50 25
1939 53 60 83 79
1941 60 60 98 81
1944 70 60 98 94
1951 60 75 98 91
1964 53 53 89 77
1980 66 56 75 70
1988 57 56 40 28
2000 61 51 40 40
2005 56 42 40 35
2013 53 45 45 40

Source: Pedone (2016)

13 The reference to the correction indicates that account has been taken of the
reduction in the number of dependent workers (who earn wages) compared to the
total number of workers, including the self-employed.
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of wage-earning workers in the USA and the UK more than doubled,

while the income of the poorest workers fell. This derives from: lower

wages of less skilled workers, due to non-typical forms of employment

(temporary and precarious employment); reduction in employment

during the Great Recession; polarisation of income and capital growth

rates. The effect of the latter factor on the personal distribution of

income requires an explanation. This is due to the fact that the

interest rate (which is the capital growth factor) was higher than the

income growth rate. Thus, higher income earners – who have a higher

propensity to save, by investing saving in various forms of wealth –

find themselves at an advantage over other income earners. In other

words, suppose, for example, that everyone’s income (high- and
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low-income earners) initially grows by 5%. In this case, the distances

between the most qualified, who earn relatively more than others, and

the least qualified, persist and remain unchanged. However, the latter

do not save, unlike the former, and therefore their income growth

remains equal to 5%. The saving of the most qualified allows them to

earn further income and, thus, their wealth increases, for example, by

6%, as the interest rate is supposed to be higher than the rate of

growth of income. It can be thought that part of this increase, equal

to 5%, is used to keep the ratio between wealth and income

unchanged and another part, 1%, increases the distance in terms of

income with the less qualified.

In terms of time, it must be said that, in appearance strangely, in

the first decades of the postwar period, the improvements in personal

income equality were linked to decreasing labour income shares,
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while more recently the worsening of the former was accompanied by

more or less stationary labour income shares. This implies that other

sources of income have become more prominent. One of these could

be the accumulation of significant financial assets in the period up to

2007. The subsequent crisis, which destroyed financial wealth, could

then explain the worsening of personal equality, even with a fairly

constant share of earned income, if the destruction affected the major

income earners less.

In conclusion, we can say that the crisis has had a significant

negative effect on both efficiency and equity. And the clash between

equity goals in rich countries and the pursuit of better living standards

in other countries has fuelled populism in recent years (Rodrik, 2019).

.    

The first reason to deal with inequalities is that they are indicators of

equity and this, in addition to having value in itself, is an important

factor of social cohesion. Inequalities also affect health, education and

both political and economic stability.

From this last point of view, inequalities can imply a low level

of aggregate demand, given the lower propensity to consume of rich

families. This means that one euro that passes from the income of a

poor person to that of a rich person results in a lower level of

total consumption.

Inequalities can have dual effects on growth. On the one hand,

growth can be positively linked to savings, especially if incentives for

innovation and entrepreneurship are increased as an effect of the

higher saving, unless wealth generates corruption and parasitism.

On the other hand, growth could be reduced because the poor tend

to remain trapped in their state of misery, with high fertility rates, low

education rates, low levels of health and moral degradation.

Again, inequalities tend to reproduce over time, as they gener-

ate a conservative element especially in the attitude of the richest,

who normally have the levers of power. Finally, especially when

particularly accentuated, they can generate factors of political

instability, which reduce growth rates.
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The existence of both positive andnegative effects does not allow

us to draw univocal abstract conclusions on the net effect of inequal-

ities on income growth at the theoretical level. Empirical analysis can

help. Data collected by the OECD lead to the conclusion that redistri-

bution in favour of the less well-off strengthens growth in developing

countries. Increased growth can produce a reduction in inequality,

which – in turn – further strengthens growth. In other words, the

reduction of inequalities has positive cumulative effects. In developed

countries the relationship tends to be opposite, due to lower levels of

inequality. Indeed, empirical studies are to some extent only indicative

because many institutional factors and other economic and social

conditions influence growth, in addition to income distribution. An

example of this are the attitudes of the richest people towards produc-

tion, which are often the result of historical legacies. Historymay have

shaped elites that are rent-seeking rather than enterprising.

.     

3.5.1 Policies for Efficiency

Let us deal with policies for efficiency first. Incentives are the main

instrument for enhancing dynamic efficiency.

The first instrument in favour of dynamic efficiency in general is

offered by competition-oriented market policies. In order to foster

innovation, proper fiscal or financial incentives can be implemented.

As to environmental problems, traditionally, public policy theories

have focused on regulation, financial incentives, environmental taxes,

voluntary agreements to achieve environmental objectives, such as

Ecolabel and Ecoaudit,14 and information as the main policy tools.

Regulation has recently been enriched by the issuance of tradable

permits. Environmental regulations have been enforced at the level of

many countries since the early 1970s and have resulted in a consider-

able improvement in the quality of air, water and land. The main

14 Ecolabels and certificates applied to specific products and services inform
consumers about their environmental performance. Ecoaudit is a voluntary
evaluation made by a firm as to the implications of its production on environment.
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international agreements on this matter are those adopted in 2015 at

the UN level: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the

Paris Agreement on Climate Change. The latter entered into force on

4November 2016 and aims at limiting global warming towell below 2,

preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels.

There are environment regulations also at the European level, where

in 2005 an Emissions Trading System (ETS) regulating pollution was

implemented (Gawel et al., 2014), setting caps for emissions and insti-

tuting a trade system of permits to pollute.15

3.5.2 Policies for Inequalities

As to policies for inequalities, some of them act on primary distribu-

tion, that is, on the distribution before state intervention through the

public budget. These policies are both direct actions – which influ-

ence wages (for example, through the regulation of the minimum

wage and of various forms of wage equality, such as that between

men and women) and the promotion of collective bargaining – as well

as indirect actions. As to the former, various conventions and a rec-

ommendation were passed by the International Labour Office, but

they ended in 1981, with no important later action afterwards.

During the Great Recession and afterwards in Europe there have been

a decreasing bargaining coverage, lower levels of unionisation and

decentralisation of wage bargaining. European wage bargaining insti-

tutions have become ‘more similar to what is the norm outside

Europe’ (Visser, 2016: 30), leading as a consequence to a rise in

inequalities (Jaumotte and Osorio Buitron, 2015). Indirect actions

refer to the rights of workers to organize and the promotion of collect-

ive bargaining. They can affect inequalities through the promotion of

education and vocational training and in general the formation of

human capital as well as through measures that tend to encourage

people with the lowest income to accept a job.

15 The ETS is a ‘cap and trade’ system tending to combat climate change (see more at
Emissions Trading System).
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The importance of the public budget lies not only in the aggre-

gate values of expenditures and taxes, but derives also from their

composition. Whereas aggregate values are relevant for business cycle

regulation, the composition has effects on secondary distribution.

Specific changes in the various items of the budget will thus have an

effect on the various categories of citizens. In order not to have

negative effects on primary distribution, these measures must be

appropriately calibrated. For example, unemployment benefits that

are guaranteed for a long time could induce the unemployed person

to stay in her state, especially if the job search proves to be difficult

and fruitless. To avoid this, they must be temporary and accompanied

by measures to improve the professionalism of the unemployed and

direct them to activities where vacant jobs exist. The composition of

the public budget has also a political relevance, in addition to its

economic relevance, as it influences political attitudes of citizens

towards the government (Estache and Leipziger, 2016).

It has been said that one of the factors that produces inequalities

is the high interest rate compared to the growth rate. Other things

being equal, a high interest rate raises the relevance of wealth in a

society. Wealth owners’ share of income will then increase vis-à-vis

other income earners. Creditors will be better off while debtors will

see their position worsened. This will give an incentive to save, with

the ensuing depressing consequences on the macroeconomic situ-

ation. Therefore, one of the policies to adopt in order to boost aggre-

gate demand is the reduction of the interest rate. And these secondary

effects on macroeconomic conditions of changing interest rates can be

of a relatively high order of magnitude. In fact, lower interest rates –

while prima facie hitting wealth owners – can have positive conse-

quences also on them through the incentive offered to aggregate

demand and vice versa for higher interest rates.16

16 Benoît Cœuré says that ‘far from helping savers, higher monetary policy interest
rates would only have depressed the economy further’ (Cœuré, 2013).
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Apart from the value of the interest rate, capital should be taxed

progressively. Capital taxation is justified on both equity and effi-

ciency grounds. When trying to implement wealth taxation many

practical problems arise that derive from the tax avoidance and tax

arbitrage behaviour of wealth owners (Bastani and Waldenström,

2020). Wealth taxation should take place on a global scale or, at least,

at the level of unions of countries such as the European Monetary

Union. Obviously, such a measure, however desirable, would encoun-

ter strong opposition from the richest people or, in any case, from

those who would be harmed by it. However, such a measure would

also require interventions to combat tax evasion and avoidance for

incomes, for example by combatting complacency towards tax

havens. These have been identified worldwide, but there are intoler-

able favourable tax treatments within the European Union itself, as

we have already seen. For example, the Netherlands and Luxembourg

practice lighter levels of income taxation on a general basis or to be

decided on a case-by-case basis. In particular, in the past the then–

Luxembourg Prime Minister Juncker, who later became President of

the European Commission – the equivalent at this level of executive

power in nation states – was responsible for ad hoc agreements with

foreign multinational companies in order to induce them to locate

themselves in his country (as we have said, the so-called tax rulings,

i.e., tax regulations). The Netherlands is famously home to multi-

nationals such as FCA, now Stellantis, which controls Fiat, based in

Italy and in other European countries.

The European Parliament has carried out inquiries into European

tax havens, and it is hoped that action will be taken to eliminate the

phenomenon or, at least, to reduce its extent. The need to do so stems

from the fact that tax havens17 not only increase the return on capital

(after tax), but also reduce the tax revenues of other countries. In fact,

17 An overview of the lack of cooperation between European national authorities, even
in terms of pure exchange of information, is contained in European Parliament
(2021).
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they induce businesses and even individuals to locate and pay in them

the lower tax rates on the income that is produced in the havens

themselves and allow multinational companies to reduce the volume

of revenues and increase that of costs – thus reducing the profits

declared – in the other countries where they operate through the

practice of transfer pricing (or, more explicitly, price manipulation of

internal transfers to the multinational company).

In July 2021, however, the G20 decided that, starting 2023, a

minimum rate of 15% will be applied to the profits of multinationals

in various countries, which should significantly reduce transfer

pricing and tax regulations.

. 

The crises and stagnation have had multiple effects on efficiency and

equity. In some cases, the negative effect can be masked by statistics,

especially with reference to the effects on efficiency. In fact, with

reference, for example, to dynamic efficiency, the effects of the crisis

seem not to be negative, as the R&D/GDP ratio has not fallen. But this

largely depends on the fact that the drop in the GDP makes the ratio

rise, and that the absolute amount of R&D expenses does not fall, as

they are rather inflexible. Most indicators of poverty and inequality,

instead, show in general the negative effects of the crisis. Also in this

case, the true effects are partially absorbed by the impact of the rise in

welfare state expenditures, at the cost, possibly, of an aggravation of

public finances, which can be unsustainable in the future.

In addition to the effect of the crises and stagnation, inequalities

derive from other sources, such as tax evasion and avoidance. Then

appropriate policies should be directed not only to fighting the crises

and stagnation, but also to removing these distortions through

international cooperation.
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 Globalisation

In this chapter we deal with globalisation. Multiple meanings have

been attributed to this term. We can briefly define it as the growth on

a global scale of the interrelationships between the various national

economic and social systems or as an intensification of global inter-

connectedness (Held et al.,1999) through private economic institu-

tions. Globalisation is different from (increased) competition on the

markets for goods and factors of production, even if, in certain phases

of the globalisation process, this is an entirely probable outcome, as

will be seen later.1 Indeed, globalisation may not be accompanied by

increased competition: The greater interrelationships may also lead to

the monopolisation of markets.

The first section of this chapter details the various forms of

globalisation. Section 4.2 discusses the various factors that contribute

to globalisation. Section 4.3 deals more precisely with those of a

political and institutional nature that have been operating after

World War II. The object of Section 4.4 is the consequences of global-

isation in terms of efficiency, equity and economic policies. Section

4.5 deals with the imbalances of international payments that have

arisen in the last decades. The reasons for international coordination

are dealt with in Section 4.6, while the two following sections discuss

the instability of the multipolar equilibrium that has arisen due to the

growth of China and the possibility that a new stage of globalisation

will arise. Section 4.9 concludes.

1 The notes contained in Amoroso (1996) are still relevant to the nature
of globalisation.
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Globalisation is an intensification of global interconnectedness (Held

et al., 1999) that manifests itself in the form of movements of people

(and of communications and ideas), goods and capital. In addition, it

includes interrelationships on environmental and health issues.

International movements of people are of short or long duration.

The former are in particular for tourism or short stays for work or care.

The latter correspond to international migration, which is to add to

migration within a country. Obviously, these flows may involve

people with more or less professional training and may have different

basic motivations, of a political (often corresponding to persecutions,

wars or the like) or health (epidemics) or economic nature (for the

need to find work and livelihood). Both in the past and now all these

reasons have been or are widely present.

The globalisation of the movement of goods corresponds to the

worldwide extension of trade in goods and services. This can be the

exchange of raw materials, semi-finished products, final products or

their component parts, or exchanges of services, such as the rental or

insurance of goods, financial intermediation services, information-

technology (IT) services (for example, for processing data) and com-

munication,2 royalties and licenses for the exploitation of patents and

similar, copyright and image rights.

International capital movements are of various types. In fact,

there are movements of financial capital under the form of loans at

different maturities, short, medium or long. Short-term capital move-

ments often have a high speculative component, which can lead to

high returns (or losses), connected in particular with changes in

exchange rates. For example, those who expect the dollar to appreci-

ate (see exchange rate) in the short term against the euro will buy

2 The growth of communications and the circulation of information should be
considered as an addition to (and within certain limits a substitute for) the physical
movements of people, constituting their virtual movement.
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short-term dollar-denominated loans or securities, to sell them once

the dollar has appreciated (see exchange rate). Medium- and long-term

capital movements that tend to exploit the higher yields of securities

issued abroad are intended to be held for a certain time and are

therefore called portfolio investments. They include purchases of

shares to an extent that does not give rise to control of the companies

that issue them. Instead, the capital movements that lead to the

acquisition of controlling interests in pre-existing or newly founded

foreign companies are foreign direct investments (FDI). The com-

panies that usually own one or more subsidiaries in various foreign

countries are called multinationals or multinational companies or

transnational corporations (TNCs). These companies have played an

increasing role in economic, financial, human and cultural flows. To

cite only one indicator, TNCs are responsible for about 80% of world

trade (Ietto-Gillies, 2019, ch. 22, Unctad, 2013).

The increase in international trade in goods, financial capital

(short-term capital and portfolio investments) and labour configures a

superficial integration of the various economies. The increase in FDI –

and, consequently, in international production – implies instead a

deep integration. The reason that leads to define FDI as a case of deep,

and not superficial, integration is that they contribute to directly

shaping the productive structure not only of the country of destin-

ation of the investments, but also of that of origin and of those where

the subject who carries them out has some kind of operation, such as

sub-contracting. Indeed, multinational companies often design the

structure of production in the various centres in an integrated way –

as we have said, with the breakdown of the production of individual

goods into component parts (global value chains, for which see

Box 33) – and not as a replica of the operations carried out in one

of them.

3 In a synthetic way, these derive from the decomposition of the production process of
a good into its different component parts, each of which is manufactured in a
different country.
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A more detailed picture of information with reference to the

period after 1850 and up to the beginning of the current century is

offered in Table 13.

The table is important not only for what it tells us, but also for

what it does not say. In fact, there is no information on the period

Table 13. Indicators of globalisation in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, % annual changes, unless otherwise indicated

World 1850–1913 1950–2007 1950–1973 1974–2007

Growth of
population

0.8a 1.7 1.9 1.6

Growth of GDP
(real)

2.1a 3.8 5.1 2.9

Growth of per
capita GDP

1.3a 2.0 3.1 1.2

Growth of
commerce (real)

3.8 6.2 8.2 5.0

Migration (net
cumulative) to US,
Canada, Australia,
NZ

Millions 17.9a 50.1 12.7 37.4
Annual rate of
changes of the
previous row

0.42a 0.90 0.55 1.17

Migration (net
cumulative) to
industrial countries
(less Japan)

– – – 64.3

Year 1982 2006

World stock of
FDI/world GDP (%)

– – 5.2 25.3

Source: World Trade Organization, 2008
a 1870–1913
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between the two world wars. This period – and in particular the period

of the 1930s – saw a setback for globalisation, due to the effects of the

Great Crisis that began in 1929 and to the prevalence of nationalistic

attitudes also in the economic field. In many countries this period

represents the triumph of autarchy, that is, the containment of eco-

nomic exchanges within the national sphere. This is implemented, in

particular, with limitations on foreign investment, with the impos-

ition of various obstacles to international trade and with the attempt

to substitute new nationally produced goods for those previously

imported, therefore establishing an autarkic regime. The setback of

trade in the 1930s is clearly visible from Figure 36. The setbacks (also

impressed by the Great War) of both trade and investment as well as

migration can be seen in Figure 37.

The international integration that took place before the Great

War could only have specific and limited effects, finding a broad

foundation and discipline in the colonial relationship. On the other

hand, the number of countries that are part of the global market today

is considerably higher than that of pre-1914, althoughmany are still in

a marginal position in terms of both participation in the world market
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and degree of development (for example, this is the case of most of the

countries of sub-Saharan Africa).

Furthermore, international capital movements (both ‘financial’

ones and FDI) are now much more relevant than in the period before

the World War I, from the point of view not only or not so much of the

size, but also and above all of the consequences, in particular on the

productive specialisation of the various countries, on competitiveness

and on the effectiveness of national economic policies.

Therefore, if even the international economic integration that

took place after theWorldWar II represents the re-emergence of a trend

that characterised the world economy more than a century ago, the

resumption of that trend has taken place with at least partially new

characteristics, which justify the use of the term ‘second globalisation’,

the ‘first globalization’ reflecting the integration process prior to the
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GreatWar. Ifwe take a look at the post–WorldWar II evolution of one of

the indicators of globalisation, that of the relationship between exports

and GDP, we see the marked character assumed by the phenomenon.

This ratio, in fact, increases bymore than two times in the few decades

that separate us from 1970 (see Figure 38). But also the movements of

people and capital take place with slightly different characteristics

from those of pre-1914 globalisation.

If we broaden our gaze at the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury, the trend in the relationship between exports and GDP appears

as in Figure 39, in which the authors – in addition to identifying the

main historical facts relevant to globalisation – distinguish a second

post-war phase of globalisation from a third phase, while we speak

here simply of a second globalisation, reserving the term ‘third phase’

for a possible near future (see Section 4.8).

.     :
   

 

Globalisation is, therefore, a reality for the markets for goods, ser-

vices, financial capital and for the movements of ‘productive’ capital,
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that is, for the capital directly invested in the production of goods.

Technological progress and the choices of economic policymakers

contributed to it. We deal with them in this order.

4.2.1 Technical Progress

The first factor of growth of globalisation is to be found in technical

progress, which in recent decades has led to a significant reduction in

the costs of transport and communication and has also made them

faster (see Figure 40). The reduction in the costs in question has

contributed to attenuating physical distances, making it easier for

national economies – characterized by considerable diversity in the

endowments of production factors, in distribution variables (in
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particular wages), in technologies and preferences – to come into

contact with each other.

In particular, the reduction of transport and communication

costs makes it possible to:

1 facilitate the specialisation of production and international trade in goods as

well as the international movement of factors of production;

2 facilitate the operations of delocalisation of production carried out by

multinationals; this effect is connected with the previous one;

3 increase transparency and information about the conditions of sale of an

asset, promoting competition.

In addition to the cost reduction, it should be considered that tech-

nical progress has also facilitated international exchanges by allowing

remote sales, the remote transmission of messages or digital infor-

mation (in particular with the editing of writings, photographic or

cinematic material and the like) and by allowing remote production

and/or sales and/or transmission (auditing, document transfer, avail-

ability of media, etc.).
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  Trend over time of transport, communication and data
processing costs, 1920–2015
(Source: Rodrigue, 2017)
Note: The line starting in 1920 indicates the cost of a three- minute phone call from
New York to San Francisco; the one starting in 1931 indicates the cost of a three-
minute telephone call from New York to London; the one starting in 1946 indicates
the cost of a New York–London return flight ticket; the one starting in
1956 indicates the storage cost per computer of 1 Megabyte.
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4.2.2 The Choices of Economic Policy and the Freedom
of Trade

The second factor contributing to globalisation is attributable to the

economic policy choices of the various countries and consists, first of

all, in the gradual elimination of the obstacles to international trade

previously put up by the various governments of the developed

countries.

This elimination can be debated, as there are certainly argu-

ments in favour of it, to be considered simultaneously with arguments

that can instead justify protectionism. We illustrate them in order.

At the basis of liberalism there is the consideration of the

advantage deriving from the international specialisation of produc-

tion. This is based on the benefits of localising the various activities

connected with geographical aspects and various economic variables

(such as wages) and made possible by the free circulation of goods.

Among the justifications of protectionism an important place

must be assigned to the argument of the defence of ‘infant industries’.

This is an argument in favour of protectionism initially theorised by

the so-called mercantilist current of thought, according to which the

wealth of a nation depended on the quantity of available precious

metals, created through the surpluses of the balance of payments.

From the mid-nineteenth century a further – and more founded –

argument was then suggested, which argued that the temporary

imposition of protective duties4 is justified by the attempt to natural-

ize a foreign industry that in itself is perfectly suited to the conditions

of the country in question. Often, in fact, the superiority of one

country over another in a branch of production arises only from the

fact that this started earlier, thus residing in the acquired skills and

experience. The country that protects an infant industry could over

time acquire that same ability and experience and thus put itself in a

4 Duties are (indirect) taxes applied to imports from abroad, normally commensurate
with the value of the imported goods. They have the purpose of increasing revenues
and/or reducing imports and therefore protecting national production.
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position to compete with advantage with the country that first started

production or even to reach a position of superiority. This is, in

particular, the case in which there are economies deriving from pro-

cesses of learning through experience (learning by doing): Their par-

ticularity lies in the fact that the economies are not linked to the

quantity produced in the unit of time considered, but to the cumula-

tive production over time. This consideration was initially introduced

with reference to the air transport industry. It was realized that the

number of hours of work necessary for the production of a certain

aircraft – which, for simplicity, were taken as a measure of the unit

cost – was drastically reduced in the passage from the production of

prototypes to mass production and then by the increase in the total

quantity produced. This, therefore, took on the meaning of an indica-

tor of accumulated experience.

A final noteworthy argument in favour of protectionism has the

nature, so to speak, of legitimate defence against countries that adopt

dumping policies, that is, sell abroad below cost.

.    

    

The institutions that governed international and national economic

policies after World War II and to a large extent still govern them now

are predominantly global in character, although there are also highly

developed regional institutions such as the European Union. We focus

exclusively on those of a global nature.

4.3.1 The International Organisations

... Bretton Woods, the IMF and the World Bank

The international institutions governing the economic aspects were

initially conceived even before the end of the conflict. In fact, from

the agreements signed in Bretton Woods (United States) in 1944 the

International Bank for Reconstruction andDevelopment (IBRD) – com-

monlyknownas theWorldBank – and the InternationalMonetary Fund

(IMF) were born, as institutions aimed at fostering international

.     
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cooperation in the economic, social and political fields. Both institu-

tions – together with the WTO (World Trade Organization), which was

bornmore recently andwhichwewill discuss later – constitute special-

ized institutions of the UnitedNations. In what followswe referfirst to

the IMF, then to the World Bank and finally to the WTO.

In order to foster international economic cooperation, the IMF

referred to the convertibility of the dollar into gold in force beforeWorld

War II, which was guaranteed for the central banks of the various

countries. The operators of a country could buy foreign currencies

(dollars in particular) through their central bank (which could obtain

dollars from theUnited States through the sale of gold or, conversely, in

countries with strong dollar reserves, could convert the dollars them-

selves into gold) tomake payments to non-residents. In thisway,multi-

lateralism of trade was guaranteed – that is, there was the possibility of

equalising the negative balances that a country might have vis-à-vis a

second country with any positive balances vis-à-vis a third country,

thus overcoming the tendency towards bilateralism (i.e., country-by-

country balanced exchanges) that had characterized the period between

the two wars and that resulted in a reduction in efficiency, as one

country could be forced to accept more expensive sources of supply of

some goods, simply in order to equalize tradewith the supplier country.

The fixed exchange rate was maintained in the system, at least

until 1971. Changes in parities (see exchange rate) were allowed, even

if rules had to be observed aimed at avoiding the possibility of such

frequent and widespread changes, which were only allowed to over-

come serious and persistent imbalances in the balance of payments.

To this end, the member countries of the Fund were also induced to

adopt some kind of control of capital movements, because the Fund

did not grant its assistance to finance imbalances in the balance of

payments due to capital exports. Especially after the restoration of

external convertibility by European countries in 1958, the rapid move-

ment of capital internationally was made possible. In the 1960s, then,

capital movements between the various countries intensified, and the

IMF decided to finance them to defend the currencies that were most
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affected, despite the fact that this was not part of the Fund’s statutory

tasks.5 There were also difficulties in imposing rebalancing policies

both on persistently deficit countries and on countries with large

surpluses and there was an overabundant creation of dollars, which

member countries were forced to accept under the obligations inher-

ent in maintaining fixed exchange rates. Apart from this, financing by

the Fund assured the country the possibility of coping with the deficit

problems of the balance of payments for the time necessary for the

adoption and explication of the effectiveness of appropriate economic

policies – such as reducing domestic demand and wages and prices – in

order to eliminate deficits.

It should be underlined that the burden of adjusting balance-of-

payments imbalances was established on both the deficit and the sur-

plus countries. Thiswas inorder to avoid the deflationary outcomes that

would have derived from a burden imposed only on the former, which

could have implied the use of deflationary policies only as a means of

rebalancing. It was Keynes, who feared the possibility of a repetition of

depressions like that of the 1930s, who insisted on the need of a sym-

metrical adjustment, which, however, had very fewmanifestations, due

also to the action of the technostructure of the IMF:6 In fact, the adjust-

ment of the deficit countries clearly prevailed, rather than that of the

surplus countries, which rarely revalued their currency or adopted pol-

icies of a kind opposite to those of the deficit countries. However, in

order to ensure the implementation of the necessary policies to over-

come the balance of payments imbalances, the Fund exercised – and still

does – a surveillance function on national economic policies.

In addition to the loans granted by the IMF to address temporary

balance-of-payments imbalances, long-term financing was (and still

5 Thus, the restrictions on capital movements enshrined in the Fund’s Statute were
circumvented by the techno-structure of this institution. In practice, almost all
advanced countries – especially European ones – have introduced the freedom of all
capital movements since the 1980s.

6 In particular, this happened in 1961, when the IMF granted the UK access to the
Fund’s reserves to face speculative capital outflows.
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is) available. This is granted for specific projects, usually under normal

banking conditions, by the World Bank. In any case, the country for

some time had to submit to various conditions, which included

restrictive demand measures, liberalisation of markets and the like

(see the policies provided by the Washington Consensus shortly).

The World Bank has the task of promoting public and private

investment in LDCs and regions, in order to allow the improvement

of living conditions in these areas. This task is carried out through the

financing of the investments themselves and an appropriate technical

assistance for their design and execution and, more generally, for the

planning of public action.

The financed projects concern both infrastructures and

directly productive activities. In more recent years, activities in

the fields of education, social infrastructure, food production and

environmental protection have been privileged. In the latter field,

the Global Environmental Facility has been operating within the

World Bank since 1990, tending to assist developing countries in

financial terms in carrying out transnational environmental improve-

ment projects.

The guidelines of the World Bank in favouring the fields of

investments to be financed and in setting the conditions for financing

have changed over time.

In the 1970s the causal link between poverty and growth ini-

tially sustained was overturned: to alleviate poverty, growth was

promoted with laissez-faire policies aimed at increasing the role of

the market. The countries that received the funds were induced to

‘adjust’ their economies, in particular by:

� removing constraints and ‘distortions’ present on the goods markets, the

labour market and internal financial markets;

� privatising large shares of the public sector of the economy and drastically

reducing public deficits;

� liberalising the movement of goods and capital;

� adopting freely floating exchange rates;

� avoiding large fiscal deficits with respect to gross domestic product.
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Particular emphasis was placed on adapting the internal condi-

tions of the markets to international ones, that is, on the integration

of the economic system into the international sphere.

This set of measures goes by the name of the Washington

Consensus. This term is intended to indicate an identity of positions

between the United States Treasury, the World Bank and the IMF, all

three institutions located in Washington.

Contrary to its original aims, which tended to place the burden

of external rebalancing not only on deficit countries but also on those

with surpluses in the foreign accounts, the Fund imposed the adoption

of severe cuts in public deficits and other deflationary measures only

to deficit countries. Thus, an asymmetry was configured in reality in

the Fund’s behaviour, which has had the effect of imparting a defla-

tionary tendency to the world economy.

In the opinion of various economists, the policies suggested or

imposed by the World Bank (and the IMF) on various countries –

including Chile, Mexico, Turkey, Eastern European countries and

South Korea – have often been costly beyond measure in terms not

only of equity, but also of excessive and prolonged reduction in the

rate of growth of income and employment. Certainly, privatisation

and liberalisation, often carried out in the absence of real markets (as,

in particular, in the case of Eastern European countries), and the

abrupt exposure of economies that were often vulnerable to condi-

tioning and shocks of international markets, particularly financial

ones, have led to severe situations of crisis, accentuating the costs of

adjustment. The policies of the World Bank and to some extent also

those of the IMF tending to favour privatisation and liberalisation

have recently been questioned by their own governing bodies.

... The GATT, the Negotiating Rounds and the WTO

The institutions devised at the end of World War II at Bretton Woods

to ensure international economic cooperation, in addition to the IMF

and the World Bank, also included the International Trade

Organisation. The first two have already been dealt with. The third
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organisation, which aimed at ensuring cooperation in the field of trade

policies, should have been established as a UN agency, but was never

created, due to the failure of the United States and other countries to

adhere to the 1948 international agreement (Charter of Havana) from

which it derived7.

Instead of the International Trade Organisation, an inter-

national agreement operated, which should have been provisional,

but lasted until 1 January 1995. This was the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT), signed in Geneva in 1947.

The sectors of interest for GATT action gradually expanded and

new problems were also introduced in the last negotiation session, the

Uruguay Round.

The GATT encountered difficulties in pursuing its objectives,

due to the need to obtain unanimous agreement of the countries con-

cerned, in the event of a conflict produced, for example, by the intro-

duction of obstacles to trade by a country. However, its action can be

considered positive, as it allowed a gradual return to the principles of

multilateralism, after the widespread use in the period between the

two world wars of discriminatory trade practices, such as trade balan-

cing for each country pair, rather than at the multilateral level.

The Uruguay Round was the last multilateral session of negoti-

ations organized by the GATT. It started in 1986, mainly under

pressure from the USA and Japan. It was, in particular, the United

States that urged a new round of negotiations to face the negative

consequences of the appreciation (see exchange rate) of the dollar and

improve its competitive position on world markets (especially those

of South East Asia, for industrial products and for services, and

European ones for agricultural products).

On 1 January 1995, the World Trade Organization (WTO),

created with the Marrakesh Agreement, at the conclusion of the

7 The formal reason why no trade agreement was negotiated at Bretton Woods,
deferring it to a later conference, was that Bretton Woods was attended by
representatives of finance ministries, not of trade ministries.
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Uruguay Round, began to operate. It constitutes ‘the seat of multilat-

eral trade negotiations and of confrontation between states regarding

the implementation of the trade agreements reached’ and therefore

assumes the role of the organisation envisaged at Bretton Woods.

The WTO has replaced the GATT, but retains its principles and

many rules. Therefore, it aims to ensure the application of the already

existing rules of multilateral cooperation in the field of trade in goods

and services, as well as to promote free trade in the sectors still pro-

tected (in particular, agriculture, textiles, services) and to remove trade

barriers stemming from member country policies in related areas.

The WTO has a more pronounced institutional character than

that of the GATT, presenting, unlike this, a stable structure and

providing for the almost automatic resolution of conflicts between

the various members in matters of trade, which is entrusted to one of

its bodies (the Dispute Settlement Body). Among other things, its

competences include conciliation or arbitration procedures and the

possibility of imposing trade sanctions against the condemned coun-

try that does not comply with the decision itself.

In the first years of its activity, theWTO continued the action of

theGATT, strengthening it in the newmatters of interest to theGATT

itself and discussed in the Uruguay Round. At the Fourth Ministerial

Conference (held in Doha in November , under pressure from many

developing countries, a Declaration was approved on: (1)Trade-Related

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), which establishes

standards for the protection of rights and tools for the application and

execution of agreements through national legislation and for the reso-

lution of disputes; in particular, the protection of patents in all areas of

technology is envisaged for a period of twenty years; (2) public health,

which introduces some flexibility in the application of intellectual

property rights to this matter, such as the possibility of authorizing in

certain circumstances member countries to produce patented medi-

cines without the approval of the patent holder (compulsory license);

the derogation has been used by various developed countries to over-

come the monopoly of companies from other advanced countries, in
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some way helping developing countries in the fight against AIDS and

other diseases. The Conference then launched a new series of negoti-

ations (called the Doha Round) for the liberalisation of world trade, in

particular in the field of agricultural products and textiles as well as

services. Negotiations are also planned on direct investment policy,

procurement and the defence of intellectual property. These negoti-

ations remained essentially blocked until December 2013, when an

agreement was reached on the ‘Bali package’, the result of the ninth

Ministerial Conference. The agreement aims to: reform customs prac-

tices and formalities; reduce duties and agricultural subsidies aswell as

eliminate import quotas, in favour of developing countries.

... Other International Organisations

Among the subsidiary bodies of the United Nations, we should men-

tion: the FAO (Food and Agricultural Organisation), the United

Nations Organisation for Food and Agriculture, with the aim of con-

tributing to increasing levels of nutrition, increasing agricultural prod-

uctivity, improving the living conditions of rural populations and

contributing to economic growth; the ILO (International Labour

Organisation), which promotes social justice and internationally rec-

ognized human rights, with particular reference to those relating to

work; the UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development) and the UNDP (United Nations Development

Program), in particular in relation to issues of interest to developing

countries; the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization), to promote education, science and culture;

the UNEP (United Nations Environment Program), to promote the

improvement of the environment.

4.3.2 The Inspiring Principles and Practical Applications

As for the inspiring principles of the IMF, it can also be said that the

World Bank expressed a ‘temperate’ liberalism, moderated by

Keynesian thought.
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Liberalism was undoubtedly the guiding principle of the solu-

tions adopted at the time at the international level. It is found in the

liberalisation of trade in goods and in the multilateral approach men-

tioned above. However, as we have said, it is a principle tempered by

Keynesian thought, which grafted on to this liberal basis a series of

public policy interventions, mainly tending to ensure the mainten-

ance of full employment and the coordination of economic policies.

This was behind the required symmetry in policies for rebalancing

balance of payments, established with reference to both deficit and

surplus countries: The deflationary policies adopted in the former to

reduce their deficit would have been less severe if opposite, expan-

sionary policies had been implemented in the surplus countries.

For the same reason, the liberalisation of capital movements

was subject to limitations, as will be seen better below. In fact, it

could have been translated into a further reason for asymmetry, diffi-

cult to cure. Moreover, such arguments could actually be referred not

only to international financial markets, but also –more generally – to

all short-term financial markets.

For them, first of all, Keynes’s criticism was based on the fact that

speculation acts as in a beauty contest in which not the one who indi-

cates the most beautiful faces wins, but the one who can better under-

stand the prevailing preferences of the participants in the competition

thinking about their idea of beauty about the face itself. Obviously, as

said, higher order arguments such as ‘everyone thinks others think, etc.’

are likely. More recently, the enormous size of international capital

movements (compared to the limited foreign exchange reserves available

in the various countries and the funding available from multilateral

organisations), the high speed of movements, the occurrence of ‘herd’

effects – which repeat and amplify the mechanisms in action in the

beauty contest – increase the probability of self-fulfilling expectations,

having little or no relationship with the trend of fundamentals.

As for the historical antecedents, it must be said that the com-

parison between the results in terms of growth of both GDP and

international trade obtained in the period of the first globalisation
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and the effects of the protectionist policies adopted in the period

between the twoworldwars proved to be valuable.While these policies

had greatly limited the growth of international trade, the liberalisation

before the Great War had been a harbinger of growth in trade.

For both the IMF and other international institutions (and in

particular for those dealing with the barriers that can be used by the

various countries), the need for bodies ensuring international coordin-

ationderives from theneed to avoid a ‘race to thebottom’ by the various

countries. In a world in which, on the one hand, the competitive pres-

sure has increased as a result of the progress of transport and communi-

cations and, on the other, the action of international organisations has

been successful to break down the classic tariff and non-tariff barriers, a

countrymay tend to strengthen its competitive position by resorting to

more permissive policies on the environment, anti-monopoly policy,

policies towards foreign direct investment and multinational com-

panies, social protection policies. For example, in order to attract more

investment from abroad, a country reduces taxes for foreign companies,

forcing others to do the same. More generally, similar things can

happen for every possible subject of regulation. Such an attitude can

be strengthened by the backward conditions in which the country may

find itself. Permissive policies of the kind indicated allow a country to

acquire advantages in the short term, even if at the expenses of possible

disadvantages for itself and others in the longer term. It is evident that

the permissive policies adopted by some countries may be followed

by similar policies by the others, tending to restore the initial condi-

tions. The race to the bottom between various national governments,

while not solving the problems of the most backward countries,

would risk downgrading public intervention to levels andmethods that

would prevent effective control of the markets or their ‘replacement’.

The need for international coordination is undoubted.

.    

The consequences of globalisation are numerous, since it can be

assimilated to a change in the rules of the game, which, therefore,
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implies a necessary change in the results for the various operators, at

least if they continue to adopt the old strategies. The effects of global-

isation are therefore very complex. As we know, every economic

phenomenon can be evaluated in terms of efficiency and equity, both

from a short and a long-term point of view.

4.4.1 The Effects in Terms of Efficiency

Many short-term results of globalisation depend on its consequences

in terms of competitiveness. Others are related to the interdepend-

ence of the economy of the various countries. Let’s deal with the two

issues in order.

It can hardly be refuted that globalisation usually leads, at least

in the short to medium term, to increased competition. The ensuing

increase in efficiency in any case generates advantages in terms of

stimulating innovation and growth of production for the various eco-

nomic systems as a whole. In fact, with appropriate conditions, innov-

ation implies the possibility of producing a greater quantity of goods

with the resources available. Growth in production is not, however, a

necessary result. Among the conditions to be met is the existence of

policies that do not depress demand.

In a long-term context, which appears to be the most appropri-

ate to the phenomenon in question, the consequences of globalisation

in terms of efficiency are above all those of an increase in the growth

rate of the world economy (see Figure 41). The higher growth seems

particularly evident in the higher growth rates of the 2000s, even if

these somewhat reduced since 2007. This result stems from the fact

that globalisation manifests itself through increased specialisation

(which parallels the increase in trade and FDI). Among other things,

specialisation allows better exploitation of economies of scale and

therefore translates into a reduction in costs and an increase in the

growth capacity of the world economy.

However, it is precisely the exploitation of economies of scale that

leads to the increase of large companies and economic concentration.

Therefore, in the long run, the fiercest competition that arises in the
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initial stages of globalisation can give way to a phase of monopolisation

of the markets by some companies, not necessarily the most efficient

ones: the extension of markets is accompanied by the extension of the

size of companies, as a result of their internal or external growth, and

larger companies adopt forms of cartelisation through agreements

between them that hinder competition and protect their profits. In the

broader market (the global market) there may be an economic concen-

tration or a degree of monopoly no less than those previously existing at

the national level. This can have a negative effect on growth.

To similar conclusions about the different effects in the short

and long term of the international opening on the degree of competi-

tion come scholars who, correctly, identify in the fixed costs of adver-

tising and R&D – rather than in the price – the tools with which

competition takes place in many sectors. In these sectors, any expan-

sion of the market tends to result in an increase in costs themselves,

rather than in a reduction in prices.
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(Source: International Monetary Fund database, www.imf.org/en/Data)
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  Deindustrialisation

A particular aspect of the growing specialisation concerns the

deindustrialisation of developed countries, that is, the sharp fall in the

share of manufacturing employment in the total that has occurred in

these countries in the last four to five decades.

Some economists have attributed deindustrialisation to the

globalisation of markets and production. As a matter of fact, there has

been a growth of exports of manufactured goods by developing

countries due to the autonomous growth of some of them and, at the

same time, to a tendency on the part of all developed countries to

Emerging market and developing economies
Advanced economies
China
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  Share of manufacturing employment in the total
employment, 1970–2015, advanced economies, emerging economies,
China
(Source: International Monetary Fund, 2018)
Note: The continuous line that is always decreasing refers to advanced
economies, whereas the similar line that initially rises and after 1980 declines
refers to emerging markets and developing countries.
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  (cont.)

relocate part of their manufacturing production to developing

countries, through investments in these countries or agreements of

subcontracting and the like.

This growth of exports of manufactured goods from developing

countries could then explain the (relative) loss of employment in the

manufacturing sector of industrialized countries. However,

deindustrialisation (measured in terms of income produced or

employment in the sector of industry) could also be explained with

reference to demand and technological factors. First of all, as the

average income per inhabitant of a country increases, the share of

services on the total GDP increases, because there is a tendency to

demand more services than physical goods. On the technological

level, it is well known that productivity growth in many services (the

major exception being the so-called knowledge-based services, such as

accountancy; publishing and editing; digital products; media) is lower

than in industry, which implies that given increases in demand for

those services require a higher increase in employment than increases

in demand for industrial goods. The result is a trend towards a

reduction in the share of industrial employment on the total.

The empirical investigations carried out so far have not made it

possible to resolve the controversy that has arisen between those who

attribute deindustrialisation to globalisation and thosewho provide an

explanation based on the indicated demand and technological factors.

The prevailing opinion considers deindustrialisation as a normal

feature of growth in advanced countries, even if it can sometimes occur

in ways that manifest difficulties in the process of adjustment or

productive reconversion, due to the slowness of the process itself

because of the obstacles it encounters (low growth rate, institutional

rigidities, barriers to entry into the service sector, etc.). The difficulties

of adjustment, which can result in increases in the unemployment rate,

can also be exacerbated by increased competition from developing

countries. However, this plays a marginal role in the explanation of

deindustrialisation and could not be attributed the role of the main

cause of the increase in unemployment experienced by many

industrialized countries in the recent years.
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4.4.2 The Effects in Terms of Equity

The distributive consequences of globalisation concern the distribu-

tion of its benefits and costs among the various countries, in addition

to the distribution within each country among the various forms of

income and within each category of income, such as between wages of

skilled and unskilled workers. We deal with them, starting from the

consequences within a country.

4.4.3 The Consequences within a Country

If – and for as long as – there is increased competition, the prices of

productive goods and labour tend to level down, compressing the

rents enjoyed by various operators (firms and workers) in the sectors

with a monopoly position. If economies of scale are enjoyed and

competition exists over the long term, consumers will benefit even

more. Obviously, if all subjects are advantaged as consumers by

paying lower prices to procure goods and services, some of them,

particularly those whose monopolistic rents are shrinking, will be

damaged accordingly. The opposite result occurs in the phase of an

increasing degree of monopoly.

Therefore, globalisation benefits some people and disadvantages

others. From another point of view, the most advantaged – or least

disadvantaged – tend to be those who operate in the sectors least

exposed to strong international competition. This concerns in particu-

lar many operators in the service sector (e.g., commercial distribution,

professional services), as often foreign operators cannot provide ser-

vices, unless these decide to establish an operational branch in the

country concerned. Among the advantaged, or less disadvantaged,

there are also highly skilled workers, for whom foreign competition

is less pressing than for unskilled workers. It is therefore understand-

able that the countries, sectors and operators most exposed to compe-

tition may suffer more or benefit less.

As said, the category of operators that has been identified as

most exposed to the disadvantages of globalisation is that of
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unskilled workers in industrialized countries, who suffer from direct

competition (due to immigration from developing countries or the

relocation, often implemented through FDI, of production with a

high intensity of low-skilled labour) as well as indirect competition

(through the import of goods with a high intensity of low-skilled

labour). We have already mentioned the effects of greater direct

competition. Indirect effects occur through the prices of goods and

factors. The increased availability of goods with a high content of

low-skilled labour, exported from developing countries, succeeds in

lowering the relative price of these products and, as a result, the

relative price of the factor of which those products are intensive,

that is, low-qualified labour.

This may help explain the significant increase in the wage gaps

between skilled and unskilled work observed in some developed

countries, especially the United States and the United Kingdom.

However, according to many economists, the main explanation for

the widening of these wage differentials is to be attributed to technical

progress, which has increased the demand for skilled labour, relative

to that for unskilled labour.

Poverty in absolute terms (or extreme poverty) has tended to

decrease. The number of people who do not enjoy an acceptable

minimum standard of living has indeed decreased. Prior to 2016, this

minimum standard was set at an income of $1.25 per day. On the basis

of this standard, the United Nations calculated that in 2015 about 836

million people lived below this threshold, while there were 1.2 billion

in 2010. According to the new minimum standard measure setting it

at an income of $ 1.90 per day, the absolute poor in 2019 were between

703 and 729 million.8 The vast majority of the poor (96%) reside in the

South East Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, the West Indies and the Pacific.

8 As we have seen in Chapter 3, data for absolute poverty derived from other sources
are somewhat different. Furthermore, there are no data that allow meaningful time
comparisons with the new standard line set at $1.90 per day.
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A total of 422 million people live below the global poverty line in

Africa. They represent about 60% of the world’s poorest people.

A large share of the poor are resident in India. The reduction of

extreme poverty and hunger was the first of the Millennium

Development Goals set by the United Nations in 2000, which aimed

at halving poverty by 2015. As we have seen, this has not been fully

achieved, despite a substantial reduction. By 2030 the United Nations

has set forth the goal of poverty eradication.

4.4.4 The Consequences of Globalisation from the Point
of View of the Distribution of Advantages among the
Various Countries

On this point it can be said above all that it is true that some countries

are emerging from their condition of backwardness also thanks to the

liberalisation of trade and the creation of a world market. A reduction

in globalisation would likely harm far more people than those

favoured. Some authors, however, also emphasize the fact that the

growth of trade and international movements of capital not only has

not contributed to curbing the process of marginalisation that has

characterized part of the least developed countries in recent decades,

but, sometimes, could have strengthened it, for numerous reasons: the

fall of the tariff barriers erected by some of them to protect their fragile

internal productive structure; the fall of the tariff preferences adopted

towards them by some industrialised countries; the increase in the

prices of agricultural products exported bymany developing countries,

deriving from the cancellation of the subsidies previously granted to

these products by many industrialised countries (as part of the provi-

sions provided for in favour of the former colonies), which has reduced

the demand for them in these countries. All these changes produced by

a high degree of globalisation have reduced the demand for the goods of

these countries. According to Rogoff (2020a) it is certainly necessary to

rectify the course of globalisation, strengthening the social safety net in

advanced countries and extending it to emerging economies, but the

.     
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way forward is that of continuing the interpenetration between the

different areas, that is, of the globalisation process.

More generally, there are differing views on inequalities.

Inequalities between countries may have received positive or negative

impulses from globalisation. For example, Piketty (2013) blames glob-

alisation for the increase in income and wealth inequalities. MacEwan

(1996) had argued in the same sense. Instead, Rogoff (2020a) refutes

this statement, which appears to him correct only with reference to

developed countries, but not to most of the LDCs. He points out that

it is in fact true that trade competition has reduced the incomes of

unskilled workers, as we have said, and that financial globalisation,

on the one hand, has increased the profits of multinationals and, on

the other, has caused damage to others, small- and medium-sized

savers, especially during the financial crisis. However, outside the

developed countries, where 86% of the world population lives, bil-

lions of people have been able to escape from poverty, thanks

to globalisation.

4.4.5 The Consequences of Globalisation
for Economic Policies

For the purposes of economic policies are important not only the

effects of globalisation on efficiency and equity, as said in the previous

sub-sections, but also other effects, linked precisely to increased

interdependence. First of all, some effects are due to the increased

international division of labour. If this involves breaking down the

labour process for producing a good across countries (through ‘global

value chains’, for which see Box 3), the traditional effects of exchange

rate variations may not manifest themselves or may take place to an

attenuated extent. The devaluation of a currency, which normally

implies an increase in the competitiveness of that country, and there-

fore more exports and fewer imports for the country that devalues,

may not have these effects or have them to a lesser extent. If, for

example, to produce a car in country A, locally produced engines,

transmissions produced in country B, and other components produced
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in countries C, D and so forth, are used, the devaluation of the

currency of country A will not imply an appreciable increase or an

increase at all in automobile exports. It could instead imply their

invariance or decrease, if at the same time the currency of one or

more other countries in which other component parts are produced

are revalued.

  Global Value Chains

It is important to understand the nature of these value chains. Until a

few decades ago, the specialisation of production between the various

countries passed through large sectors (for example, mainly agriculture

in Country A, industry in Country B) or, within each of these, for

example, wine production in Country A and wheat production in

Country B, or car manufactures in one country and washing machine

manufactures in another country. Subsequently, due to the reduction of

transport and communication costs and other obstacles to international

trade and with the progress of globalisation, a further form of

specialisation of production has spread, in which the production of, for

example, cars derives from assembly in country X of different parts

produced in countries Y, Z and so forth. For example, Apple’s iPhone is

imported from China, where however no more than 5% of its value is

produced, the remainder being entrusted to many hundreds of suppliers

abroad (including the Italian STMicroelectronics).

The specialisation of the various countries in the production of the

various parts depends on the economies of scale, the intensity, the

type and the cost of labour required for the production of each part, as

well as the transport costs to the country where the final assembly will

take place. Thus, for example, the production of engines or braking

systems will take place in large plants located in advanced countries,

if it requires economies of scale and has low non-qualified labour

intensity and a high qualified labour content. This occurs despite the

higher hourly cost of labour, due precisely to the high qualification

required. Conversely, wheel rim production may require less skilled

.     
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  (cont.)

labour and may therefore be relocated to a country that does not have

highly skilled work and where labour costs are low.

The possibility of delocalising industrial production with these very

convenient methods leads to a reduction in the share of employment

in many advanced countries, as well as in the agricultural sector, in

the manufacturing industry (with a reduction in low-skilled work,

which probably exceeds the increase in highly skilled workers), to the

benefit of the service sector, for example, financial, marketing, thus

contributing to deindustrialisation.

Figure B3 shows this shift in employment in EU countries over the

period from 1995 to 2008.

Still other effects are related to the increased exposure to exter-

nal shocks. This exposure can be of two types: real (that is, concerning

non-financial products and services, such as tourism or trade) or

financial. Let’s deal with them in that order.
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Since national economies are more interdependent in terms of

production, any reduction in economic activity in one of them, what-

ever the cause, is more easily transmitted to other economies, pre-

cisely through the international ties that unite them: thus, for

example, a fall in global demand in Germany has negative repercus-

sions that are all the more serious in Italy the greater the share of

Italian production exported to Germany.

Globalisation can also entail some disadvantages in terms of

reduced decision-making autonomy in a non-large country, whose

economic conditions cannot significantly differ from those prevailing

in other countries: Exposure to the world market limits the deviant

behaviour of private and public operators of the country in question.

For example, in a context of globalisation, the consequences of a

policy of income expansion by Italy would be extremely negative on its

balance of payments, in a period in which income trends in other

countries are stagnating, due to the substantial increase of the net

Italian imports that would result. Similar – but in this case, it is a

question of financial and not of real interdependence – is the effect of

a policy of the EuropeanCentral Bank tending to lower interest rates in

Europe, when interest rates in the rest of the world remain unchanged.

This would cause a deficit in the European balance of payments, due to

the outflow of capital towards foreign countries that would result.

Furthermore, structural policies that impose limitations on the

action of economic operators (in particular, businesses) in a country –

for example, regulations for environmental or anti-monopoly or con-

sumer protection purposes, heavier tax regimes – risk incentivising

these operators to locate elsewhere, in countries where fewer restric-

tions are imposed, beyond what would happen for a process of

‘normal’ productive specialisation. On the other hand, a country is

exposed to the negative consequences of the lax economic policies of

other countries which tend to favour the localisation of consumers

and businesses in those countries.

In general, in the short term each national government finds

limits in implementing policy measures aimed at expanding demand

.     
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or structural measures that increase the short-term costs of operators

located in the country in question, even if capable of producing posi-

tive effects in the longer term.

Financial markets play the most important role in transmitting

the effects of both asymmetric shocks that occur autonomously in a

country and of a country’s ‘abnormal’ policies, since, as is well

known, they tend to accentuate and accelerate the reaction of oper-

ators and have an essential role in the formation of expectations.

A case of considerable interest arose with reference to the financial

crisis that broke out in 2007 in the USA and immediately transmitted

to the United Kingdom and the rest of Europe by virtue of the credit

and debt relationships between banks and other US and European

financial institutions.

.     

  

Despite the considerable tensions that emerged since the 1970s and

the absence of a well-thought-out and substantial reform, the inter-

national payments system was able to operate without further trau-

matic disruptions after that of August 1971 – when, as said, the

dollar’s convertibility into gold was abandoned – but has come under

severe strain at various stages. The growing international imbalances

that have emerged in the last three to four decades are, on the one

hand, specific to relations between certain groups of countries and, on

the other, concern all countries. These imbalances are, first, indica-

tive of the different trends in the development of the various coun-

tries. In addition, they constitute the premise for the financial crises

of recent decades.

Current account imbalances – which we allude to –may or may

not be entirely appropriate. The first is the case of emerging countries,

which need to buy investment goods – and, not infrequently,

raw materials – abroad to build their industrial apparatus and still

do not have the possibility of producing enough or producing suffi-

ciently competitive goods at all. Inappropriate current account
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imbalances are those resulting from distortions in the country’s eco-

nomic system and, potentially, in some cases from excessively

risky situations.

The distortions can be caused by low wages and an excess of

savings within the country, which lead to insufficient demand and,

therefore, to low imports while tending to stimulate exports, with the

consequence of a current account surplus. The policy followed is often

a ‘policy that harms the neighbour’, that is, deriving from a beggar-

your-neighbour strategy. Germany exemplifies this surplus situation.

The reverse case of deficit can lead to risky situations. It is exempli-

fied by the peripheral countries of the EU, in which a current account

deficit was associated to a strong capital inflow, starting around the

mid-1990s. This produced speculative bubbles and the growth of

domestic demand, with a consequent further increase in imports

and current account deficit. As said in Chapter 1, when the financial

crisis broke out, capital inflows in peripheral countries ceased and

their repatriation began, with the consequence of causing the illiquid-

ity of the banks and the prolongation of the financial crisis.

The coexistence of similar strong imbalances of opposite nature

is not new worldwide. In the interwar period, the United States and

France enjoyed significant current account surpluses, while Germany

and the United Kingdom suffered from high deficits and the inability

to find a shared solution to the problem accentuated the Great Crisis

of 1929.

Over the past four decades, current account imbalances have

grown globally, particularly in the 1990s and later until the Great

Recession. At the outbreak of this, the total of surpluses and deficits

went from 2 to 2.5% of the total world GDP in the early 1980s to

about 3.5% in 2000 and 5.5% in 2006, to then settle down again at

3.5% in 2017 (see Figure 42).

The imbalances of recent years have grown especially among

the more advanced countries. In particular, the surplus of Germany

and China has increased, as well as that of the Netherlands, Sweden,

Korea and Singapore. Certainly in some cases, as already mentioned

.      
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for Germany, but also for China, the surplus derived from a policy

tending to damage the neighbour. Conversely, the USA, UK, Brazil,

Indonesia, South Africa and Turkey have increased their deficit.

While the case of the deficit of the first two countries derives from

policies different from, but to some extent harmful to, other
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countries,9 that of the emerging countries configures, as mentioned,

the typical consequences of a development strategy (see Figure 43).

The recent financial and currency crises have provided a wealth

of information useful for domestic and international economic policy.

They indicate, first of all, the need to adopt certain rules of conduct

for the various countries, which ensure:

1 the elimination of deficits by restrictive fiscal and monetary policies and

the adoption of structural policies for the reform of labour and product

markets, with particular regard to those that increase labour productivity;
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  Excessive global imbalances as a % of world GDP, 2013–2017,
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(Source: International Monetary Fund database)

9 With particular reference to the United States, there is a broad consensus that
imbalances are not sustainable. The problem is of this kind: Can American operators
continue to borrow from abroad? Of course, this depends on the willingness of the
rest of the world to acquire dollars while continuing to finance the United States. To
solve this problem, President Trump had started a trade war, particularly with
China, but also with Europe.
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2 the elimination of surpluses through expansionary macroeconomic policies

as well as structural policies aimed at reducing excessive savings;

3 international coordination leading to the adoption of more incisive

regulatory and surveillance policies on the internal financial and credit

market, with the more widespread application of the standards regarding

the capital adequacy requirements of banks, prudential control and

information requirements for the public formulated by the Basel

Committee on Banking Supervision;10

4 the study of cases in which it is not convenient to resort to a fixed exchange

rate regime: Although useful for gaining credibility in the initial stages of a

return from periods of high inflation, fixed exchange rates are in the long

run difficult to sustain for countries characterized by weakness in terms of

the real and/or financial economy;

5 the reduction of the complete liberalisation of international capital

movements, in particular by limiting short-term ones, which have a

potential speculative character;

6 the reassessment of the role that international organisations, in particular

the IMF, can play.

.     

International coordination can be defined as a situation in which each

country manoeuvres the policy instruments at its disposal in order to

achieve not only its own objectives, but also those of the rest of

the world.

The need for coordination can arise when there is interdepend-

ence between the various economies. In this case, the uncoordinated

action of the various countries usually leads to sub-optimal results.

Economic interdependence between the various economies

finds expression in the globalisation of markets and production. In

an era of globalisation, what happens in one country, as a result of the

action of private or public operators, has repercussions in other

10 On the new rules established by the Bank for International Settlements, which go by
the name of Basel III, see Bank for International Settlements (2017). Changes to
these rules were approved in 2017, which go by the name of Basel IV and will come
into force in 2022.
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countries that can be positive or negative. Therefore, these constitute

forms of externalities (spillover) or external economies and diseco-

nomies, that is, effects, positive or negative, caused by the action of

a subject on other subjects, without the former, respectively, receiving

or paying a compensation.

1 In some cases, the concepts of external economies and diseconomies and

public goods are directly applicable, as occurs for pollution or for the

dissemination of knowledge through some means of communication or

for defence.

Global or international public goods have recently assumed

particular importance in relation to the phenomenon of globalisation. These

are public goods whose benefits extend beyond national borders, affecting

citizens of different countries, at the limit the whole of humanity: peace,

the environment, biodiversity, health, scientific and technical knowledge,

financial stability, the existence of common technical standards, such as

accounting rules, measurement systems and technical standards (think, in

this case, of power sockets). The negative effects of the lack of (or scarce)

production of global public goods are more difficult to remedy than in the

case of national public goods, as the main operator that tends to avoid such

negative effects in a national context, that is, the State, can act itself as a

free rider – that is, as a ‘freeloader’ or parasite – with respect to global public

goods. In other terms, one can say that there is no international public body

that can remedy to the lack of global public goods.

For example, the positions taken by some countries to refuse

accession to international treaties that provide for limitations on

pollution factors can be explained in this key: Evading the adoption

of the (certainly expensive) measures that make the necessary

improvements possible, these countries benefit from the positive

effects on the climate produced by the limitations adopted by others.

After the ratification by Nicaragua and Syria, the United States had

remained the only country in the world that was playing this role.

Indeed, the Trump administration had decided not to ratify the Paris

Climate Agreement. However, in February 2021 the new US presi-

dent, Joe Biden, has declared that his country officially rejoins the

Paris accord.

.      
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In the absence of a supranational authority, international coord-

ination of the public actions of various countries can offer limited

results. In this situation, the study and coordination of international

institutions, such as the United Nations, is precious. This, however,

clashes with the impossibility, on the one hand, of requiring states to

respect the agreements reached at this level and, on the other, of

directly providing global public goods by any international institu-

tion, due to financial issues.

2 In other cases the effects of external economies and diseconomies and

public goods can be better represented in macroeconomic terms, and it is

these that we will deal essentially with in this section. Let’s see how they

can originate.

Let’s assume the existence, in a fixed exchange rate regime, of

only two countries, France and Italy, which have roughly the same

economic size, have only one policy instrument (public spending) and

tend to increase income, while safeguarding their balance of

payments equilibrium.

If a country, say France, expands its GDP a lot, it can cause a

reduction or even a deficit in its balance of payments. And similarly

for Italy. Therefore, the two countries are induced to slow down their

expansionary policies. But if Italy adopts expansionary policies at the

same time as France, it is likely that the balance of payments of

neither of the two countries worsens. This shows that international

coordination ensures better macroeconomic outcomes than independ-

ently adopted policies.

The transmission of the effects of one country’s policy to the other

can be negative rather than positive, as in the example presented now;

that is, instead of having a positive ‘external’ or macroeconomic effect,

there is a negative ‘externality’ (see external diseconomies) or a negative

macroeconomic effect: the action of the country considered is then con-

figured as a beggar-my-neighbour policy. Exchange rate depreciations and

protectionist policies are examples of this in some cases. In some other

cases, however – as noted above – devaluation or protectionism, used in
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conjunction with other policy measures, may not translate into beggar-

my-neighbour policies. Financial stability is an example of international

public good that can be conceived in macroeconomic terms.

3. A further reason in favour of coordinating the policies of the various

countries lies precisely in avoiding competition between governments such

as to reduce the degree of achievement of common objectives, with the

possibility of a race to the bottom, implying losses for all countries. This

occurs in the most disparate fields, ranging from environmental policies to

anti-monopoly policies, from policies of labour protection to fiscal ones.

In the tax field, countries that practice ‘soft’ policies are configured as

real tax havens. Some of them are part of the European Union itself

(e.g., Luxembourg, Ireland, the Netherlands), as already said.

Generally speaking, international coordination, as will be speci-

fied later, normally allows better results to be achieved for all coun-

tries, in terms of a given objective. It is not certain, however, that

every country receives an advantage from the coordination and, even

if it does, that it finds the coordination itself convenient, as the

defection from, or non-participation in, the agreement could lead to

a better result, in absence of ‘retaliation’ from other countries.

In the light of these considerations, it can be concluded that

international coordination tends to be favoured by the presence of both

an effective system of sanctions for the countries that decide to act as

free riders and an adequate compensationmechanism in terms of other

objectives for the countries that, despite being damagedwith respect to

a given objective, adhere to multilateral agreements, respecting them.

Obviously, cooperation in these matters implies that the prob-

lem of safeguarding starting positions is addressed, in particular, for

countries that are in a disadvantaged position and which could even

see this position worsened. To meet these requirements, exceptions,

delays, safeguard clauses, and the like, are often introduced in inter-

national agreements for the weaker countries.

The real problem, however, is that these favourable conditions

are often insufficient to allow the LDCs to overcome their condition.

Other measures are indeed essential to attack the underlying reasons

.      
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for underdevelopment and which often go beyond the capabilities of

individual developing countries.

As for the modalities, coordination can take place through ad

hoc consultations (for example, a negotiation only on the level of

duties and not on other aspects of international relations) or through

the adoption of rules that give rise to institutionalized cooperation

(e.g., with an agreement aimed at keeping fixed exchange rates, also

with the contribution of specially created bodies).

This second mode of cooperation normally establishes rules or

regimes thatmake it possible to at least partially avoid the inefficiencies

deriving from unilateral solutions, thus providing a certain and lasting

form of cooperation. The gold standard in force until 1914 for all coun-

tries (except for the USA, for which the convertibility of the national

currency into gold lasted until August 1971), the BrettonWoods system,

the European Monetary System (EMS), the rules established in

Maastricht for participation in the third phase of the EMU project are

examples of such type of coordination. Unlike the last case, in the first

cases precise policy prescriptions were not provided, but a common

objective was agreed upon – exchange rate stability – from which, as

mentioned, beneficial consequences were expected on the functioning

of the various economic systems (for example, in order to avoid policies

of the kind that harm the neighbour, i.e. beggar-my-neighbour) and the

achievement of which required quite stringent policies.

There are reasons that would lead to preference for institution-

alised cooperation over an ad hoc cooperation: For example, the latter

is more easily exposed to pressure from various power groups. In

addition, the need to repeat ad hoc negotiations before any concerted

action makes it inefficient, all the more so the greater the problems of

political instability, with the connected turnover of negotiators.

On the other hand, the awareness of the existence of rules that are

difficult to renegotiate in institutionalized cooperation (and, therefore,

in the abstract to be respected for an indefinite or long time) can accentu-

ate the difficulty of this type of cooperation. Furthermore, ad hoc (and

therefore discretionary) interventions may be necessary whenever
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countries are facedwith events not foreseen by the rules of institutional-

ized cooperation or, in any case, with facts that would require a behav-

iour of the policy makers different from that envisaged by the rules; to

this end, however, institutionalized cooperation often provides excep-

tions – or safeguard clauses –with respect to the usual rules. Finally, the

rules of institutionalized cooperation require periodic revisions that

cannot be avoided simply in order to avoid slow and difficult negoti-

ations: In the absence of such revisions, the discretion and flexibility

required by the changing historical context would be entrusted to the

action of the technocrats of the institutions, with distorting effects. As

said, an example of such distortions concerns the decision to allow

access to the resources of the International Monetary Fund for deficits

arising from exports of capital: As said, access was first denied and then

granted by the bodies of the Fund, without the statute having been

changed in the meantime, with significant practical consequences.

In general, the effectiveness of international cooperation is

entrusted to the presence of rules and public bodies capable of covering

in geographical terms the global space in which private institutions

(markets,firms) now operate. In otherwords, it is a question ofmatching

global private institutions with a world government – or at least a gov-

ernment at a ‘regional’ (supranational) level, such as the European

Union – capable of dealing with the failures of the former in terms of

efficiency and equity, precisely at a global or regional level. The problems

of political representation, especially at a global level, are enormous, but

this seems to be the way to go. Otherwise, the well-known issues that

arise at the national level will reproduce at a new and wider level.

.       

    

4.7.1 The Growth of China and the Instability
of the Multipolar Equilibrium

China’s vigorous growth in recent decades at rates of the order of

magnitude of 10% and more – which in recent years has lost its pace
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only in relative terms (i.e., only when compared to that experienced

previously by the same country), while remaining much higher than

that of other countries – has led a new player to excel in terms of

overall income, as well as of foreign exchange reserves, with ambi-

tious plans for further progress. In this country, the number of the

absolute poor (i.e., those earning less than $1.90 per day at purchasing

power parity in 2011) was reduced from 835 million in 1981 to

6 million in 2019, representing a percentage of the population which

fell at the same time from 84% to less than 1% (.51%). However,

higher incomes have also grown and therefore inequalities have not

decreased, but increased. In some cases, even the wages paid are

higher in China than in some European countries, those of

Eastern Europe.

In terms of technology, China is now a leader in many sectors.

In many cases, the primacy has been achieved thanks to a skilful

imitation of the technologies adopted in cutting-edge countries, as

well as the imposition of special rules for foreign direct investments in

the country. For example, full ownership of the share capital by

foreign investors is prohibited in some sectors, and access to the

Chinese market was – and perhaps still is, despite the ban resulting

from the country’s entry into the WTO – traded for transfer of tech-

nology. In addition, China has encouraged multinational companies

to set up R&D centres in China, which implies the emergence of

positive externalities for the country, in particular through the

training of highly qualified personnel.

The increased importance of the Chinese economy and the

recent financial crisis have accentuated the requests for reform in

the architecture of the International Monetary Fund. Following

these requests, the G20 decided, in November 2010, to increase

the Fund’s shares allocated to emerging countries. Since

November 2015, the yuan, together with the US dollar, the euro,

the yen and the British pound, has been one of the reserve curren-

cies that make up the Special Drawing Rights, with a weight of

10%. The decision of the Fund will have no other practical effect
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than that of admitting the renminbi, that is, the yuan, in the deter-

mination of the value of a notional currency such as the Special

Drawing Rights (whose value is given by that of the basket of

currencies that compose it), which was created for loans from the

Fund to governments and to make payments or intervene in the

foreign exchange market by selling its holdings against convertible

currencies. Countries that accept these rights, usually those in

surplus position, increase their availability of reserves and will be

able to use the rights themselves to pay off any future deficit

positions, benefitting, however, from the interest.

The decision to admit the renminbi in the determination of the

value of these rights constitutes an important signal at the political

level, as it puts an end to the ‘exorbitant privilege’ of the dollar,

denounced at the time by French President Charles De Gaulle. The

Chinese think similarly to De Gaulle: Some countries, on the path of

losing economic primacy, cling to the privilege of their currency. At

the economic level, this recognition of the importance of the Chinese

currency also implies that China will try to keep the value of the yuan

stable, avoiding devaluations of its currency in order to compensate

for the slowdown in growth.

Apart from this, in the longer run there may be the fear that the

multipolar equilibrium situation is unstable, as similar situations

have been in the past, for example when the pound and the dollar

were at the centre of the system. Unlike in the past, due to cultural

and political factors, the conditions that allowed a painless or almost

painless transition from multipolar equilibrium to an equilibrium in

which a single currency is dominant may not exist today.

Favourable conditions include progress in China’s protection of

intellectual property rights. There have in fact been many patent

registrations in recent years, with China now holding 20% of inter-

national patents, immediately following the United States, which

owns 23%. But what is most impressive is that China’s growth rate

of registrations has been in double digits for several years. In

2019 China filed more patent applications than the USA.

.     
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On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that China is still

the holder of silent violations of international agreements that have

resulted in European appeals to the WTO and US retaliation, actually

followed by a second round of Chinese counter-retaliation, first, and

American, after. In fact, for technology transfers from the EU, China

imposes particular rules on industrial property rights and other intel-

lectual property rights, which are different from those it applies to

technology transfers between Chinese companies. This takes place by

discriminating against holders of foreign intellectual property rights

as well as limiting the ability of foreign parties to protect some

intellectual property rights in China, thus violating the WTO obliga-

tions. Officially in retaliation for Chinese violations of international

agreements – but in reality as part of a neo-protectionist policy – in

2018 the United States introduced tariffs of 25% on 818 Chinese

industrial and technological products, ranging from cars to electronic

products, medical equipment and aircraft parts, worth $34 billion in

imports. Beijing’s response was to trigger similar sanctions on 545 US

products, ranging from agricultural goods to vehicles. In these behav-

iours, therefore, we can almost see the outbreak of a real trade war.

Partly in defence of China is the consideration of the fact that a

country that is just emerging from a state of backwardness has more

justifications than a country at the forefront of the world economy in

adopting measures to restrict the action of foreign companies.

However, the acceptance by the Chinese of international rules that

provide for such cases implies compliance with the rules themselves.

The Trump administration also followed a policy that seriously

threatened compliance with global and regional international agree-

ments and undermined the existing structure and equilibrium. In

September 2020, the WTO ruled that the United States had violated

international rules by having imposed high additional tariffs on goods

for more than $380 billion against China since March 2018.

In terms of threats to the current equilibrium in international

relations, to the actions of the United States towards China men-

tioned above must be added the threat (thankfully returned) of the
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USA to introduce duties against Europe and the denunciation of the

regional agreements entered into by the United States that led to the

renegotiation of the duties initially established within the NAFTA

(North American Free Trade Agreement), with Canada and Mexico.

This Agreement has been substituted since April 2020 by the USMCA

Agreement between the same countries.

Towards the WTO, the Trump administration tried to justify

what was actually a violation of the Organisation’s rules – that is, the

use of discriminatory tariffs on steel and aluminum – with the argu-

ment that they are goods of importance for national security, even if

that could hit some ‘friendly’ countries such as Canada and Japan and

would undermine the global trading system. In reality, Trump’s deci-

sion in some measure can not only have negative effects in these two

countries, but also backfire on the United States, as products subject

to tariffs enter different value chains, from which also goods produced

in the United States originate, which leads to an increase in the prices

of these goods.

Another action by which the Trump administration had

weakened the WTO is that which attempted to block the activity of

this organisation’s Dispute Settlement Body by failing to renew

its members.

4.7.2 Problems of Global Equilibrium in the Absence
of a Global Government: Rodrik’s Trilemma

A Turkish economist, Dani Rodrik, highlighted the mutual incom-

patibility between deep international integration, national sover-

eignty and democracy. This is the trilemma taking its name from

the economist, which is illustrated in Figure 44.

According to this trilemma, two of these conditions can be

satisfied at the same time, but not the third. For example, globalisa-

tion and the nation state imply giving up democracy, because national

sovereignty would interfere with the consequences of international

integration, which requires following the guidelines of the markets.
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The acceptance of the democracy–nation state binomial pre-

vents full international economic integration, because that binomial

would lead to results not pleasing to the markets, due to the fact that

the state would direct the economy in a different direction from

markets. So it was in the world of Bretton Woods, where capital

movements were limited, to leave room for freedom for nation states.

Finally, international integration and democracy at the inter-

national level would imply the non-existence of the nation state,

because it would be necessary to accept the guidelines of the

international bodies.

International integration, democracy at the international level

and the nation state are anyway the three poles between which the

world economy and its political structure oscillate. The various coun-

tries have chosen paths that are halfway between acceptance and

rejection of the various poles. Thus, for example, while remaining at

the level of the nation state and accepting democracy, some of them

have opened up to forms of international integration as deep as that of

the EMUor less deep, as for theG20. Others, on the other hand, refused

such rather intense forms of integration, remaining only within the

ambit of less active organisations and often putting themselves at odds

with the decisions of othermember countries, such asHungary, which,

although part of the EU does not comply with the Dublin Regulation.

THE POLITICAL TRILEMMA OF THE WORLD ECONOMY

Deep economic integration

Global
federalism

Golden
Straitjacket

Nation state
Bretton Woods compromise

Democratic politics

  The political trilemma of the world economy
(Source: Rodrik, 2011)
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4.7.3 The Current Position and Perspectives
of International Relations

As mentioned, the institutions born at the end of World War II were

inspired to a well-tempered liberalism, but this principle was later

disregarded in practice, in particular by the IMF, leaving space instead

for an exasperated liberalism, which found its maximum expression

in the Washington Consensus.

Bretton Woods institutions, as they have evolved, have led to

positive results in terms of international integration and income

growth rates, but are also responsible for financial and currency crises,

some of which are closely related to the demands made on countries

in need of loans to liberalise capital movements. The World Bank is

also responsible for the policy followed for a certain period of time to

encourage the growth of the recipient country, on the assumption that

this would lead to an automatic improvement in the living conditions

of the poorest classes of the population. Numerous criticisms have

been addressed to this extreme liberalism, many of which have been

accepted by international organisations.

If until a few years ago the history of post-war international

economic relations had offered a period – indeed limited – of temper-

ate liberalism followed by a longer period of almost complete liberal-

isation, in the most recent years we are witnessing a new change

of direction, with at least two countries, China and the United

States, engaged in more or less open trade wars, in various ways

(Acocella, 2019).11

The growth of China threatens the current equilibrium situ-

ation based largely on US hegemony, and a multipolar equilibrium

is looming, in which this country is joined by China. The bipolarity of

the balance and the trade struggle between China and the United

States, which is a manifestation of it, as said, can generate instability

and dangers for the world economic balance.

11 On the recent relations between China and the United States see also Bordo and
Levy (2019), in addition to Sub-section 4.7.1.
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Thus, the solution of tempered liberalism at an international

level desired by many to avoid the instability highlighted by Rodrik’s

trilemma – which already today shows strong cracks, with the gov-

ernment of almost all international bodies firmly in the hands of the

USA and, in part, of Europe – may receive further blows in the future

and prove unworkable. Further obstacles may derive from the spread

of hesitations towards the transfer of power at supra-national levels

and of broad waves of populism12 in many advanced countries, espe-

cially in Europe, and from the widespread manifestations of episodes

of protectionism, primarily by the United States and China.

The future, therefore, does not look rosy at all and the probabil-

ity of a return to the situations of commercial war that were typical of

the interwar period is significant.

From the well-tempered liberalism expressed by the inter-

national bodies founded at the end of World War II, we have moved

on to a pushed liberalism and perhaps the current spread of protec-

tionism could be the product, certainly excessive, of that extreme

liberalism. The populist waves that afflict Europe, heralds of similar

closures, can find a similar foundation.

It would be desirable, but at the present time difficult to predict,

that the world stops on the path that leads to a trade war and closure

of borders and reconstructs the climate that led to temperate

liberalism.13

Instead, a third phase of globalisation may emerge, made pos-

sible by teleworking and telerobotics, which would make it possible

to operate remotely and provide various types of work, that is, hybrid

work, both intellectual and manual, through ‘virtual’ emigration.

Their impact on various countries, in particular on emerging econ-

omies, including through the possible boost to global value chains, is

uncertain (see World Trade Organization, 2019).

12 On the roots of populism see Rodrik (2019).
13 Very wise indications on the ways in which globalisation (and its benefits) can be

saved from the breakdowns produced by its to the bitter end supporters can be found
in Rodrik (2007).
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Post-war globalisation presents two faces. On the one hand, most

European countries and the United States have controlled free flows

of people, by imposing regulations and bans on entry of foreign immi-

grants. These movements have then been much smaller than those of

the decades around the beginning of the twentieth century. As to the

attitudes of nation states and international institutions with respect

to other aspects of globalisation (i.e., movements of goods and capital),

a laissez-faire attitude has prevailed, except in the very recent years

with reference to the USA and China. The various countries have

assumed a different attitude towards other aspects of global problems,

that is, environment and climate change issues. Only recently, with

the Paris Agreement of 2015, have they agreed on the need to reduce

pollution and have imposed a limited reduction of it.

Considering these attitudes on the whole, we can say that only

some aspects of globalisation have been governed. Therefore, this is a

negative aspect of the current situation that makes globalisation to

become one of the ‘terrible four’ we have alluded to before, whereas it

could produce positive effects in case it were controlled.

Globalisation has been the object of criticism from those who

want fair trade more than free trade, such as Joseph Stiglitz and the

ordinary people that have found expression in the no global move-

ment, contrary to free trade and the organisations that regulate it,

which would represent a threat to social rights and respect for

the environment.

Moreover, the de-globalisation tendencies that had already

arisen before the pandemic have strengthened, being certainly accel-

erated by it (see also Razin, 2021). A blow to globalisation had already

resulted from the recognition of the damages produced by excessive

international movements of capital, but the various countries had not

imposed restrictions on them. On the other hand, the flows of goods –

particularly those relating to merchandises – stagnated after 2008,

while trade in services increased (see Figure 45) since the beginning

.        ? 
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of the financial crisis. Now, the pandemic has further undermined one

of the three pillars of globalisation, namely international production,

hitting the connective tissue constituted by the global value chains, or

the production chains of goods that cross borders and countries, from

one end of the world to the other, of which has been said in Box 3.

The international fragmentation of production between various

countries expressed by global value chains can have different effects

in a situation of vast pandemic. On the one hand, it has been shown

that firms with greater market power and larger global value chains

have better resisted the impact of the pandemic (Hyun et al., 2020).

On the other hand, chains can cause problems to other firms during a

pandemic. In fact, the suspension of international traffic that follows

the limitations introduced by the various countries (which are cer-

tainly more binding than those that can be decided in a single country)

can impair the production of the final good, causing a negative supply

shock. Consider that in the period January–February 2020 alone,

China reduced its exports of data processing tools by more than 30%
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and imports of the same products by more than 45% (Seric et al.,

2020). Even if in the long term and in the absence of the problems

created by the epidemic, the re-nationalisation of chains is less advan-

tageous from an economic point of view, due to the loss of the long-

term advantages deriving from relations with foreign suppliers (see

Giovannetti et al., 2020), in the presence of the pandemic it would

certainly reduce the drop in production. This is why many – such as,

for example, the French Minister of Economy and Finance, Bruno Le

Maire – are asking the European authorities to ensure sovereign and

independent supplies (see Le Maire, 2020).

Moreover, Ricci (2020) notes that ‘the epidemic has vividly

shown large companies that this network is also beyond their control.

They realized that, in many cases, they have no idea about who

supplies that particular component, where the hell it is and whether,

at this point, it will continue to supply material or not’. And in the

future, catastrophes other than an epidemic, such as a tsunami (or

even trade wars) can have similar effects.

Both American and Chinese firms are adapting to simplify these

chains, but it is the European ones that have resorted to them to a

greater extent, covering about 70% of the value of the products that

are exported and therefore require now more profound adjustments.

All this will lead to a further slowdown in the international

integration process, in addition to that which has already occurred

in terms of global flows of capital and goods, and this slowdown has

been defined by the English weekly The Economist with the term

‘slowbalisation’ (‘slowing of globalisation’ or ‘de-globalisation’)14.

In any case, the goal should be pursued of a multilateral attitude

tending to implement sustainable development goals (Unctad, 2020).

To this end, efforts should be made to promote growth through appro-

priate investments, not only in environmental matters, but also in the

implementation of the latest technologies (industry 4.0 – i.e., the

14 On slowbalisation – in addition to The Economist (2019) – see the recent article by
Irwin (2020) and the empirical and analytical review by Kandila et al. (2020).
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fourth industrial revolution enlarging automation of traditional

manufacturing and industrial practices – artificial intelligence,

machine learning, etc.), in order to facilitate sustainable development.

In addition, the current globalisation should be made more inclusive

as to the countries involved and a countervailing power with respect

to that of specific countries and the multinational companies by

various operators should be developed: national and – even more –

international public institutions and some private ones, such as those

of workers (Ietto Gillies, 2020). In other terms, liberalisation should be

balanced with a proper regulation.

. 

Apart from some parentheses, globalisation has proceeded over time,

due to various factors, of a technical nature and of an economic policy

kind. Among the latter, a cooperative international political-

institutional environment plays a decisive role, which can help

explain the sustained pace of globalisation after World War II. The

consequences of globalisation on efficiency can be different in the

short run, when they are generally positive, and in the long run, when

they can be negative if globalisation leads to an increased degree of

monopoly. As to equity, the effects in single countries are beneficial

for some people and negative for others. A similar impact can derive

from globalisation on different countries. However, it should be

recalled that ungoverned globalisation can lead to economic imbal-

ances, which raises the need for some kind of international coordin-

ation. In the recent decades this has proceeded with beneficial effects,

but in the last few years notable oppositions have grown, in particular

by China and the United States, leading to tariff wars and the like.
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 Pulling the Strings
of Our Arguments
Mutual Relations between
the Terrible Four

Many issues arise, if one looks at our findings in the previous chapters

of the book. They first regard the relationships between each of the

phenomena examined there in terms of the various channels tying

these phenomena and, in some cases, the direction of causality

between them – for example, the links between crisis and distribu-

tion. In fact, crises can affect distribution, while inequality has an

effect on crises. There are also links between crises and globalisation.

The former can negatively affect the latter, insofar as they cut global

value chains, leading to the re-nationalisation of many activities.

Globalisation, in turn, can affect distribution in single countries and

at the world level. More specifically, globalisation can have negative

effects on distribution. Stagnation can have effects similar to crises.

Various links are then established between the various issues. This

means that the indicated issues must be treated in an integrated way.

In any case, the problem arises whether there are enough instruments

to solve them.

In the following section we deal with the nature of the interrela-

tionships between the various issues. Section 5.2 investigates the

problem of the number of instruments to face the various targets.

.   

  

Let us deal first with the effects of crises on distribution, beginning

with the effects on single countries.

An empirical investigation referred to twenty-four countries

shows that banking crises have increased income inequality in the
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pre–World War I and post–World War II periods, even if not in the

Interwar period. Currency crises increased top incomes up to World

War II, but decreased them after this war in the years 1950–2012.

Banking crises have influenced distribution through the availability

of credit to production and the cost of credit to households, whereas

currency crises have had an influence on the terms of trade (Baeten,

2016) and, thus, on the distribution of income between countries.

According to Bodea et al. (2019), the effects of crises on distribution

operate in the long-run.

The crisis – and globalisation1 – in most cases have exacerbated

the problems of poverty and inequality between countries, the effect

much depending on the way we measure inequality. Figure 46 shows

the trend of worldwide inequality – measured in terms of Gini coeffi-

cients – according to different interpretations (inequality between the

average incomes of the various countries weighted and unweighted

for the population of each country or inequality between the incomes

of the various people in the world measured in the same way it is done

among people within a country).

The emergence of some countries in the foreground on the

economic scene, first of all China and India, especially in the current

millennium, has produced a significant increase in their average

income, although in many cases the differences between the less

well-off and the better off have increased inside them. Therefore,

worldwide inequality, after having increased continuously since

1950, has shrunk in this century, if it is measured in terms of average

incomes in the various countries, without weighing the countries

themselves with their population (this corresponds to the ‘Concept

1’ of Figure 46). The same result is not obtained if we consider the

differences between countries by weighing the countries themselves

with their population (what corresponds to ‘Concept 2’ in the figure).

In fact, if measured in this way, inequality has continuously reduced.

1 To be true, it is difficult – but not impossible – to disentangle the effects of these
two factors.
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As was to be expected, the worldwide inequality considering the

income of each inhabitant regardless of the country of origin is higher

and has a fluctuating trend over the last twenty to thirty years up to

2010 (‘Concept 3’).

In the last ten years, inequality has continued to decrease

according to the first two concepts, but more recently, with respect

to the effects of the pandemic on inequality, international income

inequality has decreased with Concept 1, while increasing if weighted

by population (Deaton, 2021).

If, instead of underlining in synthetic terms the trend over time

of inequalities, we try to examine the variation of the inequalities
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Note 1: An increase in the Gini coefficient indicates an increase in inequality and
vice versa for the case of a reduction.
Note 2: Concept 1 refers to inequality between average incomes of various countries
not weighted by the population of each. Concept 2 refers to the inequality between
average incomes of various countries weighted by the population of each. Concept
3 measures inequality between all individuals on the planet in a way similar to that
with which inequality is measured within a country, referring to the income of
every person (or family) in the world.
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themselves for the various subjects over time and, in particular, as a

result of the economic crisis, we can see how what has been called

the ‘elephant’ has changed over time. Figure 47 shows the profile of

the elephant before the financial crisis: in the twenty years following

1988, the income earners who had benefitted most were those

included in the percentiles from 30% to 65% (in short, the middle

classes), with gains equal to or greater than 60%. The higher-level

income earners had instead lost ground (with gains even lower than

10%). Only the last percentile still had gains close to 60%. The

reason for this is relatively easy to explain. In fact, the two decades

following 1988 are those in which income growth has increased

exponentially in some emerging countries, especially China and

India, whose population now largely constitutes the world’s middle

class. The crisis that broke out in 2007–2008 had the effect of

accentuating these trends, increasing the incomes of the middle

classes (with earnings reaching 120%) and limiting those of the

wealthiest classes, with the last percentile earning ‘only’ just over
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40% more.2 Indeed, the crisis has hit the most the European coun-

tries and the United States, where the income earners with the

highest incomes live.

If one looks at the effects of the crisis on poverty and distribu-

tion in single countries, as we largely have done until now, they are

certainly negative. If one looks, instead, at the income distribution at

the world level, he can find – as seen in Figure 47 – that it has not

worsened, from some points of view, that is, if it is measured as for a

single country. It is true that the share of the highest income earners

has risen, but the share of middle classes has increased much more. It

is also true that this depends on the differential growth rate of

developed and emerging economies – which has been higher for the

latter than for the former – but the origin of this can be imputed to

globalisation. One can, however, say that this is only the initial effect

of globalisation. In fact, longer-term effects can be negative, due to

increasing monopolisation. Thus, this was the (initial) effect of glob-

alisation, while – as said – the financial crisis had no clear negative

influence on this distribution.

As mentioned, the crisis has also led to rethinking the extension

of production internationally, making us reflect on the opportunity to

re-nationalize global value chains and on the possibility of a process of

de-globalisation.

In addition to the effects of crises on inequality, there are also

effects in the opposite direction. In fact, one can argue that rising

inequality has a negative macroeconomic effect, as it creates

downwards pressure on aggregate demand. In addition, increasing

inequality can originate a crisis due to the higher propensity to specu-

late and to hold riskier financial assets of richer households

(Stockhammer, 2015).

2 However, it should be noted that Kharas and Seidel (2018) downsize these results,
showing that sampling data covering all realities would result in a much more
modest increase in the incomes of major income earners, equal to about 13%.

.       
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Rajan (2010) argues that US consumers with low incomes have

reduced their saving and increased their debt since the early 1980s.

This contributed to creating a credit bubble, which eventually burst in

the second half of the first decade of the 2000s, leading to the financial

crisis that soon spread to Europe. Rajan adds that inequality had an

influence on the crisis mediated by politics, which raised housing

subsidies. Acemoglu and Robinson (2006), instead, think that it was

politics that influenced both expansion of financial lending (thanks to

lobbying of the financial sector) to the poorer segments of the popula-

tion and inequality, thus fostering top incomes growth.

Crises and stagnation have an apparently positive effect on

efficiency through the environment, but available evidence partially

contrasts this opinion. In fact, stagnation has produced a deterioration

in biodiversity in terrestrial andmarine ecosystems at the global level,

while there have been improvements in some air pollutant emissions

in middle- and high-income countries. A transition to a sustainable

socio-environmental system requires concerted policy efforts

(Cantone et al., 2021).

As for the relationship between globalisation and stagnation,

from some points of view it is quite clear that the formation of

international oligopolies can contribute to stagnation by reducing

the competitive pressure, which is the driving force behind product-

ivity growth. From some other points of view, de-localisation can

have positive effects on the growth of the countries of origin for the

products that are de-localised (Bernard et al, 2020), and is likely to

have a similar effect on the destination country. At a more general

level too, one has to distinguish the effects of globalisation on employ-

ment and those on the value added of manufacturing in developed

countries: While those on employment of rising imports from

emerging countries are negative, those on the manufacturing value

added are positive (Fort et al., 2018).

As said, stagnation has effects similar to those of the crisis on

poverty and inequality. The consequences of inequality on growth can

indeed be very different. In some emerging countries, as in China,
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rising inequality has been associated with rising growth, but it must

be recognised that it was structural transformations that produced

growth and, as a consequence of this, inequality (see, e.g., Unctad,

2012). In other countries, mostly developed ones, inequality implies

an increase in savings and a fall in investment, with consequent

weakening of growth (see the literature cited in Section 2.2). As to

the effect of the crisis on globalisation, we can say that it is negative,

since it threatens global value chains, thus inducing firms to re-

nationalise at least some segments of these chains. In addition, crises

might upturn existing governments and open the way for a more

inward-looking attitude, thus reducing international economic rela-

tionships. It must be said, however, that the opposite can be also true,

that is, a crisis can lead to a new government with a more outward-

looking attitude. As to the effects of globalisation on crises, usually

the former can amplify the effects of the latter, by transmitting the

negative impulse of a crisis in one country to all the other countries

having economic ties with it. A typical example is that of the financial

crises, which spread very quickly from one country to another, such

as in the case of the financial crisis that started in mid-2007 in the

United States and propagated to the whole world by 2008.

Stagnation is fostered by a deep and prolonged crisis, as we have

been arguing in the previous pages. As said, it can have effects similar

to the crisis on distribution.

Various links are then established between the various issues

we have dealt with in the previous chapters. The problems indicated

are also linked to each other by the fact that all raise the question of

the public action necessary to counter them. Briefly, we can say that it

is now time to abandon the liberalism that for too long (has not)

guided public action and find a balance between the forces of the

market and public action (Johnson, 2019).

.      ?

As we have seen, there are currently a number of hard problems to be

faced by economic policy. But, together with these hard problems a

.      ? 
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number of new instruments have been devised that are available to

policymakers. Blanchard et al. (2010: 10) say that defining a new

macroeconomic policy framework is a very difficult task, more than

before, but not a desperate one. ‘The bad news is that the crisis has

made clear that macroeconomic policy must have many targets; the

good news is that it has also reminded us that we have in fact many

instruments, from “exotic” monetary policy to fiscal instruments, to

regulatory instruments. It will take some time, and substantial

research, to decide which instruments to allocate to which targets,

between monetary, fiscal and financial policies.’

Thus, the bad news aspect is due to the fact that many issues

have arisen with evidence at the same time. The Great Recession and

the Covid pandemic, secular stagnation, rising inequality and global-

isation are the (partly) new issues that have arisen in recent decades.

To be true, they had already manifested in the past, but seemed to be

dormant or to have been tamed for a while. This was the case of the

financial crises, with the ensuing stagnation, whose main occurrence

dates back to the Great Depression of the 1930s. Globalisation and

rising inequalities within both developed and less developed coun-

tries – even if inequality between them decreased after World War II –

seemed to have been under control for a while (say, until the 1970s),

but re-emerged in the following decades.

Thus the emergence of so many problems has raised questions

as to the ability of economic policy to adequately deal with them.

Monetary and fiscal policy were the classic tools to deal with eco-

nomic issues like those indicated. However, availability of only two

such tools was not enough to solve so many problems at a time. In

fact, a number of policy tools equal to that of policy objectives is

required for reaching fixed policy targets (golden rule of economic

policy).

In addition, insurgence of constraints has practically implied

dropping some policy tools: In the case of fiscal policy, they are due

to fiscal constraints, such as the limit to the budget deficit; for mon-

etary policy they are due to the impossibility or difficulty of lowering
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the nominal policy interest rate below zero, thus remaining stuck at

the ZLB. This prevents the current short-term interest rate and the

expected future short-term rates – on which long-term interest rate

depends – from reaching the level that would be required by the

market for profitable investment.3 The alternative to dropping some

policy tool has been confining its use within strict boundaries, which

is tantamount to the impossibility of respecting the golden rule and

the need to resort to a ‘second-best’ prospect. The implications for

managing public policy have thus been negative, as the set of tools

available for a lasting exit from the crisis has been impoverished.

In order to enlarge the number of existing policy instruments,

monetary policy has searched for unconventional tools4 to add to the

usual interventions in the short-term market, with the intention of

lowering long-term interest rates – which influence investment and

thus recovery and growth – and is particularly difficult to do in

conditions of ZLB. In addition, a number of new instruments have

been introduced that can face the new issues, at least in theory. These

are a series of unconventional monetary policy measures such as

‘quantitative easing’ and ‘forward guidance’ – putting emphasis on

monetary action in the long-term section of financial assets as well as

announcements on the future path of policy – and possibly recourse to

‘helicopter money’. Due to the mixed nature of some unconventional

policies and the helicopter money, response to the crisis has also

blurred the distinction between monetary and fiscal policy to the

point that this may appear to have vanished. Also microeconomic

prudential rules have been adapted to face systemic risks, giving rise

to macro-prudential policies. These new policies as well as the double

nature of some monetary policies make the case for coordinating all

3 As said, since 2014 the ECB and the central banks of other non-EMU countries (e.g.,
Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland and Japan) have introduced the practice of negative
interest rates for bank deposits with the central banks themselves in order to
encourage banks to increase lending. The action, however, has been almost
ineffective, and the enduring deflation has really hindered the effort to expand
the economy.

4 They are called ‘exotic’ instruments by Blanchard et al. (2010: 10).

.      ? 
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macroeconomic policies, balancing their extent and timing, also to

ensure proper functioning of democratic institutions. In addition, the

need arises to reflect on the adequacy of the low inflation targets

inherited from previous decades, which are set at too low a level for

the monetary policy to relieve the economy at a sustained pace and

reduce soaring public debt. Finally, new rules of fiscal policies have

been introduced, such as: (1) the so-called golden rule of deficit finan-

cing, prescribing that current revenues must balance only current

spending over the cycle and borrowing is permitted to fund public

investment or (2) debt target rules, instead of budget rules.

Then, new instruments can face new issues, at least in theory.

In practice, there are a number of constraints limiting the possibility

to use these new instruments to deal with the new issues that have

arisen in the last decades.

New limits have arisen especially due to political constraints.

First, they refer to the use of some tools. In fact, the crisis has over-

burdened public finances in most countries and soaring public debt

has constrained expansionary fiscal policy. The limits to increases in

public debt derive from: the implied excessive burden thrown on

future generations; the risks related to the stability of the system,

possibly emphasised by the operation of financial markets; and,

finally, the constraint related to high levels of public debt on the

potential for fiscal policy to deal with the next negative shocks and

secular stagnation. The attitude of governments has therefore

changed, and they have set or confirmed limits to public debt or both

to it and the public deficit. The United States has confirmed existing

constraints to rising debt in absolute terms by only slightly adjusting

the ceiling. In the European Monetary Union (EMU) the fiscal com-

pact has set limits more stringent than the SGP to both deficit and

debt as a ratio to the GDP.
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Conclusions

In this book we have dealt with the major problems of our time: the

crises, stagnation, inefficiency and inequality, globalisation. The

problems facing us – and the next generations – are largely ancient

problems, but they have grown worse recently. In the previous pages

we have analysed these problems both in isolation and in their inter-

relations. In fact, they are strictly interrelated one to another and are

certainly to be faced by public action considering these interrelations.

The financial crisis that has hit in particular Europe has been

followed by the pandemic, increasing the prospect of a secular stagna-

tion and negatively influencing efficiency and equity. Globalisation,

which has proceeded over time, due to various factors of a technical

nature and of an economic policy kind, has positive and negative

consequences on efficiency and equity, in single countries and at a

world level. All these economic problems are relevant and their rele-

vance is increased by: (1)the fact that, as said, the problems facing us –

and the next generations – are largely ancient problems but have been

aggravated recently; (2) the ‘golden rule’ of public action requires

availability of a number of policy tools at least equal to that of targets.

It is true that, facing the multiplication and aggravation of the

problems there has been an increase in the number of instruments,

due to the inventiveness of the economists, which has provided a

number of new tools, ranging from macro-prudential policy to uncon-

ventional monetary policies. These have partly remedied the reduc-

tion in the effectiveness of some traditional instruments, which has

decreased due to the duration and depth of the crisis, but also to the

constraint of the ZLB, which blocks policy interest rates at a zero

level, as negative interest rates are not conceivable (or are limited to

very specific circumstances). However, it is also true that, at the same
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time, the use of some policy tools is limited not only by further

economic constraints – due to the consideration of the possible reac-

tion of markets – but also by political constraints, which only partly

express the existence of these limitations due to markets. This

implies that economic policy appears as a ‘lame duck’.
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Glossary

Asset-backed security (ABS). A security whose payments for principal

and interests depend on (i.e., are ‘backed’ by) the value of a speci-

fied pool of underlying assets. These, in turn, are a group of small

and often illiquid assets that cannot be sold individually, such as

mortgages, credit card debt, student loans and auto loans. They are

pooled in order to allow the risk of investing in the underlying

assets to be diversified (and thus reduced) and are to be sold to

general investors, a process called securitisation.

Capital (or financial) account. It is a part of the balance of payments

recording the movements of short-, medium- and long-term cap-

ital, which are mainly divided into:

� direct investments (purchases or sales of shares and equity investments

such as to ensure control of companies located abroad);

� portfolio investments (purchase or sales of shares and equity investments

without control of the company participated, purchase of bonds and

government securities);

� other investments (public and private loans; short-,medium- and long-term

trade credits; bank capital and investments of other short-term assets).

Current account. It is the part of the balance of payments that sub-

stantially includes exports and imports of goods, that is, goods,

including services (e.g., freight, insurance, tourism income), and

income from labour and capital employed abroad as well as unilat-

eral transfers (contributions or public and private donations to/

from international bodies). All these items are in the nature of

current transactions. Within this account, transactions involving

goods alone give rise to the trade balance (by extension, this term

is often used, even if improperly, to include services as well); the

other items are called ‘invisible items’.
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ECB. This is the European Central Bank, which has the exclusive

right to: authorize the issuance of banknotes within the European

Monetary Union; carry out foreign exchange transactions for the

purpose of influencing the exchange rate of the euro with other

currencies and counteract excessive or erratic fluctuations; hold

andmanage the official reserves of theMember States; promote the

smooth functioning of payment systems.

Its primary objective is to maintain price stability, defined as an

annual increase in the medium term below, but close to, 2% of the

consumer price index for member countries. Without prejudice to

this objective, the Bank must support all the Union’s economic

policies, for example in favour of employment.

The ECB is independent of the EU bodies and therefore cannot

receive guidelines or be influenced by governments and other

European institutions. Furthermore, it can choose the operations

capable of securing its objective and is prohibited from opening

credit lines to public institutions of the EU or tomember countries.

The purchase of public securities is allowed only on the secondary

market, that is, it must be of securities already in existence.

Emissions Trading System. In 2005, an Emissions Trading System

(ETS) regulating pollution was implemented in the EU, setting caps

for emissions and instituting a trade system of permits to pollute.

This is the key EU tool for reducing greenhouse gas emissions

(mainly carbon dioxide), limiting emissions from heavy energy-

using installations operating in the EU countries and covering

around 45% of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions. The ETS is a

‘cap and trade’ system tending to combat climate change. A cap –

tending to be lowered over time in order to reduce total emissions –

is set on the total amount of certain greenhouse gases that can be

emitted. Companies receive emission allowances within their cap.

In case their emission is lower than the cap, they can sell the

permission – for the part they didn’t use – to the other firms that

cannot respect their cap. The limit on the total number of allow-

ances available – properly determined according to an assessment
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of current emissions – ensures that they have a value. The ETS

sectors include power and heat generation, combustion plants, oil

refineries, coke ovens, iron and steel plants and factories making

cement, glass, lime, bricks, ceramics. The emission cap can in fact

be changed. If it is set at a lower level, the consequence is that a

rather high carbon price results, implying a high value of the

externalities created by emissions and a high stimulus to carbon-

use saving and its replacement by renewable energies.

Endogenous. Something that happens having an internal cause or

origin. With reference to the determinants of the level of income

(see GDP), consumption is endogenous (as it depends on the level

of income itself ), whereas investment, government spending and

exports are exogenous. With reference, instead, to growth, one can

say that economic growth is primarily the result of technical pro-

gress, which in turn depends on improvements in productivity,

tied directly to investments in human capital and innovation from

governments and private-sector institutions. If one thinks instead

that technical progress depends not on this activity, but on factors

independent from it and completely autonomous (as in the case of

casual discoveries), technical progress is of an exogenous nature.

ESM. The European Stability Mechanism is also known as the ‘Bailout

Fund’. It is a European institution in existence since 2012 that aims

to ensure financial assistance to Member States in difficulty, with

a maximum lending capacity of €500 billion. The assistance is

subject to strict conditionality, linked to the non-existence of

excessive public deficits. Since 2019, a reform tending to exacer-

bate this conditionality is under discussion, but the epidemic and

the consequent increase in the needs of member states have led to

the suspension of the reform and, indeed, do favour the granting of

loans exempt from many conditions, except that the funds are

earmarked for healthcare costs.

Europe 2020. The agenda set by the EU for growth and employment in

the decade 2010–2020 aimed at achieving objectives in the

following five areas: employment (with more than 75% of people
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between 20 and 64 years occupied); a percentage higher than 3% of

GDP to be invested in R&D; a 20% reduction compared to 1990 in

greenhouse gas emissions together with a 20% increase in the

share of renewable sources in final energy consumption and a

20% increase in energy efficiency. In terms of school attendance,

the share of early school leavers had to be reduced to under 10%,

and at least 40% of 30-to-34 year olds should have completed

tertiary or equivalent education. As to poverty and social exclu-

sion, there should have been at least 20 million fewer people at risk

of poverty or social exclusion. A rather complete assessment of

the degree to which the targets have been fulfilled shows that the

employment and R&D targets have not been met, whereas the

tertiary education one has been reached and the greenhouse gas

emissions and the early leavers values were close to their targets in

the EU as a whole. Obviously, the situation differs widely between

the various countries.

Exchange rate. The price of a foreign currency in terms of the national

currency, for example, $1.25/1 euro, or 0.8 euro/$1. This price can

be fixed – or practically so, when it revolves around the so-called

parity (or central rate) between the two currencies, for example

when the exchange rate between dollars and euros can vary by

1–2% more or less around $1.25/1 euro – and then you have fixed

exchange rates. It is flexible if it can vary without such limits

(flexible exchange rates). When fixed exchange rates exist, parities

can be changed, implying that – after their change – exchange rate

fluctuations must revolve around the new parities. Generally

speaking, we can say for simplicity (in the doctrine there are

subtler semantic distinctions) that, when the quantity of foreign

currency (say, the dollar) increases per each unit of national cur-

rency (the euro), there is a devaluation or a depreciation of the

dollar and a revaluation or appreciation of the euro.

Exogenous. An entity that is (or can be considered) as being independ-

ent of another one. With reference to the determinants of the level

of income, investment, government spending and exports are
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exogenous as they do not depend on that level, whereas consump-

tion is endogenous. With reference, instead, to growth, one can say

that an exogenous factor of it is technological progress, which is

almost independent of economic forces. In the exogenous growth

model, economic growth in the long run depends on exogenous

technical progress, and not on other economic variables.

External economies and diseconomies (or externalities).

Respectively, any positive (negative) effect caused on operators

other than the one who incurred the cost of producing (or who

consumed) the good to which the external economy is connected.

A famous example of external economy is the production of fruit

by a farmer, which benefits the beekeeper placed nearby, because

the bees feed on pollen and nectar, without the beekeeper incurring

the cost of producing the fruit. As a matter of fact, the beekeeper’s

activity also generates external economies (in favour of the fruit

grower), as bees pollinate the orchards. This is indeed a case of

production of crossed external economies. A classic example of

external diseconomies is the smoke of factories, but that of house

chimneys is also of the same type.

Fallacy of the composition. This is the mistake that is made at the

macroeconomic level (i.e., at the level of the entire economy), if the

implications derived at the level of individuals are also referred to

the entire economy. If each family increases its propensity to save,

at the level of the entire economic system there is not a higher

amount of savings, but a smaller one. In fact, by virtue of the savings

paradox, the level of income that will be produced in that economic

system as a whole will be lower and, correspondingly, the level of

savings will also be lower than that desired by individuals.

Fiscal policy. It is the manoeuvre of the expenses and/or revenues of a

public body, that is, the manoeuvre of the public budget, which

can lead to a balance that is negative (i.e., with a deficit), zero

(a balance) or positive (surplus).

GDP (Gross Domestic Product). The aggregate market value of all

new goods produced over a certain period of time (usually a year)
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within an economic system. It is called gross because the part of

the value of pre-existing durable goods (for example, plants) that is

reduced due to deterioration and physical consumption as a conse-

quence of production, has not been subtracted from this value.

GDP can be considered equal, on the one hand, to the total remu-

neration paid to the so-called factors of production (labour, capital,

land) and, on the other, to the overall demand for goods expressed

in the system, for consumption and investment (private and public)

and for net exports (i.e., exports less imports) in that period.

Gini index or coefficient. It is a measure of the inequality of a distri-

bution. It is often used as a concentration index to measure

inequality in the distribution of income or wealth. It assumes

values between 0 and 1. Low values of the coefficient indicate a

fairly homogeneous distribution, with the value 0 corresponding to

perfect equidistribution. This happens in a situation in which

everyone receives exactly the same income; high values of the

coefficient indicate a more unequal distribution, with the value

1 corresponding to the maximum concentration, that is, the situ-

ation in which one person receives all the income of the country

while all the others have zero income.

Golden rule of public finance. It is the rule according to which the

objective of pursuing a balance of the public budget must be

limited to current expenditures and revenues only, offering the

possibility of financing public investment in deficit. The request

to adopt the golden rule tends to allow public investment to be

made rather than being reduced. This would indeed happen in the

case a rule were adopted asking for a balance of the whole budget,

as in this case the need to reduce public expenditures in order to

ensure the balance of the whole budget would be met by cutting

public investment, which is more easily compressible than current

expenditures. In fact, it is possible (or easier) to stop the construc-

tion of a new public work (thus reducing investment expenditures),

but not to stop the payment of salaries to public employees (which

are consumption expenditures).
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Helicopter money. Simply in order to show some effects of monetary

policy, Milton Friedman coined the parable of distributing money

to everyone through a helicopter flying over people, or of directly

transferring money to people’s checking accounts. This would

have the consequence of increasing their spending power (and,

according to him, raising prices).

Macroeconomic policy. It is the manoeuvre of macroeconomic instru-

ments, which are those that directly leverage aggregate quantities

(the variables that make up GDP, i.e., public and private consump-

tion, public and private investment, net exports). Macroeconomic

policy is implemented through various instruments: monetary

policy, which via the interest rate acts essentially on private

investment and, to some extent, on private consumption; macro-

prudential policy, which deals with financial instability; fiscal

policy, for example, with changes in public spending (consumption

and public investment) and/or in taxes, which influence consump-

tion and investment; exchange rate policy (devaluation or revalu-

ation), which affects exports and imports; incomes policy, which

sets both the remuneration of production factors, establishing

wage changes with respect to productivity, and prices, thus

affecting private consumption and investment.

Macroprudential policy. The policy that deals with financial instabil-

ity (or systemic instability), that is, a situation in which the eco-

nomic system may find itself due to a set of choices of operators

that lead to a phase of euphoria followed by a crisis, initially

mainly in the financial sector and then spreading to the real sector.

In the initial phase of euphoria, a speculative bubble is created,

with a considerable and self-sustaining increase in the prices of

financial assets (mainly shares) and of real assets (in particular, real

estate). The ‘bursting’ of the bubble leads in succession to: a simi-

larly pronounced and self-sustaining fall in the prices of these

assets; inability to make payments by financial or other operators;

decline in deposits; bankruptcy of banks and businesses; possible

distrust of banks and bank runs; fall in economic activity and
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employment and possibly also in the general level of prices of

goods. The one just described is the sequence of instability that

has manifested itself on two occasions in the last ninety years, first

during the so-called Great Crisis that began in 1929 and then

during the financial crisis that began in 2007, which is mentioned

several times in the main text.

At the heart of financial instability are the choices of the

banking system. Macroprudential regulation has precisely the

objective of coping with externalities (due to the ripple effect that

insolvencies can have) and increasing resistance to systemic risk.

In many cases, it consists of the same instruments as the micro-

prudential one, that is, credit limits applied to specific sectors or to

the entire economic system, or deposit insurance. To act in a

systemic way, macroprudential regulation must have countercy-

clical effects, which can be achieved by introducing requirements

(for example, of capital) that are different according to the state of

the economy and the likelihood of bubbles forming in activities.

The requirements are therefore higher in periods of expansion,

lower during contractions. The nature of the related rules can be

discretionary or automatic. This second is the case in which

requirements are linked to some indicators of economic activity,

precisely in order to reduce the cyclical trend. Capital require-

ments are the main tool of these policies.

Market failures. We speak of market failure when it is judged that the

market fails to ensure a good social position, leading to an ineffi-

cient and/or unfair situation. We talk about inefficiency if all those

goods that could be produced with the available resources are not

produced. An example of this inefficiency is given by the lack of

exploitation of a plant or of the human resources available, which

may be the effect of a monopoly position that leads to rationing the

quantity offered. A further interesting case of such market failures

is given by external economies and diseconomies (for example,

damage caused by pollution) and by public goods, which are the

goods that are not convenient for the single individual to produce
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due to the external economies that arise from them. The benefit

that he receives is less than their production cost. The typical case

is that of the lighthouse: For a single sailor, it is not profitable to

build a lighthouse, as he does not receive all the possible benefits

produced by it. The subject appointed to produce these goods is

then the public body, for which the problem does not arise, since

the public body looks to the benefits of the whole community. The

inequity of income distribution also constitutes a market failure.

All these cases of market failure are highlighted by an analysis of

the positions and choices of individual operators, and therefore we

speak of them as microeconomic failures. If, on the other hand, we

look at the values of some variables in aggregate terms (i.e., for the

total economy), there are several cases of macroeconomic failures:

unemployment, inflation, financial system instability, insufficient

growth, imbalance of the balance of payments. Unemployment

(involuntary) is a clear case of inefficiency, because the full potential

of the human resources available to work in a certain system is not

used. Inflation can constitute a case of inefficiency, because - if it is

high - it doesnot allow reliable calculations of economic convenience

(thus generating inefficient choices) and can involve costs in particu-

lar for some people, for example thosewho enjoyfixed incomes, who

suffer a loss of their purchasing power (thus generating inequality).

Financial system instability takes place when the financial system

cannot provide crucial services to households and businesses and the

system risks being incapable of withstanding shocks and financial

imbalances. Low growth means that an economic system generates

less than the possible increases in income in each period, although

the situation may correspond to the full use of all economic

resources. For example, this happens if there is little innovation in a

system, which would allow it, say, to produce more with the same

resources through the use of more efficient production techniques.

Finally, the balance of payments can give rise to a macroeconomic

failure if, for example, foreign currency revenues (say, in dollars) are

less than foreign currency outlays. To copewith the excess payments
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abroad, it is therefore necessary to draw on the available foreign

exchange reserves. In anticipation of their exhaustion, it will be

necessary to increase revenues and reduce currency outlays, which

is normally done through the devaluation of the national currency

(see exchange rate). This, on the one hand implies an increase in

exports; on the other, it decreases imports, due to the fact that they

have become more expensive. If these are difficult to compress,

because they are, for example, raw materials, the increase in their

price will imply an inflationary trend. The imbalance in the balance

of payments can therefore lead to a macroeconomic failure.

Microeconomic policy. This is the policy aimed at influencing the

quantities relating to individual operators or their categories.

Among the instruments of microeconomic policies we should

mention: the attribution of property rights, for example with refer-

ence to the participants in the activity of a corporate enterprise (in

particular, for the role of owners and managers); the various forms

of anti-monopoly policy (e.g., regulation, recourse to public enter-

prises); environmental policies; industrial policies, which tend to

facilitate the adaptation of firms to change or to introduce change

itself, thereby strengthening the growth capacity of the system;

policies of personal (or family) income redistribution; policies of

regional and sectoral redistribution.

Monetary policy. The set of tools with which the central bank aims to

influence interest rate on short-term loans (but see also unconven-

tional monetary policy, tending to influence long-term interest

rates). The goal is to increase it, in order to curb demand and

inflation, or to reduce it, tending to stimulate demand. The instru-

ments used are different and range from the manoeuvre of the

official discount rate (practiced by the central bank to banks that

want to obtain liquidity in exchange for transfer of part of the bills

in their possession) to open market operations (with which the

central bank buys or sells short-term securities, thus, respectively,

increasing or decreasing the liquidity of the system) and, finally, to

the compulsory reserve manoeuvre (that is, to the change in the
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percentage of bank deposits that the central bank requires to be

deposited with itself ).

Multiplier. When an exogenous component of aggregate demand,

such as investments (public or private) and/or exports, increases,

the resulting increase in income is not equal to the increase in

these items of overall demand in the economy (see GDP), but is

usually higher. For example, an increase of 100 in the investment

will cause an increase in demand equal to a multiple of 100. In fact,

an investment of 100 will result in an increase in compensations to

the factors of production, which in part are consumed, the more so

the greater the propensity of people to consume. In turn, the

increase in consumption will cause a new increase in factor com-

pensations and a further increase in consumption, and so forth. At

the end of the multiplicative process, GDP will be increased, for

example, by 200, with a multiplier of 2 of the initial investment.

If we consider, as is normal, a country open to international trade,

the multiplier will be smaller. In fact, the initial 100 increase in

compensations translates only in part into an increase in consump-

tion of domestic goods – and therefore in domestic demand.A part of

the demand is addressed instead to the rest of the world, due to the

increase in imports from foreign countries, that is, exports from

these countries, and, therefore, translates into an increase in their

GDP. A joint effort – say, by all European countries – to increase

investment reduces the extent of the leakage in the increase ofGDP.

In fact, in the case of investments only in Italy, the part of the

demand thatwould turn inwards (andwhich increases the aggregate

demand in Italy) would be accompanied by a part of imports increas-

ing exports from Germany and a part increasing, for example,

exports from the USA, increasing aggregate demand in these coun-

tries. If, instead, of a purely Italian investment there were also a

German investment, these investmentswould stimulate demand in

Italy to a higher extent than that of a purely Italian investment,

because it is true that the higher Italian investment translates in

part into imports from Germany, but the increase in German GDP
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deriving from German investment would partly lead to more

imports from Italy. There would therefore be a sort of ‘cross-fertil-

isation’, with an increase in the multiplicative effect, even if this

effect is not as great as it would be in the theoretical case of a Europe

closed to the rest of theworld or in the casewhen all countries in the

world increase their investment.

Parity. This (also called central rate) is the value around which, under

a fixed exchange rate regime, someminor fluctuations, for example

1%, in the exchange rate are allowed.

People at risk of poverty and social exclusion. This is a three-

component indicator. The first component takes into account

people who are at risk of poverty from the point of view of the

income that they receive. This category includes all those people

who are part of families who are unable to reach at least a certain

income threshold. To calculate this threshold, the median income

is first calculated. Then 60% of this value is calculated, and those

people who fail to reach this figure are considered at risk of pov-

erty. To complicate matters is the fact that the computations are

repeated for all families according to the number of their members,

following the idea that as a family is more numerous, the amount

necessary to support each of its components decreases. People at

risk of poverty among Italians exceed 20%, that is, one in five

people, while in the European Union they are one in six.

The second indicator to add to the first one takes into account

people who are in a situation of ‘severe material deprivation’. In

this case it is not their income that is taken into account, but the

situation in which people live: if they live in houses that are

adequately heated, if they can afford a washing machine, a car, a

telephone, if they can pay bills and eat adequate meals. This is the

smallest component of the poverty indicator, fortunately, but also

the one in which the differences between one country and another

are stronger. The average of this indicator is 7% for the EU popula-

tion, or one person in about 14. However, in Bulgaria 30% of the

inhabitants are in severe material deprivation, while in Sweden the
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value drops to 1.1% and in Italy it exceeds 10%, which means that

in Italy there are people in this situation almost ten times more

numerous - as a percentage of the total - than in Sweden.

The third component of the synthetic index calculated by

Eurostat is that of people living in families with low work inten-

sity, which means that people of working age in that family have

actually worked very little. More specifically, it means that in that

family those who are between 18 and 59 years old (but excluding

those who study and who are under 24) have worked on average

20% or less of what they could have. That is, they worked less than

one day a week, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. This is how

9.3% of EU citizens and 11.8% of Italians live.

Productivity. Productivity means efficiency of production. It is meas-

ured by various indicators according to the input one wants to refer

to. Then, with respect to some raw material, productivity is meas-

ured as the ratio of the quantity of an output to the quantity of that

raw material, to indicate the efficiency with which the raw material

is used in the production process. Themain reference is, however, to

the labour input. This is the case, for example, of theGDP per person

employed, that is,GDPdividedby total employment in the economy.

Public goods. These are goods non-rival in consumption – as the

consumption of these goods by an individual does not imply that

other individuals cannot consume them at the same time (as in the

case of a work of art) – and whose consumption by subjects who did

not contribute to producing it cannot be excluded. The typical case

of a public good is that of a lighthouse, a non-rival and not-

excludable good. These characteristics mean that there is little

propensity to produce these goods by private individuals.

Savings paradox. This is the situation that arises at the level of the

entire economy when each person increases his propensity to save,

that is, reduces his propensity to consume. In this case, instead of

having greater savings capable of financing investments, the value

of the multiplier is reduced and therefore at each couple of invest-

ment expenditure and foreign demand (i.e., of the exogenous
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expenditure) corresponds a lower value of total income and then of

total savings. In other words, a rise in the propensity to save, which

means a reduction of the propensity to consume, implies a reduc-

tion in the value of the multiplier. Then, to a given value of

exogenous expenditure (i.e., of investment and foreign demand)

will correspond a lower value of GDP.

Social capital. We use the term social capital in the meaning of the

set of aspects of social life, such as relational networks, norms and

mutual trust, which allow members of a community to act

together more effectively in achieving shared goals. It is these

informal norms that determine the actual behaviour of social

groups and individuals. A high level of social capital derives from

the existence of mutual trust and a sense of identity of shared

values, which ensure the observance not only of legal norms, but

also of informal norms of common sense, cooperation and reci-

procity of behaviour. On the contrary, the scarcity of social capital

determines not only the non-existence of these informal rules, but

also often the non-compliance with legal rules.

State failures. The action of the state, like that of private individuals,

may not ensure an excellent result for society. This depends, for

example, on the inefficiency of the action of the bureaucrats and/or

of the persons in charge of elected positions, who act not to satisfy

the needs of the community, interpreted in some way (in the case

of politicians) or according to laws (in the case of bureaucrats), but

to reduce their own workload or insure benefits and the like.

Tax havens. These are the countries that have introduced tax treat-

ments lower than the average of other countries, especially those

belonging to the same union. Within the EU, tax havens are:

Belgium, Cyprus, Ireland, Estonia, Hungary, Luxembourg, Malta,

the Netherlands. Outside the EU they are: Switzerland, Bermuda,

the Caribbean, Puerto Rico, Hong Kong, Singapore. It is no coinci-

dence that some of the major companies in Italy and other countries

have established their parent company in some of these paradises,

such as in the Netherlands. The advantage is that, with proper
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transfer pricing,multinationals can concentrate their profits in these

centers, where tax rates are lower.

Transfer pricing. This is the determination of prices relating to the

transfer of goods and services within multinationals. These transfers

refer to intermediate goods or specific services that are often, but not

always, actually provided by a subsidiary (or parent company) to

another of a multinational company. Given the specificity of these

goods or services, it is difficult or impossible in many cases to com-

pare the transfer prices practised by multinationals to the prices

charged on the market for the same or similar goods or services and,

therefore, the parent company of the multinational company can

choose them in a way to vary its revenues and costs and those of

the various subsidiaries and, thus (given the different tax rates

existing in the various countries), the total fiscal charge for the

company. For example, by increasing the price of a service – actual

or imputed – it provides to a subsidiary, the parent company will

increase its profit and reduce that of the subsidiary, in the case that

the corporate income tax rate in the country where it is located is

lower than that of the country inwhich the subsidiary is located, thus

reducing the total tax paid by the company. This is why the parent

company of a multinational is usually located in a tax haven or in a

country that adopts the ‘tax rulings’mentioned in the text.

Unconventional monetary policy. In times of a particularly severe

recession, the conventional monetary policy manoeuvre, which

consists in influencing market short-term interest rates, is not

sufficient, for various reasons. The main one has to do with the

fact that the reduction in the short-term interest rate obtained by

this manoeuvre is not transmitted to the long-term interest rate on

which investment depends.

One of the reasons for that is that it may not be sufficient to lower

the market short term rate enough, because it meets the limit of the

zero interest rate (zero lower bound, ZLB). A bank normally borrows

from the central bank if it can lend to businesses (or consumers). But,

if businesses and consumers do not ask for loans (or, as they say in the
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jargon, if the ‘horse does not drink’), the bank has convenience to

deposit with the Central Bank the available liquidity (in order to

avoid the cost of holding cash, due to possible theft), certainly as long

as the latter is willing to pay a positive interest. One of the possible

actions for the Central Bank in order to stimulate economic activity

is to set an interest rate sufficiently low – even negative - on bank

deposits with it, but banks will certainly be discouraged to re-deposit

the funds they receive and cannot lend, if the negative interest rate

set by the Central Bank is too low.

Thus, a situation arises where short-termmarket interest rates are

stuck at zero and there is excess liquidity. Precisely because short-

term rates cannot become negative in general (apart from the case

referred to), economic recovery is not stimulated. On the other hand,

future rates could even be expected to increase, and this would not

ensure that the interest rate is low enough in the long-term section of

themarket. In short, investment is hindered by current and expected

rates: given the poor return expected from the investment itself,

interest rates even equal to zero or relatively low immediately (but

not necessarily so in the future) are not enough to stimulate it.

In these conditions, in order to cope with the financial crisis, in

addition to normal monetary policy operations, non-conventional

operations are necessary, which guarantee sufficiently low (even if

not negative) levels of interest rates directly on long-term secur-

ities (and loans): instead of open market operations on short-term

securities, similar operations are carried out on long-term secur-

ities (for example, on ten-year Treasury bills). These are the ‘quan-

titative easing’ operations. The same result can be obtained by

firmly and credibly reporting to the market the intentions of the

monetary authorities for future actions. To this end, to influence

expectations, central banks have frequently announced their will-

ingness to maintain low (or zero) interest rates for a certain period

of time or until unemployment and/or inflation rates have reached

certain predetermined values, corresponding to the desired object-

ives. The Central Bank therefore provides in this case a ‘guide for

the future’ (forward guidance).
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